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This thesis investigates “serial verb constructions” in Gurene, a Gur language spoken in the northern part of Ghana. It examines the defining properties of SVCs, the semantic and the syntactic classification of SVCs in Gurene, using the prototype theory framework. The fundamental principles of the theory which include “prototypicality,” “resemblance” or “similarity to the prototype,” “gradation” and “cognitive economy” are applied in classifying the various types of SVCs in the language. The primary data used in the analysis include interactions between native speakers through informal interviews, recorded public speeches, sermons, local radio discussions in Gurene and a questionnaire based on translations in Gurene. The corpus data used for the analysis are derived from some reading materials written or translated in Gurene and some existing literature on SVCs in some serializing languages across the world. The study presents analysis of “tense, aspect, modality and polarity” (TAMP) marking in serial verb constructions and the types of semantic and syntactic SVCs that exist in Gurene. The semantic types include clause chaining SVCs, integrated SVCs, benefactive SVCs, locative SVC, instrumental SVCs, comitative SVCs, escort/accompaniment SVCs, capabilitative SVCs, concomitant SVCs, concurrent SVCs, refusal SVCs, purpose SVCs, motion SVCs, manner SVCs, comparative SVCs and the cause-effect SVCs. The syntactic types also include mono-subject SVCs, multiple subjects SVCs, mono object SVCs, multiple objects SVCs, non-object SVCs, unexpressed object SVCs, and multiple serial verbs constructions. The study shows some similarities and differences between the defining properties of SVCs in Gurene and those of some other serializing languages; hence, it is beneficial to both speakers and non speakers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVCs</td>
<td>Serial Verb Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>Subject Verb Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOV</td>
<td>Subject Object Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSO</td>
<td>Verb Subject Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVS</td>
<td>Object Verb Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSV</td>
<td>Object Subject Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>Tense, Aspect, Modality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMP</td>
<td>Tense, Aspect, Modality and Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD</td>
<td>Modality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Definite Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.Z</td>
<td>Too Zaafi (a type of food normally prepared with either millet or maize flour and eaten with soup in northern Ghana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BON</td>
<td>Bongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>Fante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Noun Phrases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>Possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>First Person Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>First Person Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>Second Person Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>Second Person Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>Third Person Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>Third Person Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Verb Phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>First Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Second Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Third Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Fourth Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSVCs</td>
<td>Clause Chaining Serial Verb Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISVCS</td>
<td>Integrated Serial Verb Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPL</td>
<td>Completive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL-ISVCS</td>
<td>Full Lexicalized Integrated Serial Verb Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL-ISVCs</td>
<td>Partial Lexicalized Integrated Serial Verb Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Subject Predicate Complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPCA</td>
<td>Subject Predicate Complement Adjunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVC</td>
<td>Bound Verb Complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>Covert Coordination Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>Empty Subject Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSV</td>
<td>Lexical Serial Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>Habitual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESVC</td>
<td>Multi-Event Serial Verb Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>Perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPERF</td>
<td>Imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVO</td>
<td>Fusional Verb Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Unexpressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFF</td>
<td>Affirmative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAN</td>
<td>Nankare (a dialect of Frafra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOL</td>
<td>Bolga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.0. Introduction

This study examines “serial verb constructions” in Gurene, focusing on both the structural and the functional types of “serial verb constructions” in the language. Though “serial verb constructions” were first discovered in Akan, a Kwa language spoken in Ghana by Christaller’s (1875) work, and the term “Serial verb Construction” (SVC) was also first used by Stewart’s (1963) work in Akan, many languages in the world are discovered to be serializing languages. Language researchers have divergent views about the prevalence of “serial verb constructions” in some of the language groups in the world. Some researchers argue that “serial verb constructions” are prevalent in West African languages, the African Caribbean creole languages, South-east Asian languages and the Oceanic languages (Bodomo, 2002; Aikhenvald, 2006; Atintono, 2005; Ofori, 2010). Haspelmath (2016) posits that serialization is common in African languages and the Oceanic languages.

Dixon (2006) argues that one-third of the languages in the world constitute serializing languages. They include Thai (Muansuwan, 2001; Diller, 2006; Takahashi, 2009), Cantonese, a Chinese language spoken in Hong Kong (Mathews, 2006), Olutec, a Mexican language spoken in Veracruz State, Mexico (Zavala 2006), and Korean (Lee, 2014). Other languages that exhibit serialization include Tariana, an endangered North Arawak language (Aikhenvald, 2006), Dumo, a Skou language which is spoken in the north coast of New Guinea (Ingram, 2006), and Khwe, a central-Khoinan language spoken in South Africa, Namibia, Angola, Botswana and Zambia (Kilian-Hatz, 2006). In West Africa, one of the serializing
languages is Goemai, a West Chadic language, spoken in central Nigeria (Hellwig, 2006). Other serializing languages are Igala, Yoruba and Igbo also spoken in Nigeria (Omachonu, 2011 & 2012; Amaechi, 2013). Also, serial verb constructions exist in Akye, a Kwa language spoken in Cote d’Ivoire (Bogny, 2010). In Ghana, many languages are serializing languages. Notable among them include Akan, Ewe, Ga, Dagaare, Dagbani and Gurene (Agbedor, 1994; Bodomo, 2002; Saanchi, 2006; Osam, 2004; Atintono, 2005; Abrefa, 2010).

Serializing languages differ; hence, some researchers also differ in their views on what constitute serial verb constructions. According to Takahashi (2009:1), serialization refers to a “construction in which two verb phrases are serialized with no overt linker.” Serial verb constructions may be two or more verbs that occur together in sequence with or without “intervening constituents” in a construction which contains “a single event” without a conjunction. In serial verb constructions, “two or more verbs” can be juxtaposed to share a common predicate without any conjunction intervening (Foley and Olson, 1985; Durie, 1988). Aboh (2010) indicates that the first verb in serial verb constructions has some features that designate it as a functional verb.

1.1. An Overview of the Language

1.1.1. The Gurene Language

Gurene is one of the Gur languages spoken in the northern part of Ghana. The language is one of the dialects of the Farefare (Frafra) language spoken in the Upper East region of Ghana. The Frafra language is classified under the North-West Oti-
Volta languages, a sub-group of the Central Gur languages under the “Niger-Congo language family.” The Frafra language is closely related to Dagaare, Dagbani, Mampruli, Buli, Kusal, and the Moore language which is spoken in Bukina Faso. Bodomo (1993) classified these languages as *Mabia* languages because of their closed relationship in which speakers of these languages call themselves *Mabia* which means “my mother’s child.” Nsoh (1997) also termed these languages as “sister languages.” The language has four other dialects which comprise Nankare, Boone, Taln and Nabt (Nsoh, 1997).

Though a majority of Gurene speakers are in the Bolgatanga and Bongo areas, some towns and villages across other areas speak Gurene. Some communities under the Kassena-Nankana East Municipal and Kassena-Nankana West district which include Sirugu and Yua are generally believed to be the historical homes of some Gurene speakers in the Bolgatanga area. Gurene is also spoken across some of the border towns and villages of Burkina Faso, hence, it is widely spoken. Some speakers believe that the Gurene speakers in Sirugu and Yua areas and those across the borders of Ghana speak the proto-Gurene. The genetic classification of Gurene is shown below.
Figure 1: Genetic Classification of Gurene
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1.1.2. Word Order

Many languages in the world vary in terms of word order. Some languages have flexible word order marked by morphology. These languages may deviate from what is considered as the basic word order (Comrie 1989; Song 2012). Greenberg introduced the basic word order which involves three constituents of a clause namely subject, verb and object, whose permutation yields six logical parameters: SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OVS, OSV (Comrie 1989; Payne 2006; Song 2012). Gurene is an SVO and a word class language (Nsoh, 2002; Dakubu, 2003; Atintono, 2004). It is important to note that Gurene as an SVO language has postpositions which is a deviation from the idea that SVO languages always have prepositions (Comrie 1989; Payne 2006).

1.1.3. An Overview of “Tense, Aspect, Modality, and Polarity” (TAMP)

“Tense, aspect, modality and polarity (TAMP)” differ across languages in terms of their syntactic structure and use. Givon (2001:70) observes that TAMP can manifest as verb prefixes in some languages, verb suffixes in other languages or verb “stem-internal vowel changes” as occur in some English verbs such as “see/saw/seen, sing/sang/sung and sit/sat.” He also indicates that TAMP may constitute auxiliaries in some languages. Tense, aspect, and modality (TAM) are grammatical rather than lexical. Dahl (1985) observes that even though tense, aspect, mood, and modality are all grammatical categories, some distinctions can be made among them.
1.1.3. 1. Tense in Gurene

Tense is associated with time as Dahl (1985) describes it as a relationship that exists between the time being talked about and the time of speaking. According to Dahl, tense constitutes varied morphological forms which may be implicitly or explicitly expressed by the verb. Dahl (1985) maintains that tense involves a relation between two “external points of time.” Hence, tense may be referred to as a grammatical coding of verbs that indicates time location. Givon (2001:285) hypothesizes that tense refers to “the systematic coding of the relationship between two points along the ordered linear dimension of time: reference time and event time.” Tenses are categorized into present, past and future (Dahl, 1985; Givon, 2001; Svartvik and Leech 2002; Uchiyama 2006; Timberlake, 2007). According to Givon (2001), tenses in some languages may be sub-divided into “remote past,” “recent past,” “distant future” and “immediate future.” Riemer (2010) asserts that some languages employ lexical means rather than morphologically marked tenses to express temporal relations. It is important to note that not all languages show distinctions of tenses such as past, present and future. According to Riemer (2010), some languages have no absolute tense, hence, they mark tense for “past and non-past or future and non-future.”

Unlike Akan in which affixes code tense (Dolphyne 1987; Osam 2003; Saah 2003), Gurene lacks inflectional tense markers; hence, tenses are expressed by time adverbial markers. According to Atintono (2004), Gurene has two tense markers or particles: daa, yuun, and the postverbal completive or affirmative markers ya, me. The tense marker daa is derived from the time adverbial daare ‘days ago’ and yuun
is derived from *yuuma* ‘years ago.’ Though these tense markers do not indicate definite time, they show distinctions between recent past and remote past. The tense marker *daa* indicates past time earlier than a year, whereas *yuun* indicates past time tantamount to a year, or more respectively (See Atintono 2004). This implies that the past tense marker *daa* expresses recent past, while *yuun* expresses remote past (Givon, 2001).

I argue that the particles *ya* and *me* both express recent past events in the form of completive or affirmative activities. Though these markers are used to refer to recent past activities, they require the past tense markers *daa* “days ago” and *yuun* “years ago” in order to also express remote past which is the same as past perfect. On the basis of this, I posit that *ya* and *me* are aspectual markers that express recent past (present perfect) and remote past (past perfect), as indicated below.

\[1\]

a. Akuka \( \text{zò mé kë bò’ò pùàǹ} \) (recent past)  
   ‘Akuka has ran into the room.’

b. Akuka \( \text{dáá zò mé kë bò’ò pùàǹ} \) (remote past)  
   ‘Akuka had ran into the room.’

c. Akuka \( \text{yúún zò mé kë bò’ò pùàǹ} \) (remote past)  
   ‘Akuka had ran into the room.’

In example (1a), the perfect aspectual marker *mé* affirms a recent past activity which is in present perfect, while (1b) affirms a remote past activity which is in past perfect via addition of the “past tense marker” *dáá*. When the past tense marker *yúún*
is added in (1c), the perfect aspectual marker \(m\)̀ affirms the remote past activity in the form of past perfect. It is worth noting that both markers express past events, however, \(daa\) expresses past events in terms of days, while \(yuu\) expresses past events in terms of years; hence they express days ago and years ago respectively.

I argue that the aspectual markers \(m\)̀ and \(y\) can both be used with intransitive verbs, but only \(m\)̀ can be used with a transitive verb as indicated below.

(2) a. bia lá di’ m̀ (intransitive)
    child DEF eat PERF
    ‘The child has eaten.’

b. bia lá di’ yà (intransitive)
    child DEF eat PERF
    ‘The child has eaten.’

(3) a. bia lá di’ diá lá m̀ (transitive)
    child DEF eat food DEF PERF
    ‘The child has eaten the food.’

b. bia lá dáá di’ diá lá m̀ (transitive)
    child DEF PAST eat food DEF PERF
    ‘The child had eaten the food.’

c. *bia lá di’ diá lá yà
    child DEF eat food DEF PERF
    ‘The child has eaten the food.’

d. *bia lá dáá di’ diá lá yà
    child DEF PAST eat food DEF PERF
    ‘The child has eaten the food.’
The past aspectual marker \( m \) in (2a) and \( ya \) in (2b) are used intransitively with the verb \( di \) ‘eat.’ However, in (3a) and (3b), the perfective aspect marker \( m \) is used with the transitive verb \( di \) ‘eat,’ whereas the use of the perfective aspect marker \( ya \) with the transitive verb \( di \) “eat” in (3c) and (3d) are ungrammatical. It is important to note that both the aspectual markers \( m \) and \( ya \) express present perfect, and they require an addition of a past tense marker \( dáá \) or \( yúún \) to encode past perfect aspect as in (3b).

Apart from these past tense markers, Gurene has some time adverbials that express past time. They include \( zaam \) ‘yesterday,’ \( daare \) ‘two days ago,’ \( dayita, \) three days ago,’ \( datata \) ‘four days ago,’ \( datatebe’esi \) ‘five days ago,’ \( dea \) ‘a year ago,’ \( dewaare, \)’ two years ago,’ \( detantaare, \) three years ago’ (Atintono 2004). Some these time adverbials can be used to express future time by either adding the suffix -\( sa’am \) or without the suffix such as \( daare /daaresa’am \) “two days ago or two days ahead,” \( dayita/dayitasa’am \) “three days ago or three days ahead,” \( datata/ datasa’am \) “four days ago or four ahead” etc. These time adverbials indicate past time in varied degrees such as recent past, remote past, and the remotest past. These time adverbials are distinct from the past tense markers discussed previously because they encode definite time.

Besides, Atintono (2004) observes that Gurene has future tense markers \( na \) ‘will’, \( wa,’ ‘will,’ \( wan \) ‘will’ and \( nan \) ‘will’ used by different dialects. I posit that Gurene has only one future tense marker which has two dialectical variants of \( wan/nan \) ‘will.’ Bolga speakers use \( wan \) ‘will’ while the Bongo and the Nankare dialects use \( nan \) ‘will.’ These forms of future tense markers are grammaticalized as
wa by Bolga speakers and na by Bongo and the Nankare speakers. Gurene has no “immediate” and “distant future” tense marker. The language also has some time adverbials that are also used to express future time. They include beere ‘tomorrow,’ daasa’am’ two days ahead,’ dayita, three days ahead,’ dayitasa’am’ four days ahead,’ datateb’esi ‘five days ahead,’ and ziisa’am “a year or years ahead.’ The time adverbials that express past time are zaam “yesterday” and daare “two days ago.” Past time beyond two days have no time adverbials; hence speakers use explanation such as dabesa ata pooren/tole “three days backward/passed,’’and dabesa anaasi pooren/tole “four days backward/passed.” Other time adverbials include zina ‘today,’ nananewa ‘presently’ (see Atintono (2004) and duna ‘this year.’ It is essential to note that the use of overt tense markers in Gurene is optional because tenses can equally be understood through implied meaning. Tense markers use in serial verb constructions in Gurene will be discussed in chapter four.

1.1.3.2. Aspect in Gurene

Aspect may involve an extension of time over a definite time boundary or an extension of time without a definite time boundary. Comrie (1976:3) as cited in Dahl (1985), aspect may be used to express “different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation.” Dahl (1985:24) outlines that aspect denotes “the structure of things going on or taking place in the situation described by the sentence.” Though both tense and aspect involve time, Dahl claims that aspect involves “non-deictic categories” which exhibit “internal time” relation, while tense involves “deictic categories” which manifest “external time” relation (1985:24).
Aspect, according to Dahl (1985) and Givon (2001), consists of “grammatical aspect” and “inherent aspect.” Some statements outlined by Givon (2001) suggest that inherent aspect can be observed by the combination of verbs with grammatical aspect, while grammatical aspect is observed by the addition of communicative context to a statement or an event.

Apart from tenses, languages employ different ways which include “grammatical aspects” to express “temporal time relation.” Givon (2001:289) observes that the imperfective category of aspect is often sub-divided into two main divisions: “progressive-durative-continuous” and the “habitual- repetitive.” Timberlake (2007) also indicates that the operators that are used to describe aspect are progressive, iterative or habitual, perfect, and perfective. Timberlake (2007) notes that the progressive and the iterative aspects are used to refer to action in progress or action in duplication. Timberlake (2007:289) indicates that perfect aspect “presents a situation as a state.” It also indicates an activity that begins from the past and ends at the time of the speech with future expectation as shown below:

(4) a. I didn’t turn off the oven
   b. I haven’t turned off the oven
      (Timberlake, 2007:290)

Example (4b) is perfect aspect which invites expectations about future possibility, while (4a) does not. However, perfective aspect expresses a static situation that often remains enforced (Timberlake, 2007).
Riemer (2010; 316) describes aspect as “a quite distinct semantic category from completion or duration,” and that languages employ varied “morpho-syntactic means” of expressing the notion of aspect. Riemer (2010:15) asserts that “aspect is the name of the grammatical category which expresses differences in the way time is presented in events.” Riemer (2010:315) maintains that tense indicates “locations of events in time” such as present time, past time and future time, while aspect expresses different ways of which “time is presented in events.” As outlined by Riemer, tense is “deictic,” hence it depends on external speech situations,” while “aspect makes reference to the internal temporal properties of the event” (Riemer, 2010:317). The distinction between perfective and imperfective aspects, as proposed by Riemer (2010), is that the former “is expressed by the ‘simple’ forms of the verb,” while the latter “is expressed by the ‘progressive’ or ‘continuous forms of the verb in English as shown below.

(5)  
   a. I wrote a letter  
   b. I was writing a letter

(6)  
   a. Joe will write a letter  
   b. Joe will be writing a letter

Example (5a) is simple past tense whereas (5b) is imperfective aspect. Also, (6a) is future time, while (6b) is imperfective aspect.

Gurene has suffixes that express progressive aspect. The progressive aspect marker according to Atintono (2004), is [-i] which can be realized as the distributives [-ri,-ni,-ti,-li,-si]. These progressive aspect markers in Gurene are
realized by suffix “suppletions” or “suppletive allomorphs” in which different allomorphs are expressed as suffixes (Payne 2006).

(7) The distribution of Gurene progressive suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Progressive</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Progressive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. di ‘eat’</td>
<td>di-ti ‘eating’</td>
<td>vole ‘swallow’</td>
<td>vo-li ‘swallowing,’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. zɔ ‘run’</td>
<td>zɔ-ti ‘running’</td>
<td>voole ‘make noise’</td>
<td>voo-li ‘making noise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. da ‘buy’</td>
<td>da’a-ri ‘buying’</td>
<td>ɛmɛ ‘beat/hit’</td>
<td>ɛmɛɛ-ri ‘hitting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. wa ‘dance’</td>
<td>wa’a-ri ‘dancing’</td>
<td>la ‘laugh’</td>
<td>la’a-ri ‘laughing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. kiŋɛ ‘walk’</td>
<td>ki-na ‘walking’</td>
<td>gise ‘sleep’</td>
<td>gi-si ‘sleeping’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. neem ‘grind’</td>
<td>nee-ni ‘grinding’</td>
<td>kaase ‘cry’</td>
<td>kaa-si ‘crying’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gurene also has an iterative aspect marker [-a] which is described as habitual aspect marker by Atintono (2004). This marker has the following variants: -la, -ra, -na, -sa, -ta as shown below in verbs’ suffixes.

(8) Distribution of Iterative Aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Iterative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. di ‘eat’</td>
<td>di-ta di-ta ‘eat repeatedly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. zɔ ‘run’</td>
<td>zɔ-ta zɔ-ta ‘run repeatedly,’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. kiŋɛ ‘walk’</td>
<td>ki-na ki-na ‘walk repeatedly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. la ‘laugh’</td>
<td>la’-ra la’a-ra ‘laughed repeatedly’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. kɔ ‘farm’</td>
<td>kɔ-ra kɔ-ra ‘farm repeatedly’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Habitual aspect is similar to the iterative aspect, except that it uses the unduplicated forms of the verbs such as ki-na ‘walk repeatedly’ zɔ-ta, ‘run repeatedly,’ kɔ-ra ‘farm repeatedly’ (see Atintono 2004).

As I argued in the preceding section, the markers ya and me in Gurene that indicate completive or affirmative activity or state are aspectual markers because they express present perfect as discussed in (1a), and encode past perfect in (1b) and
(1c). It shows that the perfective aspect in Gurene uses the preverbal past tense markers: *daa* and *yuun*, and the post-verbal aspectual markers: *ya* and *me* as discussed in examples (1b) and (1c). However, the imperfective aspect uses the preverbal past tense markers: *daa* and *yuun* and the progressive suffixes. These are shown in example (9) below:

(9) a. bia  la  daa  di  sageɓo  me  
    child  DET  PAST  eat  T.Z  PERF  
    ‘The child had eaten *too-zaafi*.’

b. bia  la  di  sageɓo  me  
    child  DET  eat  T.Z  PERF  
    ‘The child has eaten *too-zaafi*.’

c. bia  la  daa  di-ti  sageɓo  
    child  DET  PAST  eat-PROG  T.Z  
    ‘The child was eating *too-zaafi*.’

d. bia  la  di-ti  sageɓo  
    child  DET  eat-PROG  T.Z  
    ‘The child is eating *too-zaafi*.’

e. bia  la  daa  di  sageɓo  
    child  DET  PAST  eat  T.Z  
    ‘The child ate *too-zaafi*.’

The examples in (9a) and (9b) contain the perfective aspect, while (9c) and (9d) contain the imperfective aspect. Example (9a) is past perfect aspect and (9b) is present perfect aspect, while (9c) and (9d) are past progressive and present progressive aspects respectively. The sentence in (9e) is in simple past tense.
1.1.3.3. Modality in Gurene

Modal auxiliaries constitute a type of auxiliaries that express ability, probability, wishes, request, obligation, certainty, intention and evidence (Grygel, 1991; Givon, 2001; Ebest et al, 2002). According to Givon (2001:300) “modality codes the speaker’s attitude toward the proposition” in which the attitude involves epistemic judgment (truth, probability, belief, evidence) and deontic judgment (ability, preference, obligation, desirability). Timberlake (2007) observes that modality involves the use of volitive verbs (will, want), obligatory verbs (must, should, aught etc), and permission verbs (may, can). In English, modal auxiliaries do not change their forms in terms of indicating number, or person, and unlike English where some auxiliary verbs such as “is, was, are and were” can occur as lexical verbs (Wiredu, 1998; Ebest et al. 2002), modal auxiliaries in Gurene cannot occur as lexical verbs.

Atintono (2004) indicates that modal auxiliaries in Gurene are preverbal modifiers on the basis that they always precede the verb and modify it. They include wa or wan or na or nan ‘will,’ ta’am ‘can,’ yeti ‘ready to,’ kelum ‘still’ and le ‘again.’ Other modal auxiliaries include dela/see ‘must,’ ni ‘habitual’ ya,am ‘habitual,’ nyaa ‘sequential,’ leem ‘afterwards’ tugum ‘rather,’ yerum, ‘no option than to go ahead,’ yi ‘unexpected but occurred’ also (see Atintono, 2004). I argue that Gurene lacks clear distinction between auxiliary verbs and modal auxiliaries as it is in English. In Gurene, more than one modal auxiliary can precede the main verb as indicated below.
In (11a) and (11b), modal auxiliaries *wan/nan* or *wa/na* ‘will,’ *ta’am* ‘can,’ *le* ‘again,’ and *kelum* ‘still’ precede the main verb *kaalɛ* ‘read’ in Bolga and Bongo/Nankare dialects. I argue that *wan/nan* is a future tense marker rather than a modal auxiliary in (11a) and (11b).

1.1.3.4. Polarity in Gurene

Polarity involves grammatical marking of verbs in order to indicate negation of actions expressed by the verbs. Polarity marking varies across languages.

According to Givon (2001), Bemba language marks polarity by prefixes, while Japanese marks polarity by suffixes. Gurene lacks morphological marking for polarity. Gurene has three polarity markers which are *da* ‘do not,’ *ka* ‘did not’ and *kan* ‘will not.’ According to Atintono (2004), the negation marker *ka* is used to indicate negation of action that occurred in the past, while the *kan* negation marker indicates negation of action yet to occur. The *da* is a present negative marker, *ka* is a past negative marker, and *kan* is a future negative marker as shown below:

(12) a. ba ka di
    3PL NEG.PAST eat
    ‘They did not eat.’
b. ba  **kan**  di  
   3PL  NEG.FUT  eat
   ‘They **will not** eat.’

c. Fu  **da**  di  dia  la  
   2SG  NEG.PRES  eat  food  DEF
   ‘(You) don’t eat the food.’

The negation marker *ka* that precedes the verb *di* ‘eat’ in (12a) denotes a past negative action of the verb. However, in (12b), the negation marker *kan* denotes a future negative action expressed by the verb *di* ‘eat.’ Also in (12c), the marker *da* precedes the verb, expressing present negation.

Mood is one of the grammatical categories used for expressing the attitude of the speaker by indicating whether a construction is declarative, imperative or interrogative (Dahl, 1985; Atintono, 2004). Dahl (1985) observes that mood in English consists of “indicative” and “subjunctive.” There is an interface between mood and other grammatical categories such as TAM and polarity. Mood may be expressed by tone in Gurene on the basis that imperative mood in Gurene has no “segmental representation.” Details of TAMP in SVCs will be discussed in chapter 4.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

In recent times, many language researchers have become increasingly interested in studying serial verb constructions in many languages across the world. Some notable studies of serial verb constructions include Bowern (2001) who carried out a research on serial verbs constructions in the Sivisa dialect of Titan, a sub-group of
the oceanic languages spoken in Austronesian, and de Reuse (2006) who studied “serial verb constructions” in Lakota, a native language spoken in the United States. Dixon (2006) also studied SVCs in Dyirbal, an Australian language, and Cleary-Kemp’s (2015) research was on “serial verb constructions” in Koro, an Oceanic language spoken in New Guinea. Many West African languages have also been given attention in linguistics research on serial verbs constructions. These languages include Goemai, Yoruba, Igbo, Igala, Baule and Akye (Aikhenvald, 2006; Hellwig, 2006; Omachonu, 2011 & 2012; Bogny, 2010; Amaechi, 2013).

In Ghana, many language researchers have carried out substantial studies on “serial verb constructions” in many of our Ghanaian languages. Renowned language researchers (Boadi, 1968; Dolphyne; 1987; Agyeman, 2002; Osam, 2004; Ofori, 2010 and Kambon, 2012) investigated serial verb constructions in Akan. Also, some studies that have been carried out on serial verb constructions in Ewe include Ansre (1966), Agbedor (1994), and Ameka (2006). Besides, Abrefa (2010) investigated clause chaining in serial verb constructions in Akan, Ewe and Ga. Bodomo (1993 & 2002) studied SVCs in Mabia languages which include Dagbani, Mampruli, and Dagaare, while Lee (2003) investigated SVCs in Buli.

However, research on SVCs in Gurene has not been given the attention it deserves by language researchers. Though Dakubu (2003) worked on multi verb constructions in central Gur which involved SVCs, and Atintono (2005) overviewed serial verb constructions in Gurene, SVCs in Gurene have not been comprehensively investigated. Hence, this current research seeks to examine the syntactic and the semantic properties of serial verb constructions, focusing on the structural types and
the functional types of serial verb constructions in Gurene. Though other types of multi-verb constructions such as consecutive constructions, the covert coordination or juxtaposed clauses (Ameka 2005; Osam 2004) are excluded in the scope of study, they may only be used as examples.

1.3. Research Objectives

The study seeks to achieve the objectives below:

1. To identify the defining properties of serial verb constructions in Gurene
2. To examine the types of serial verb constructions in Gurene
3. To identify the functions of SVCs in Gurene.

1.4. Research Questions

The research will provide answers to the following questions:

1. What are the defining properties of serial verb constructions in Gurene?
2. What types of serial verb constructions exist in Gurene?
3. What functions do SVCs play in Gurene?

1.5. Significance of the Study

The study will be beneficial to students, teachers, native speakers, non-native speakers, and some language researchers in diverse ways. The study is anticipated to provide knowledge to students who are studying Gurene at all levels of education. The study also intends to inform both speakers and non-speakers of Gurene about the “types of serial verb constructions” that are used in Gurene. This will help some
native speakers to acquire explicit linguistic knowledge of using serial verb constructions. It may also help non-native speakers of Gurene to acquire some basic communicative skills regarding the use of “serial verb constructions” in Gurene.

Besides, the study of this kind constitutes a build-up from Atintono’s work in order to serve as a comprehensive literature for potential researchers since there are inadequate literature on serial verb constructions in Gurene. It may serve as an immense source of literature for language researchers who may be interested in carrying out researches in the domain of serialization in Gurene and other Gur languages.

1.6. The Outline of Thesis

The thesis chapters are organized as follows: Chapter one gives an overview of the language. Chapter two reviews literature, discusses the theoretical framework applied in the study, and also discusses the methodology used in the study. Chapter three analyzes the data based on the semantic classification of SVCs in Gurene. Chapter four also examines data based on the syntactic classification of SVCs in Gurene. Chapter five ends the thesis with a conclusion.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

2.0. Introduction

This chapter discusses the literature review, the theoretical framework and the methodology. The chapter examines some existing literature on “serial verb constructions” (SVCs) in some languages across the world. Literature on SVCs in West African languages, African-Caribbean Creoles, Southeast Asian languages and the Oceanic languages among others are reviewed. The notion of “SVCs” and the various types of these constructions in some of the serializing languages in world are comprehensively discussed. The chapter also discusses the theoretical framework used in the study. The chapter finally discusses the methodology applied in carrying out the research. It focuses on examining the various methods that are employed in data gathering and data analysis. The sources of data and how the data were collected and analyzed are discussed.

2.1. Literature Review

2.1.1. The History of Serial Verb Constructions

Existing literature confirmed that serial verb constructions were first discovered by Christaller in his (1875) grammar of Akan (George, 1975; Leynseele, 1975; Bodomo, 1993; Agyeman, 2002; Osam, 2003; Kießling, 2004; Senft, 2008; Appah, 2009; Omachonu, 2011; Cleary-Kemp, 2015; Haspelmath, 2016; Ameka, 2006). Though the discovery of SVCs dates back to Christaller’s work in (1875), many
authors give credit to Stewart (1963) for being the first scholar who used the most widely acceptable term “Serial Verb Constructions” also in Akan. Even though there were other scholars who worked on serial verb constructions prior to Stewart (1963), he seems to be accorded much credit for SVCs probably due to the coining of the term “serial verb constructions.” According to Leynseele (1975), “Serial verb constructions” was termed by early scholars in various ways such as “accidental combination” by Christaller (1875), and “linking type” by Bamgbose (1974). Kießling (2004) posits that SVC was formerly termed as “combination of verbs” by Christaller (1875), “Formverben” by Schlegel (1857), “Verbal Kombinationen” by Westermann (1907) and Melzian (1942), and “Verbhaufungen” by Westermann (1927). This is a clear attestation that the early scholars did not have any acceptable term for what is currently known as “serial verb constructions.”

Omachonu (2011) classified works on SVCs into three phases. The phase one scholars may include Christaller (1875), Balmer and Grant (1929), Westermann (1930), Westermann and Bryan (1952), and Stewart (1963). These researchers were the first to discover SVCs in some languages. The phase two scholars of serial verb constructions focused on examining the variation of SVCs in some serializing languages. These researchers may also include Ansre (1966), Boadi (1968), Awobuluyi (1973), Bamgbose (1974), George (1975), Dolphyne (1987) and Lawal (1989). The phase three period started from the 1990s to the present. This period may be considered as the peak of SVCs because many scholars have developed the interest in investigating SVCs in some languages across the world. They include Zwicky (1990), Schiller (1990), Lord (1993), Bodomo (1993 & 2002), Agbedor

2.1.2. Some Definitions of Serial Verb Constructions

Though serial verb constructions have been widely studied in many languages in Africa and beyond, the notion of serial verb constructions is still inexplicable. Lawal (1989:1) says “the notion of serial verb itself has not been elaborated explicitly enough” on the basis that determining the constructions that are qualified as serial verb constructions is difficult. This is supported by Lord (1993:1) who states that “defining serial verb constructions is a sticky business.” Agbedor (1994) adds that what characterizes a real serial verb construction requires more questions than answers. According to Takahashi (2009), to come out with a precise definition of SVCs that will encompass all the serializing languages is insurmountable. On the basis of these, various authors define SVCs in various ways, as established by Lee (2014; 136) that “it seems not easy to precisely define SVC of all serializing languages, and scholars may have different ideas about what is SVC and what is not.”

Ansre (1966:29) defines SVCs as “a string of verbs or verbal constructions in a single sentence.” Also, Bamgbose (1974) observes that SVC refers to verbs that are combined in a surface structure sharing a subject in common. In “serial verb constructions,” a number of verbs can be juxtaposed to share a common subject without any conjunction intervening (Foley and Olson 1985; Durie 1988). According to Givon (1991:81), SVC refers to “an event/state that one language
codes as a simple clause with a single verb, is coded in another language as a complex clause with two or more verbs.” Lord (1993:1) also describes serial verb constructions as “a string of verb phrases sharing the same tense, aspect, mood and polarity, where the understood subject of a non-initial verb is the subject or object of the preceding verb.” Bodomo (1993:1) refers SVCs as “constructions involving two or more verbs within what is probably a single clause.”

Aikhenvald (2006:1) asserts that “serial verb construction is a sequence of verbs that act together as a single predicate” with no conjunction; each verb has one tense aspect, one polarity value, and can occur on its own. Matthews (2006) also describes “serial verb constructions” as “two or more verbs” that form a clause, and represent one predicate. Dixon (2006:16) is also of the view that “serial verb construction consists of more than one verb, but the SVC is conceived of as describing a single action.”

Müller and Lipenkova (2009:235) define SVCs as “a complex predicate structure formed by two or more verbal phrases which select for the same subject.” They claim that SVCs are mostly found in languages in West Africa, Central America, South-East Asia, and Oceania. Amaechi (2013:156) conceives SVC to be “a syntactic resource which allows the speaker to express various aspects of a situation as a single cognitive package within one clause and with one predicate.” Lee (2014) describes SVCs as “a structure consisting of more than two component verbs but denotes what is conceptualized as a single event and it is an important part of the study of complex predicates.” Haspelmath (2016:292) defines SVCs as “a monoclausal construction consisting of multiple independent verbs with no element linking them and with no predicate-argument relation between the verbs.” He
admits that there are some cases of SVCs that fall outside his definition. Hence, the defining properties of serial verb constructions differ from one language to another, even though some serializing languages may share some properties that are common.

On the basis of the definitions above, “serial verb construction” refers to a type of construction which contains more than one verb that occur in series without the use of conjunctions, and with or without constituents intervening between the verbs which share at least the same subject.

2.1.3. General Defining Properties of SVCs

Scholars differ in their views on what constitute the defining properties SVCs. According to Ansre (1966:32), SVCs should be “reserved for cases in which real verbs are involved in the structure.” Though “Verbid” constructions and serial verb constructions are alike, Ansre (1966) argues that verbids differ from serial verbs on the basis that verbids are regarded as adverbs rather than verbs. As established by Bamgbose (1974), “serial verb constructions” consist of the “linking type” and the modifying type” in that the latter involves the use of modifying verbs which include adverbs, auxiliaries and adpositions. Bamgbose (1974) argues that modifying verbs are “generally accepted” as serial verbs in West African Languages. Bamgbose maintains that some “real verbs” may lose their status as “full verbs” as a result of the loss of some features in the linking types of SVCs. Hence, SVCs should not be restricted to verbs that can occur in “basic syntactic structures.” According to Bamgbose (1974), the verbs in serial verb constructions share one subject in
common in a “surface structure” without coordination, and that the “NP movement” is possible in SVCs. He concludes that SVCs exhibit sequential relations such that the sequences of the serial verbs are irreversible without changing the meaning.

Givon (1991) suggests that SVCs must exclude modal auxiliaries, verbs with complements, and main clauses that contain a number of adverb clauses as in the following English constructions.

(1)    a. John wants to eat an apple
b. John knew that Mary lied to him
c. Having worked he retired                 (Givon, 1991:81)

The prototypical defining property of SVCs, as Lord (1993:1) suggests involves two or more “verb phrases without overt connective morphemes.” He adds that SVCs may contain “defective verbs.” Recent statements outlined by Aikhenvald (2006) and Cleary-Kemp (2015) indicate that serial verbs in a prototypical SVC “share at least one argument” in common which is mostly the subject argument. Aikhenvald (2006) notes that verbs in serial constructions normally function as “a single-verb predicate” in “a mono-clause” and share the same intonation pattern and the same TAM and polarity values. These features of SVCs exist in Gurene, except that the same aspect may be shared or not shared in Gurene.

Dixon (2006) proposed that compound verbs are excluded in SVCs. This view differs from other authors’ views on the basis that some serializing languages have set of verbs that form single words in SVCs. These languages have compound verbs in SVCs. Some of these languages include Olutec and Lakota (Zavala, 2006;
Dixon, 2006). Takahashi (2009) proposes that a basic SVC must consist of two predicates which exclude “a lexical item affecting valency change” (p.2). Though object sharing, switch subject and shared TAM, polarity and transitivity values in serial constructions are controversial, as Seiss (2009) believes, there are some defining properties of SVCs that are generally accepted. The generally accepted defining properties, according to Seiss (2009), include a SVC that contains two or more lexical verbs; the verbs share “at least” one argument and express a single event or series of related actions. The verbs also share the same TAM and polarity values. It is clear that some of these claimed generally accepted defining properties of SVCs are not cross-linguistically universal, hence, the prototype theory’s categorization is relevant. Some of the properties of serial constructions in Gurene are “more prototypical than other properties.” “Subject sharing” is a more prototypical defining property of SVCs, and may be universal across all the serializing languages (Ansre, 1966; Aikhenvald, 2006; Matthews, 2006; Cleary-Kemp, 2015). Though SVCs are generally posited to share the same TAM and polarity value, Dolphyne (1987) argues that negation SVCs in Akan manifest different tenses or aspects. Cleary-Kemp (2015) strongly believes that some serializing languages have obligatory serial verbs in which each verb is incapable of becoming a distinct predicate of a clause as required by the status of serial verbs.

The notion that serial verbs “are often translatable as single predicates into non-serializing languages” as cited by Aikhenvald (2006:4) may be referred to “complex verbs” (Leynseele, 1975; Bamgbose, 1982), as in the examples below.
Complex Verb SVCs

(2) a. Yoruba Olú gba ọmọ náà gbọ
   Olu received child the hear
   ‘Olu believed the child.’

b. Akan Kofi gyee Amma dii
   Kofi received Amma ate
   ‘Kofi believed Amma.’
   (Bamgbose, 1982:5)

In Yoruba SVC in (2a), the complex verbs *gba* ‘received’ and *gbo* ‘hear’ jointly code a single predicate ‘believed.’ Also, in (2b), the complex verb *gyee* ‘receive’ and *dii* ‘ate’ in Akan SVC becomes a single predicate ‘believed.’ These verbs are capable of occurring independently in non-serial verb constructions. However, some types of SVCs do not contain complex verbs.

2.1.4. Contiguous and Non-Contiguous SVCs

In contiguous serial verb constructions, the verbs occur side by side without any constituent occurring between them, while non-contiguous serial verb constructions permit constituents to be placed in-between the verbs (Aikheniald, 2006; Dixon, 2006). Matthews (2006:81) suggests that “cause-effect constructions” often contain contiguous verbs in Cantonese. This is contrary to Gurene in which the cause-effect SVCs contain non-contiguous verbs. He maintains that contiguous serial verbs in Chinese are misconstrued by some scholars “as compound words.” Kilian-Hatz’s (2006) assertion is that direction and orientation verbs used in contiguous SVCs are distinct from “symmetrical manner verbs,” even though both required that one verb...
represents the action performed, while another verb describes the manner of the action. Also, Solnit (2006) terms contiguous SVCs as “compound sequence” where the SVC contains of more than one verb in sequence as shown below.

(Eastern Kayah Li)

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{vĕ} & \text{[ pùì µ mè sâ]} & \text{jòkhró} \\
1sg & \text{catch do die rat} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I caught and killed a rat’
(Solnit, 2006:156)

The verbs in (3) occur in a serial construction without any intervening constituent in-between them; hence, the construction is regarded as a contiguous SVC. However, in a situation where a serial construction permits a constituent to occur in-between the verbs is a manifestation of a non-contiguous SVC (Aikhenvald, 2006; Dixon, 2006) as shown in Gurene below.

(4).  
\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{Anaba} & \text{dá díá dî} \\
\text{Anaba} & \text{buy food eat} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Anaba bought food and ate.’

In example (4), the initial verb da “buy” and the final verb di “eat” are all transitive verbs, hence they share the object constituent dia “food” which occurs between them.

Takahashi (2009:2) regards contiguous SVCs as “basic SVCs,” as he states “basic SVCs must consist of two verbs phrases and must not include a lexical item affecting valency change.” Gurene has both contiguous and non-contiguous serial verb constructions, as indicated below.
In example (5a), the object constituent *fúó* “cloth” occurs between the two serial verbs *dá* “buy” and *bó* “give” and therefore the construction is non-contiguous. However, in example (5b), the construction is contiguous since there are no constituents intervening in-between the verbs “*zó* “run,” *kíŋé* “go,” and *dá* “buy.” This shows that a constituent always intervenes between the verbs if the initial verb is transitive. But when the initial verb is intransitive, a constituent does not intervene between the verbs in SVCs in Gurene.

2.1.5. Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Serialization

Serialization may be classified into two main categories based on the types of verbs used in serial constructions. Aikhenvald (2006) termed the “two compositional” types of serialization as “symmetrical and asymmetrical” serial verb constructions. According to her, languages that use “unrestricted” class of verbs in serial constructions constitute symmetrical serializing languages, while languages that use “restricted” class of verbs are asymmetrical serializing languages. Aikhenvald (2006:21) describes the “non-restricted class” of verbs as “open class,” while the “restricted class” is the “closed class” of verbs which are often restricted to the verbs.
that express “motion,” “posture,” and “tense-aspect.” Aikhenvald argues that all the serial verbs in symmetrical SVCs are the same in terms of status, and the order of the verbs is conventional which is contrary to asymmetrical SVCs. Aikhenvald (2006) observes that semantically, asymmetrical serial verbs include verbs that indicate aspect, direction, mood, association and causation, while symmetrical serial verbs indicate “sequence of events, cause-effect [and] manner” (p.35).

Once the verbs in symmetrical SVCs are of the same rank, Dixon (2006) suggests that they are all “major verbs,” and are “lexicalized” in serial verb construction. However, according to him, asymmetrical SVCs consist of “major and minor verbs” which are “grammaticalized.” Dixon (2006) maintains that the minor verbs indicate grammatical categories such as TAM, negation, causation, comparison, association, passivization, superlative, reciprocal among others. Dixon further indicates that the “event-argument” SVC is asymmetrical, while the “cause-effect” or “plain sequencing” SVC is symmetrical (2006:32). Dixon (2006) acknowledges that many serializing languages exhibit both symmetrical and asymmetrical SVCs, but contends that there are some languages that have either asymmetrical or symmetrical SVCs. In order to substantiate his claim, Dixon (2006) asserts that Tentun Dili has only asymmetrical SVCs, while Ewe has only symmetrical SVCs. Takahashi (2009) also supports the view that when “major verbs” are combined in symmetrical SVCs, they tend to be “lexicalized,” while combining a major and a minor verb in asymmetrical SVCs leads to the grammaticalization of the minor verb. I argue that Gurene manifest both “symmetrical and asymmetrical SVCs” on the basis that the verbs that are used in
serial constructions often derive from both “open and closed classes,” as shown below.

(6)  

a. Abaa dá bóá kú óbè (Symmetrical SVC)  
Abaa buy goat kill chew  
‘Abaa bought a goat, killed it and ate.’

b. Abaa ékè yákè góàèlà lá (Asymmetrical SVC)  
Abaa jump cross gutter DEF  
‘Abaa jumped acrossed the gutter.’

In example (6a), the verbs dá ‘buy’, kú ‘kill’, and óbè ‘eat’ are all derived from an “open verb class” where their usage is unrestricted. Hence, the construction is symmetrical SVC. However, in (6b), the verb yákè ‘cross’ is an open class verb, while the verb ékè ‘jump’ belongs to a “closed class” which is restricted in use, hence the SVC is asymmetrical. These will be discussed in detail in chapter three and four of the thesis.

2.1.6. Grammaticalization in SVCs

2.1.6.1. The Notion of Grammaticalization

Many researchers define “grammaticalization” in various ways. Lehmann (2002: 8) describes grammaticalization as “a process in which something becomes or is made grammatical.” Grammaticalization also refers to “an evolution whereby linguistic units lose in semantic complexity, pragmatic significance, syntactic freedom and phonetic substance respectively” (Campbell and Janda, 2001:97). According to
Hopper and Traugott (2003), grammaticalization consists of studying language changes in which “lexical items” based on certain contexts assume “grammatical functions or grammatical items” based on certain contexts develop new grammatical functions. Also, Heine and Kuteva (2007:32) perceive gramamticalization to be “the development from lexical to grammatical forms and from grammatical to more grammatical forms.”

2.1.6.2. Grammaticalization in SVCs

Lord (1993) asserts that grammaticalizaiton exists in serial verbs in which some lexical serial verbs develop into adpositions, adverbs, auxiliaries, complementizers and conjunctions. Bowern (2001) describes verbs that are grammaticalized into prepositions in SVCs as “verbal prepositions,” “verboids” or “prepositional verbs.” Lehmann (2002) then notes that one of the verbs in the series is normally grammaticalized, while the remaining verb or verbs remain lexicalized. According to him, a grammaticalized verb in serial verb constructions is still regarded as a serial verb because serial verbs comprise amalgamation of open and closed classes of verbs. The open class verbs are unrestricted; hence they can be grammaticalized into adpositions known as “coverbs.” Lehmann (2002) observes that the first verb ba’ “come” in serial constructions in Akan is grammaticalized into a future tense marker be.

In “serial verb constructions,” lexical verbs can be grammaticalized into “tense and aspect” markers, modal auxiliaries, adpositions or complementizers in some languages. Also, temporal adverbials in SVCs may develop into aspectual markers in other languages (Hopper and Traugott. 2003; Zavala, 2006; Abunya and Amfo,
Personal pronouns can also be grammaticalized into agreement markers as in French where the personal pronouns *il* and *elle* have been developed into number and gender markers in non-standard French (Hopper and Trangott, 2003).

As cited by Zavala (2006:289), “the combination of grammaticalized serialized verbs forming closed classes with other verbs from open classes will be referred to as asymmetrical.” Aikhenvald (2006) points out that grammaticalization involves the development of verbs into tense, aspect and modal auxiliary markers. She notes that grammaticalization often occur in “asymmetrical” SVCs where the minor verbs develop into grammatical markers. Aikhenvald (2006) mentions that the motion verb “go” in Cantonese is grammaticlized as progressive or habitual aspectual marker, and the verb “come” develops into a future/continuous marker. Aikhenvald (2006) adds that the verbs “see” and “hear” may be grammaticalized in SVCs to express evidentiality. It is also possible (Aikhenvald, 2006) for motion verbs in SVCs to develop into directional adpositions, while some verbs that convey the meaning of “pass” or “exceed” may be grammaticalized as “comparative and superlative markers.”

In Serial Verb Constructions in Gurene, some lexical verbs develop into tense markers, aspectual markers, and postpositions or prepositional meanings. Time adverbials in Gurene such as *daare* ‘two days ago’ and *yuune* ‘a year ago’ develop into past tense markers” *daa* and *yuun*. The lexical verb *tari* ‘take/possess’ develops into a purpose marker *ta* in SVCs which will be discussed in chapter 3.
2.1.7. *Serial Verb Constructions in Austronesian/Oceanic Languages*

Serial Verb Constructions in the Oceanic languages are not cross-linguistically universal. Bowern (2001) observes that “Verbal Prepositions” or “Verboids” in the Sivisa dialect of Titan, an Oceanic language, are neither full verbs nor full prepositions. Bowern claims that serial verbs that develop into prepositions in serial verb constructions often lose almost all their verbal features, except tense marking, and as a result, some prepositions in the Sivisa dialect of Titan mark tense, while other prepositions do not. Typical examples are the prepositions *ti* ‘on’ which marks tense on the matrix verb (Bowern2001), and the preposition *e* ‘in’ which does not mark tense. Bowern’s assertion is that verbal prepositions in the Sivisa dialect are akin to adverbs and prepositions rather than verbs. According to Bowern (2001:2) “evidence from Sivisa Titan, and other Oceanic languages of the area suggest that grammaticalization is a kind of feature attrition.” On the contrary, “verbal prepositions” in Gurene retain their verbal status after they have been grammaticalized into prepositions as discussed in the preceding section.

Francois (2006) examines serial verb constructions in Mwotlap, an Austronesian language of the Oceanic language branch spoken in Motalava, a small island in the north of Vanuatu. According to Francios 2006), “serial verbs constructions in Mwotlap” consist of Contiguous SVCs with at least two verbs and at most four verbs. The language has asymmetrical SVCs. He adds that the same TAMP are marked once in SVCs, while arguments sharing constraint exists on the basis that two or more structures often fused into one structure, making the verbs appear like “compound verbs” in SVCS. Gurene also has some object NPs that are fused into some type of verbs which may not be shared by other verbs in SVCs.
Francois (2006) counters the view proposed by Durie (1997) that argument sharing is a fundamental feature of serial verb constructions, on the basis that two serial verbs in Mwotlap may not share a common argument.

“Serial verb constructions” in Koro, another Oceanic language of Papua, spoken in New Guinea vary from Mwotlap in terms of certain features. Cleary-Kemp (2015) reveals that both the VI and V2 in serial verb constructions in Koro function as one predicate in a monoclause but can occur as distinct predicates in different non-serialized clauses. Also, the verbs in serial constructions in Koro may be derived from restricted class” or “unrestricted class,” and they share either one or more arguments. She notes that SVCs in Koro are without overt coordinators and subordinators. TAM and polarity value are shared once by the verbs in each SVC in Koro (Cleary-Kemp, 2015), and each verb constitutes a major lexical verb. Some of these properties of SVCs exist in Gurene.

2.1.8. “Serial Verb Constructions” in Thai

Thai is a dialect of the Tai language family spoken in central part of Thailand, and Bangkok, the capital of Thailand. Thai is an official language of Thailand. Muasuwan (2001) mentions that Directional SVCs in Thai manifest a number of unrelated verbs that portray monoclausal construction as illustrated in the example below.

(7) Malee ὕη ี้troŋ จăoŋ khâam saphaan ὕok paj
Malee run go straight reverse cross bridge exit go
Malee ran straight back, crossing the bridge, out away from the speaker. (Muasuwan, 2001: 229)
Though the six verbal complexes in the series are distinct in (7), they share one common subject that makes them act as a single clause. This type of serialisation exists in Gurene and will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

Sudmuk (2005) hypothesizes that the verbs in “Motion SVC,” “Take SVC,” “Open class SVC” and “Give SVC” in Thai denote series of events rather than a single event.” Whereas “verbs in Posture SVCs, Causative SVCs, Use-SVCs, and Resultative SVCs express only one event” (Sudmuk, 2005:4). She proposes a simple and a complex Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCS) of SVCs in Thai. The simple LCS, according to Sudmuk (2005) contains Posture SVC, use SVCs, Causative SVC, and Resultative SVC, while the Complex LCS comprises Motion SVC, Take SVC, Open Class SVC, and Give SVC. Sudmuk (2005) presumes that the motion SVCs in Thai involve “motion-directional” and “motion-deictic” SVCs. The “manner-of-motion verbs” comprise the verbs “ran,” “walk” and “drive,” while the “deictic verbs” involves the verbs “come” and “go” that are used in motion-deictic SVCs (Sudmuk, 2005). On the other hand, the motion-directional SVCs in Thai as described by Sudmuk are restricted to the “manner-of-motion verbs” and the “directional verbs.” These verbs often occur at predictable slots in terms of V1 and V2 respectively as indicated below.

### Motion-Deictic SVCs in Thai

(8) a. Ka:nda:w′iŋ′ ma:
Kanda run come
‘Kanda runs / ran towards the speaker.’
b. Ka : nda : dûn pay
   Kanda walk go
   ‘Kanda walks / walked away from the speaker.’
   (Sudmuk, 2005:42)

Gurene Translation
c. *Kanda kîng kîng
   Kanda walk go
   ‘Kanda walks/walked away from the speaker.’
   (Sudmuk, 2005)

Motion-directional SVCs in Thai
(9) a. Ka : na : dûn khâw ro : ñrian pay
   Kanda walk enter school go
   ‘Kanda entered the school, walking away from the speaker.’
   (Sudmuk, 2005:44)

Motion-directiional SVCs in Gurene
b. *Kanda kîng kê sukuu kîng
   Kanda walk/go enter school walk/go

c. Kanda kîng kê sukuu
   Kanda walk enter school
   ‘Kanda walked/went into a school.’

In (8a) the “manner-of-motion verb” is wîn ‘run,’ while the “deictic verb” is “ma: come.” The latter indicates movement towards the speaker. Also, verb “dûn walk” in (8b) indicates manner-of-motion, while “pay go” expresses the direction of movement from the speaker. Besides, in example (9a), the V1 dûn ‘walk’ is manner-of-motion verb and the V2 khaw ‘enter’ shows direction inside. The final verb pay ‘go’ indicates direction from the speaker. It must be noted that Gurene does not show distinction between the manner-of-motion verb ‘walk’ and the deictic/direction verb ‘go’ as used in Thai SVCs in (8b) and (9a). Such combination
of “walk” and “go” in Gurene normally results to a repetition of the same verb as in (8c) and (9b) which are ungrammatical. Also, the initial verb *kponge* ‘walk/go’ in (9c) is understood as either walked or went. Details of this will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

Diller (2006) suggests that Thai has a “single-action SVCs” and a ‘movement sequence SVCs.” She describes the single-action SVCs as one in which the serial verbs act as one unit expressing one event and sharing at least one argument. The component serial verbs share the same TAM and negation (Sudmuk, 2005; Diller, 2006). Diller (2006) claims that Thai has both symmetrical and asymmetrical SVC in which symmetrical SVC results in “lexicalization” while asymmetrical leads to “grammaticalization” of “coverbs,” adverbials and verbal prepositions. The SVCs in Thai, according to Diller (2006), share subject but may not necessarily share object. Takahashi (2009:2) also mentions that the “basic SVCs in Thai must consist of two verb phrases and must not include a lexical item affecting valency change.” Takahashi (2009) argues that a verb phrase that contains aspectual or modal markers should be excluded from basic SVC on the basis that such a VP lacks proper two verbs.

2.1.9. *Serial Verb Constructions in Chinese*

Chinese is among the productive serializing languages. Bodomo (1997) considers the serial verbs termed as “compound predicate” by O’melia (1966) as a “complex predicate,” while Matthews (2006) proposes that the prototypical SVC in Chinese must contain “compound predicate.”
Matthews (2006) takes the position that “coverbs” used in SVCs in Cantonese represent “defective verbs” rather than prepositions as observed below.

Cantonese SVC

(10) ngo⁵ tung⁴-gwo³ keoi⁵ king′gai²
I with⁴-EXP him chat
‘I’ve chatted with him before’
(Matthews, 2006:70)

Though the verb tung ‘with’ in (10) is interpreted as a preposition, it can still take aspectual marker and is more or less a verb (Matthews, 2006). Some coverbs in Gurene are also defective verbs.

Matthew’s (2006) analysis of Cantonese SVCs shows that SVCs exhibit subject sharing and switch-function. The subject sharing involves instrumental SVC, comutative SVC, and manner SVC, while the switch-function serialization comprises causative and cause-effective SVCs. In asymmetrical SVCs in Cantonese, the minor verb (V1) derives from a restricted verb class, whereas the major verb (V2) derives from an unrestricted verb class, even though there are exceptions where the V1 is the main verb, while the V2 is rather the minor or the restricted verb. In symmetrical SVCs in Cantonese as established by Matthews (2006:78), “the order of the verbs can be reversed.” Matthews also notes that SVCs in Cantonese permits both single and concordant marking for aspect. The serial verbs share the same aspectual and modal categories in each SVC (Matthews, 2006; Aikhenvald, 2006). Similarly, Gurene allows both single and concordant marking for aspect. However, the verbs may share the same aspect or may not share the same
aspect. Complement clause SVCs exist in some productive serializing languages like Cantonese (as cited in Aikhenvald, 2006:17) the “switch-function SVCs are used for complement clause serialization” in Cantonese and Vietnamese. On the contrary, Gurene has no complement clause SVCs.

2.1.10. “Serial Verb Constructions” in West Ring Languages

The West Ring Languages are Bantu languages spoken in Cameroon. Three of these languages have received substantial discussion in “serial verb constructions.” Kießling (2004) found that the verbs in serial verb constructions in Isu, Weh and Aghem share both subject and object, share one tense, aspect and modal marking in each SVC, and have a single marking for tense and polarity and concordant marking for aspect. Serialization in these languages as described by Kießling (2004) also involves the use of a core verb and other functional or grammatical verbs in which the functional verbs are restrictive and also exhibit rigid order. Kießling (2004) argues that the functional or grammatical verbs are “coverbs” and that a verb may either be a core verb or coverb depending on the position it occurs in SVCs as instantiated below.

West Ring Languages SVC (Isu)

(11) a. ụ́ ụ́ń́ ụ́ń́ ụ́ń́
S3sg:P3 go.out move.through2
‘He went out through / immedially.’

b. ụ́ ụ́ń́ ụ́ń́ ụ́ń́
S3sg:P3 leave go.out
‘He went away.’  
(Kießling, 2004:3)
In (11a), the serial verb \( f \bar{r} \) ‘go out’ in the V1 position of the SVC is a core verb, and when it occurs in the V2 position in (11b), it becomes a “coverb.”

Furthermore, Kießling (2004) observes that SVCs in the West Ring languages may consist of one core verb and four coverbs in a “contiguous SVC” in which the direct object of the core verb (V1) is placed at the end of the final coverb. This makes the intransitive coverbs (Kießling, 2004) assume “transitivity” from the core verb that precedes them as in the example below in Aghem (Kießling, 2004).

### West Ring Languages SVC (Aghem)

(12) a. \( \bar{y} \bar{e} \ \bar{n} \ \bar{r} \ \bar{k} \bar{a} \, \bar{t} \bar{t} \bar{f} \bar{u} \)
3PL.SUB take go.up hoes

‘They take up hoes.’

(Kießling, 2004:7)

### Gurene SVC

b. \( B \ \bar{i} \ \bar{a} \ \bar{a} \ \bar{z} \ \bar{o} \ \bar{d} \ \bar{i} \ \bar{m} \ \bar{a} \)
Child DEF run eat rope

‘The child ran and won the race.’

The intransitive verb \( n \bar{r} \) ‘go.up’ in (12a) assumes transitivity from the transitive (V1) \( n \bar{r} \) ‘take’ in order to precede the direct object “hoes.” This is contrary to Gurene SVC in (12b) where the intransitive verb \( z \bar{o} \) ‘run’ precedes the transitive verb \( d \bar{i} \) ‘eat’ that takes the object NP.
2.1.11. Serial Verb Constructions in Some Kwa Languages

The Kwa Languages are mostly found in West Africa. These languages include Akan, Ewe, Ga, Igbo, Nupe, Yoruba, Baule and Akye (Ansre, 1966; Bamgbose, 1974; George, 1975; Leynseele 1975; Kießling, 2004). Literature on serial verb constructions in some selected Kwa languages spoken in Ghana, Nigeria and Côte d’Ivoire form the focus of the discussions below.

2.1.11.1 “Serial Verb Constructions in Akan”

Studies on serialization in Akan have been extensively carried out by some early and recent scholars. Akan has been noted to be one of the productive serializing languages on the basis that SVCs was first discovered in Akan by Christaller (1875), and the term “Serial Verb Constructions” (SVCs) was also first proposed in Akan by Stewart’s (1963) work. Boadi (1968) describes SVCs in Akan as a conjoined or an embedded verb phrases that contain identical tense, aspect, mood and polarity. Serialization in Akan has serial verbs that (Boadi, 1968:84) “form a single internally coherent structure” in which the verbs share one subject without pauses or coordinators.

Dolphyne (1987) challenged the views proposed by Boadi (1968) regarding the same tense, aspect, mood and polarity marking in Akan SVCs when she argues that serial verbs that belong to different tenses or aspects can occur in negative “serial verb constructions” where consecutive verbs are used in Akan. Dolphyne (1987) claims that non-initial negative verbs used in SVCs in Akan do not show marking for tense and aspect. This view is supported by Osam (2003) who states
that negative prefixes are often replaced with consecutive prefixes when negating consecutive verbs in Akan.

Besides, Osam (1994; 2003) gives a distinction between Clause Chaining “Serial Verb Constructions” (CCSVCs) and Integrated “Serial Verb Constructions” (ISVCs) in Akan. Osam describes CCSVC as a single clause with concatenated sub-events that can be isolated, while ISVC involves an integration of events which form “closed knit” and are impossible to be disentangled. Osam (1994; 2003; 2004) also proposes that Akan exhibits the same subject SVCs, switch-subject SVCs, combined subjects SVCs, and that the multiple objects type is “more common in clause chaining than in ISVC” (Osam, 2003:22). Clause Chaining SVCs as Agyeman (2002) argues have Referent Sharing, whereas Integrated Serial Verb Constructions have object sharing in Akan. Serial verbs in integrated serial verb constructions (Agyeman, 2002) are semantically integrated such that they code a conceptually single event that cannot be separated. On the other hand, CCSVC involves a series of events chained together into “a single event” by series of verbs, in which the events can be separated into discrete simple clauses (Osam, 1994 & 2003; Agyeman, 2002) as exemplified below.

Clause Chaining in Akan (Osam 2004)

(13) a. Gyasība nyá-à sìká (Fa)  
Gyasiba get-COMPL money  
Gyasiba got money.

b. Gyasība sî-ì dáñ  
Gyasiba build-COMPL house  
Gyasiba built a house.
c. Gyasiba tóñ-ǹ dáń (nó)  
Gyasiba sell-COMPL house DEF  
Gyasiba sold the house.  
(Osam 2004: 34)

The clause chaining in SVC in (13) is separated into three sub-events in (13a), (13b) and (13c). This will not be possible in integrated serial verb constructions as instantiated in (14).

Integrated SVC

(14)  
Aba yë-ë asore mà-à Kofi (Fa)  
Ama do-PAST prayer give-PAST Kofi  
‘Ama prayed for Kofi’  
(Osam, 2003: 15)

Kambon (2012) classifies Integrated Serial Verb Constructions into two: Full-Lexicalized Integrated Serial Verb Constructions (FL-ISVC) and Partial-Lexicalized Integrated Serial Verb Construction (PL-ISVC). The FL-ISVC shows high degree of semantic integration than the PL-ISVC which contains “less grammaticalized or less lexicalized” serial verbs that cannot be differentiated semantically (Kambon, 2012). Literature from early authors and recent authors indicate that SVCs in Akan share single subject, and manifest uniform tense, aspect, modality and polarity marking (Boadi, 1968; Osam, 1994; 2003; Agyeman, 2002; Abrefa, 2010; Kambon, 2012; Nyampong, 2015).

Other defining properties of SVCs in Akan that provoke controversy include the switch-subjects SVCs and the combined subject SVCs proposed by Osam, (1994; 2003; 2004). Seiss (2009) claims that different authors have different views
regarding object sharing, switch-subject, “the same TAM” marking and the same polarity in serial verb constructions. The switch-subject SVC as Osam (1994; 2003; 2004) delineates, involves a SVC in which the direct object of the V1 tends to become the subject of the V2 in serial constructions. The combined subject serialization in Akan (Osam, 2004) is a situation where the subject of the V1 forms an association with its direct object to become the subject NP of the subsequent serial verbs, while in multiple object SVCs, “each verb in the series has its own object” (Osam, 2004:44).

Switch Subject SVC in Akan

(15) a. Kofi má-à Esi dzi-ì bàǹkye (Fa)
    Kofi make-COMPL Esi eat-COMPL cassava
    Kofi made Esi eat cassava. 
    (Osam, 2004:41)

Combined Subject SVC in Akan

b. Araba nyé né mààmé kó-ì fié (Fa)
    Araba be with 3SGPOSS mother go-COMPL home
    Araba went home with her mother.
    (Osam, 2004:43)

Serial verb constructions in Akan also display uniform concordant marking for tense, aspect and polarity (Boadi, 1968; Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004; Agyeman, 2002; Kambon, 2012). Agyeman (2002) found that the past tense marker in the form of a suffix is placed at the final serial verb in spoken SVCs in Akan, while the past tense marker is placed on each verb in written SVCs in Akan. Besides, the future tense markers be- and the progressive aspect marker re- are prefixes that exhibit single marking on the initial serial verb, while polarity marking is
“concordant” in Akan SVC (Nyampong, 2015). Serial verbs in Akan also consist of “different valencies” in terms of transitivity. The combination of serial verbs in Akan can be either two transitive verbs, or two intransitive verbs or a transitive verb combined with intransitive or intransitive verb combined with transitive (Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004; 2014).

Appah (2009) posits that subject sharing is inevitable in many serializing languages which includes Akan. However, should there be any object sharing in Akan, “the object need not be shared by all the verbs in the construction” (Appah, 2009:104). It is crucial to note that SVCs in Gurene manifest some defining properties of SVCs that are similar to Akan. They include clause chaining, subject sharing, combined subject, multiple object and transitivity SVCs which will be discussed in the subsequent sections and chapters.

2.1.11.2. “Serial Verb Constructions in Ewe”

Ewe is a Kwa language which is one of the Gbe languages mostly spoken in Ghana and Togo (Ameka 2006). Serial verb constructions in Ewe has been extensively studied by some scholars who include Ansre (1966), Agbedor (1994) and Ameka (2005; 2006c). Ansre (1966) found that some constituents of SVCs in Ewe possess verbal properties and can sometimes manifest prepositional or adverbial features. One of these constituents according to Ansre (1966: 30) is \( \text{le} \) as used in the following sentences.

\begin{align*}
\text{(16)} & \quad \text{a. Kofi } \text{le} \text{ mia gbó} & \text{SPC} & \text{‘Kofi is with us’} \\
& \quad \text{b. Kofi } \text{le} \text{ nú dum} & \text{SP(C)} & \text{‘Kofi is eating’} \\
& \quad \text{c. Kofi } \text{fo ama } \text{le} \text{ ẹdí me} & \text{SPCA} & \text{‘Kofi beat Ama in the morning’}
\end{align*}
Ansre (1966) describes the *le* in sentence (16a) as a transitive verb and the *le* in (16b) as a discontinuous present tense or a discontinuous progressive aspect marker. The *le* used in sentence (16c) is described by Ansre as “a verbid.” Ansre (1966) argues that verbid constructions are discrete from SVCs on the basis that they are adverbial category rather than verbal category. However, some adverbs in some languages constitute the “core verbs,” or “‘defective verbs” (Bamgbose, 1974; Lord, 1993), hence they are accepted as verbs in serial verb constructions.

Agbedor (1994) demonstrates that serial verbs in Ewe constitute “a complex predicate” via polarity marking. He indicates that a negation marker in Ewe SVCs is “a discontinuous element” in the form of (*me…o*). Though negation in Ewe is single marking, the discontinuous marker *me* always precedes the negated constituent, while *o* occurs at the extreme end of the SVC as indicated below.

(17) a. Me *fle* agbale na Ama
    Isg buy book give A.
    ‘I bought a book for Ama’

b. Nye me *fle* agbale na Ama *o*
    Isg NEG buy book give A. NEG
    ‘I did not buy a book for Ama’
    (Agbedor, 1994:117)

Example (17b) is the negation form of (17a) where the discontinuous negative marker *me* precedes the initial verb *fle* ‘buy,’ while its split marker *O* is placed at the very end of the sentence (Agbedor, 1994).
Agbedor (1994) also observes that Ewe has “bimorphemic verbs” which consist of “a bound verb” and “a noun complement” which he termed as “bound verb complement” (BVC) such as the following.

(18) a. E - da nu du
3sg cook thing eat 3sg.
‘He cooked and ate the thing’

b. E – ku tsi no
fetch water drink
‘He fetched water and drank it’
(Agbedor, 1994:120)

Agbedor (1994) is convinced that the BVCs are objects of the verbs da ‘cook’ and du ‘eat’ in (18a) and ku ‘fetch’ and no ‘drink’ in (18b). It must be noted that bimorphemic verbs exist in Gurene such as ɔinya ‘bath body’ (bath), bum ko’om ‘swim water’ (swim), yuum yuma ‘sing songs’ (sing). These verbs may be transitive verbs as Agbedor (1994) states that the “bimorphemic” verbs are transitive verbs in Ewe.

Ameka (2006) posits that serial verbs in Ewe function as one predicate in a single clause where they always share one subject but object may be shared or not. The verbs in series can mark differently for aspect and modal categories but exhibit the same mood and polarity marking, and the SVC in Ewe has no prescribed limit for the number of verbs. Ameka (2005 & 2006) proposes three types of “Commulative subject” SVCs in Ewe which is also called “combined subject” SVCs by (Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004). The commulative subject SVCs type one (Ameka 2006) involves a joint participation of the “subject and the object of the V1” in
executing the action expressed by the verbs in serial constructions. The second type according to Ameka (2006) is a situation where object of the V1 carries out the state of affairs or action expressed by the V2 as Osam (2004) described. Also, the last type involves a situation where the subject of the V1 accompanies its object to perform an event which involves motion expressed by the V2 in SVC (Ameka, 2006). Examples are similar to what have been discussed in Akan in the preceding section.

Ewe has some exceptional serial verb constructions as Dixon (2006) claims that serial verb constructions in Ewe and Goemai have their own transitivity values or have no transitivity values. Abrefa (2010) observes that Ewe allows both the subject and object sharing in clause chaining SVCs, while Akan and Ga do not permit such construction. Gurene permits “subject and object sharing” in CCSVCs in the same way as in Ewe. This will be discussed in chapter four.

2.11.3. SVCs in Some Kwa Languages in Cote d’Ivoire

Baule and Akye are Kwa Languages spoken in Cote d’Ivoire. Leynseele (1975) studied serial verbs in Anyi-Sanvi, a dialect of Anyi-Baule, a Western Kwa language. According to Leynseele, Anyi-Baule and Nzema-Ahanta are classified under the ‘Bia group’ which is closely related to Akan.

Serial Verb Constructions vary from one language to another. Leynseele (1975) reports that Anyi-Baule has “verb complex” used in serial verb constructions which are similar to idiomatic SVCs. They involve the use of two verbs that code a single meaning such as tira-di ‘catch-eat’ (eat), ku-di ‘kill-eat’ (eat) and ci-mi ‘catch swallow’ (swallow) (Leynseele, 1975). These verbs, as described by Leynseele...
(1975), do not constitute compound verbs. These verbs can be used in non-contiguous SVCs with intervening constituents, and still code a single meaning. Gurene has “complex verbs” similar to these “verb complex” in Anyi-Baule. The Anyi-Sanvi dialect of Anyi- Baule as Leynseele observes has “Relational” serialization composed of dative, benefactive, instrumental, commutative and directional serial verb constructions. These types of SVCs also exist in Gurene.

_Dative SVC in Anyi Sanvi dialect_

(19) a. Koﬁ́ bùlúkú fá-́ má Kàsí́
Kofi take-HAB book take-give Kasi
‘Kofi gives the book to Kasi’
(Leynseele, 1975:196)

_Benefactive SVC in Anyi-Sanvvi dialect_

b. ́Ajó tó òñè má Kàsí́
Ajo cook.Hab food give.HAB Kasi
‘Ajo cooks food for Kasi’
(Leynseele, 1975:197)

Larson (2004) suggests that serial verb constructions in Anyi-Baule must contain “two or more inflected verbs” devoid of coordination and combination of verbs with infinitives, verbs with particles, and verbs with adverbs. According to Larson (2004), tense, aspect and subject markings are optional in Integrated SVCs, Clause Chaining and Covert Coordination Constructions (CCC) in Baule. Larson further argues that object sharing in serial verb constructions in Baule can be either overt object pronouns or null object pronouns; hence clause chaining SVCs have null objects occurring after the non-initial verbs. Larson (2004) proposes that clause chaining in Anyi-Baule should be called Empty Subject Constructions (ESC) on the basis that the non-initial verbs in the so-called clause chaining have subjects which
are “phonetically empty.” On the basis of this, Larson (2004) claims that clause chaining in Akan is tantamount to “multi-verb constructions” in Anyi-Baule. This presumption is contrary to clause chaining in Gurene in which all the verbs exhibit a single subject sharing.

Bogny (2010) proposes two types of serialization known as “Lexical Serial Verb” (LSV) and ‘Analogical Serial Verbs’ (ASV) in Akye. As cited from Bogny (2010:43), “the lexical serial verbs express only one concept, whereas the analogical ones express more than one concept.” This statement outlined by Bogny (2010) suggests that a “single event” serial verb construction contains lexical serial verbs, while a “concatenated” events serialization employs the analogical serial verbs. Bogny (2010) mentions that SVCs in Akye are characterized by subject sharing, object sharing and the same tense, aspect, modality and polarity marking. He notes that each of the verbs in series is marked for aspect, while negation is a single suffix marking on the initial verb in “serial verb constructions” in Akye. Gurene has a single polarity marking like ‘Akye, except that the negative markers can either precede the initial verb and scope to the subsequent verbs in series or precede any of the non-initial verbs. Bogny (2010) concludes that a null pronoun NP may constitute subject or object in SVCs in Akye. He describes ‘a null pronoun’ as a pronominal complement of the verb which is not realized phonetically. This does not exist in Gurene.

2.1.11.4. Serial Verb Constructions in Yoruba

Yoruba is a Kwa language spoken in Nigeria. Bamgbose (1974 states that the linking serial verb constructions in Yoruba do not derive from coordinate structures
as perceived by some authors such as Boadi (1968) and George (1975) on the basis that coordinate structures are susceptible to extension, while extension is impossible in SVCs.

The classifications of Yoruba SVCs vary from one author to another (Bamgbose, 1974; 1982; George, 1975; Oyelaran, 1982; Ekundayo, 1983). Bamgbose (1982) identifies four types of SVCs in Yoruba and Akan. They are the Linking or Coordinate SVCs, Modifying SVCs, Purpose SVCs and Complex verb SVCs. The verbs in coordinate or linking SVCs are of equal status in terms of meaning (Bamgbose, 1982), while in the modifying SVCs, the meaning of one verb is extended to another verb. Also, in purposive SVCs, one verb indicates state or action, while another verb indicates the purpose of the action. In complex SVCs, two or more verbs in series are combined to derive a single meaning as Bamgbose (1982) instantiated below in Yoruba.

(20) a. The coordinate or Linking SVC
    Olu ra èpè je
    Olu buy groundnut eat
    ‘Olu bought and ate groundnuts.’

b. The Modifying SVC
    ò sùn lo
    he sleep go
    ‘he fell asleep.’ (Bamgbose, 1982:4)

(21) a. Purposive SVC
    Olú fèè re aso
    Olu wants to buy cloth
    ‘Olu wants to buy cloth.’
b. Complex Verb SVC
   Olu gba omo nàà gbó
   Olu received child the hear
   ‘Olu believed the child.’
   (Bamgbose, 1982:5)

These types of serial verb constructions exist in Gurene. Bamgbose (1982:16) states ‘the purpose SVCs are, in all probability, not SVCs at all.’ They seem to derive from embedded purpose clauses where their complementizers are deleted (Bamgbose 1982). I argue that purpose SVCs in Gurene do not derive from embedded clauses; hence they constitute SVCs that contain the purpose particle *ta* which derives from the verb *tari* ‘take possession.’ Dakubu (2003) describes the particle *ta* as a dynamic verb. This will be discussed in chapter 3.

George (1975) proposes a number of semantic types of SVCs in Yoruba. They include comparative, instrumental, manner, causative, accompaniment, locative, directional, dative, benefactive, concordant, purposive, sequential and resultative serial verb constructions. George (1975) also classifies SVCs into broad categories such as simultaneous and non-simultaneous, restrictive and non-restrictive, and comparative and non-comparative serial verb constructions. Simultaneous SVC consists of the modality SVCs, restrictive SVCs, concomitant SVCs, and the purpose SVCs. The modality SVCs according to George (1975) are in the form of instrumental, manner, causative and accompaniment SVCs where the initial verb modifies the non-initial verb or verbs. Also, the restrictive type consists of the locative, directional, dative and the benefactive SVCs, while the concomitant and the purpose SVCs have no sub-categories. The comparative SVC (George,
1975) comprises equative and non-equative SVCs, while the non-comparative SVC composes of simultaneous and non-simultaneous SVCs. As George (1975) notes, the non-simultaneous SVC is asymmetrical SVC, and contains sequential and resultative SVCs.

Though Ansre (1966) states that adverbs should not constitute part of serial verbs, Lawal (1989) strongly believes that adverbs are serial verbs. This is because serial verb constructions in Yoruba and some Kwa languages use special verbs to code adverbials; hence adverbs are used to express the semantic types of SVCs such as instrumental, benefactive, manner and purpose SVCs. Lawal (1989) categories Yoruba SVCs into two broad types: prepositional SVCs and self-standing SVCs. The prepositional SVCs as described by Lawal (1989) is a SVC type in which one of the serial verbs loses its verbal content and semantically adopts a prepositional function as illustrated in Gurene SVC below:

(22). Baba da fuo bo a pəya
Baba buy cloth give 3SG wife
‘Baba bought cloth for his wife.’

The serial verb *bo* ‘give’ in (22) adopts prepositional function in the form of benefactive or recipient.

On the other hand, the self-standing SVC type as Lawal (1989) asserts contains sub-types such as locative/direct SVC, manner SVC, purposive SVC, resultative SVC, circumstantial SVC, comparative SVC and temporal SVC. Some of these SVC types exist in Gurene which will be discussed in chapter three.
2.1.11.5. *Serial Verb Constructions in Igbo*

Transitivity in SVCs may be increased or reduced. Increased transitivity involves a situation where an intransitive verb in serial verb constructions adopts transitive features by taking direct object. Also, reduced transitivity refers to a situation in which a ditransitive verb in non-serial construction becomes a transitive verb in SVCs. Aikhenvald (2006) cited that the Igbo verb *ti* ‘hit’ is often a ditransitive verb in non-serial constructions, and transitive verb in SVCs. Apart from subject sharing, Amaechi (2013) found that serial verbs in Igbo have the same status in which the same tense, aspect, modality and negation are marked once on the initial verb as observed below.

(23)  

a. Ada *ná-ebú* nku *aga áhía*
   Ada **PROG-carry** firewood **go** market
   ‘Ada carries firewood to market.’

b. O *ji-ghi* ǹgàji *eri ọri*
   3SG hold-NEG spoon eat food
   ‘He/she is not eating with a spoon.’

c. O *ga-ra* ahia zuo ǹchà
   3SG go-PAST market buy soap
   ‘He went to the market and bought soap.’
   (Amaechi, 2013:158)

In (23a), the progressive marker *ná-* is a prefix, while in (23b) and (24c), the negative marker -*ghi* and the past tense marker -*ra* are suffixes respectively. This is contrary to Gurene where the progressive aspectual markers are suffixes, while
the past tense markers and negative markers are particles that precede the initial verb in SVCs.

Amaechi (2013) claims that all the serial verbs in Igbo share subject, except “resultative SVC.” Amaechi (2013) mentions the types of serial verb constructions that exist in Igbo as Instrumental, Multi-Event, Dative and Resultative SVCs. The Multi-Event Serial Verb Constructions (MESVC) is tantamount to the type of SVCs that Osam (1994 & 2003) terms as “Clause Chaining.” The MESVCs are illustrated by Dechaine (1993) and cited in Amaechi (2013:159).

**Multi-Event Serial Verb Construction in Igbo**

(24) Ógu goró okuko gbúo sie rie
Ogu bought a chicken killed [it], cooked [it] and ate [it].’
Amaechi (2013:159).

**Clause Chaining Equivalent in Gurene**

(25) Asaa dá nọ̀à kú dúyè̀ óbè
Asaa bought a chicken, killed [Ø], cooked [Ø] and ate [Ø].’
(Amaechi, 2013)

It is observed that the MESVC in Igbo as in (24) is the same as a CCSVC in Gurene in (25).

Amaechi (2013) also cited Uwalaka (1995) and Saah & Eze (1997) examples to substantiate her argument that dative and resultative SVCs exist in Igbo as observed below.
**Dative SVC in Igbo**

(26). O bi-nyèrè Ada ego
3SG borrow-give Ada money
‘He/she lent Ada some money.’
(Saah & Eze, 1997)

**Resultative SVC in Igbo**

(27) Há ku-wara ikó
They hit-break cup
‘They broke the cup.’
(Uwalaka, 1995)

### 2.2.11.6. Serial Verb Construction in Igala

Omachonu (2011; 2012) studies “serial verb constructions” in Igala, a “Yoruboid” language spoken in the Kogi state of the North-Central Nigeria. According to Omachonu (20011 & 2012), the SVC in Igala contains “two or more predicates” that act as one and marks “a single event” The serial verbs share the same arguments, grammatical categories and polarity as indicate below.

(28) a. Audù a la oje je
Audu ASP buy food eat
‘Audu buys /is buying food to eat’

b. Audù a la oje je n
Audu ASP buy food eat NEG
‘Audu does not buy food to eat.’
(Amaechi, 2011:267)

**Gurene SVCs**

(29) a. Abole da’ar-i nẹnọ ober-a
Abole buy- PROG meat chew- HAB
‘Abole buys/ is buying meat to eat.’

b. Abole ka da’ar-i nẹnọ ober-a
Abole NEG buy- PROG meat chew-HAB
‘Abole does not buy meat to eat.’
The aspectual marker \([a]\) in Igala SVCs precedes the initial verb \(la\) ‘buy’ in both (28a) and (28b), while the negative marker is preceded by the final verb in (28b). These are antithesis to aspectual and negation in Gurene SVCs where the progressive and habitual aspects \(-i\) and \(-a\) are suffixes in (29a), while the negative marker \(ka\) precedes the initial serial verb in (29b).

The functional/semantic types of SVCs in Igala as Omachonu (2011) recommends include Accompaniment SVC, Benefactive SVC, Cause and Effect SVC, Comparative SVC, Direct or Motion SVC, Manner SVC, Sequence of Action SVC and Simultaneous Actions SVC. Symmetrical SVCs in Igala as established by Omachonu (2011) include Sequential SVCs, Cause-effect SVCs, Manner SVCs, Concomitant SVCs and Modifying SVCs. On the other hand, Asymmetrical SVCs (Omachonu, 2011) entails Direction or Motion SVCs, Causative SVC, Benefactive SVCs. Some of these types of SVCs also exist in Gurene which will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

2.1.12. Serial Verb Constructions in Gur Languages

The Gur languages are among the productive serializing languages in West Africa. Bodomo (1993) refers a cross section of the Gur languages as Mabia languages. These languages include Dagaare, Dagbani, Gurene, Kusal, and Mampruli spoken in northern Ghana, and the Moore language spoken in Bukina Faso and Togo. These languages are mutually intelligible and their speakers believe to have been originated from one ancestor; hence they call themselves ‘mabia’ which literally means ‘mother’s child’ (kinsmen). Based on genetic classification, Bodomo (1993)
termed the relationship among these languages as “sibling” or “sisterhood relationship.” Nsoh (1997) also classifies these languages as “sister languages.” Bodomo (1993) found that SVCs in Mabia languages contain serial verbs that share the same subject, and may share the same object or may not share object structurally. The verbs are also marked by the same TAMP markers. Apart from auxiliaries that are not used to express tense in Mabia languages (Bodomo (1993), all the verbs in the series are either implicitly or explicitly marked by the same aspect.

Bodomo (2002) proposes five semantic types of SVCs in Dagaare. They are the benefactive, causative, inceptive “take”, instrumental and deictic serial verb constructions. According to him, the benefactive verb ‘give’ is preceded by an activity verb to denote recipient function in benefactive SVCs, while the causative SVCs indicate that the action of the V2 is caused by V1. Bodomo (2002) also describes the inceptive-take SVCs as a construction where the inceptive verb “take” precedes any verb and is encoding an introduction of an action or a preparation “to release or let go an object” (Bodomo, 2002:31). Also, instrumental SVCs involve the use of an instrumental verb “take” that precedes activity verb, denoting an action performed with an instrument. He indicates that deictic SVCs in Dagaare involves the use of the verbs ‘run’ and ‘come’ to point at a particular direction or to indicate movement from one location to another. Some of these types of SVCs are examplified below by Bodomo (2002).

(30)  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. Benefactive SVC in Dagaare} \\
\text{O da tong la toma ko ma} \\
3SG \text{ PAST work FACT work give me} \\
\text{‘S/he worked for me.’}
\end{align*}
\]
b. Causative SVC in Dagaare
   O da daa ma la lɔɔ
   3SG PAST push me FACT cause-fall
   ‘S/he pushed me down.’

c. Inceptive-take SVC in Dagaare
   O de la gane ko ma
   3SG take FACT book give me
   ‘S/he gave me a book.’
   (Bodomo, 2002:31)

These types of SVCs also exist in Gurene, except the causative SVCs. Bodomo (2002) indicates that the switch-subject SVCs (Osam, 1994; 2003) are inapplicable in Dagaare; hence the same subject sharing in SVCs in Dagaare is incontrovertible.

Though some authors (Awobuluyi, 1973; Sebba, 1987; Schiller, 1990) are of the view that SVCs derive from “embedded clauses” and “coordination” in which complementizers and conjunctions are suppressed, SVCs in Dagaare are “unique constructions in which there are no semantically full connectives operating between the series of verbs” (Bodomo, 2002:43).

Saanchi (2006) is of the view that the statement made by Bodomo (1993; 1997; 2002) that a “well-formed SVC” in Dagaare has all its verbs sharing the same subject, object, tense, aspect and polarity is an overgeneralization. He argues that some well-formed SVCs in Dagaare may contain serial verbs with different objects or with different tense, aspect and polarity markings as shown below.

(31) a. Object sharing constraint (Dagaare SVCs)
   A pɔgi da ɖi la kpɛɛ dugi daa nyu kudi
   DEF woman PAST take AFF malt brew “pito” drink intoxicate
   The woman took some malt brewed ‘pito’ drank and became intoxicated.’
   (Saanchi, 2006:102)
b. The same aspect sharing constraint

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Asa} & \text{gaa} & \text{tuuro} & \text{la} & \text{a} & \text{waari} \\
\text{Asa} & \text{go-PERF} & \text{dig-IMPERF} & \text{AFF} & \text{DEF} & \text{yam}
\end{array}
\]

‘Asa has gone and is digging yam.’

(Saanchi, 2006:107)

c. The same polarity sharing constraint

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{V1} & \text{V2} & \text{V3} & \text{V4} \\
\text{Bayor} & \text{da} & \text{ba} & \text{ŋ} & \text{kũũ} & \text{nyu} & \text{gay} & \text{gbiri}
\end{array}
\]

‘Bayor did not fetch water and drink and lie down and sleep.’

(Saanchi, 2006:107)

The final verb \textit{kudi} intoxicated which is the V4 in (31a) has no object and does not share any object with the preceding verbs. However, the V2 \textit{dugi} ‘brew’ and the V3 \textit{nyu} ‘drink’ share the object \textit{daa} ‘pito’ (local alcoholic drink). In (31b), the perfective aspect \textit{gaa} ‘gone’ and the imperfective aspect \textit{tuuro} ‘digging’ which according to Saanchi (2006) is considered by Bodomo (1993) as non-serial construction. Saanchi argues that this construction may constitute another type of SVC in Dagaare. Also, the final verb \textit{gbiri} ‘sleep’ in (31c) does not share the same negative marker with its preceding verbs which poses problem in the same polarity spreading in Dagaare SVC. Semantically, the construction encodes that Bayor did not fetch water, did not drink, did not lie down but it does not mean Bayor did not sleep. Hence the negative marker \textit{ba} affects all the verbs in series, except the final verb which is the V4 in (31c).

(32) a. SVC without connector constraint (Dagaare)

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{A} & \text{baa} & \text{zo} & \text{kpe} & \text{la} & \text{a} & \text{die} & \text{ti} & \text{gay} \\
\text{DEF} & \text{dog} & \text{run} & \text{enter} & \text{AFF} & \text{DEF} & \text{house} & \text{PURP} & \text{lie down}
\end{array}
\]

‘The dog has run and entered the house to lie down.’

(Saanchi, 2006:108)
The connector "ti" occurs in Dagaare SVC in (32a) and the purpose marker "ta" occurs in Gurene SVC in (32b) express the purpose of which the actions are expressed in the preceding verbs in the series. Hence, there may be other types of connectors used in SVCs in Dagaare which are distinct from coordinators and subordinators. I argue that the purpose marker "ta" in Gurene is a defective verb which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Though Gurene has polarity spreading in negation serial verb constructions, Atintono (2005) found that the negative marker can precede any of the verbs and does not affect the preceding verb or verbs in SVCs as demonstrated below.

(33) a. Bia la ka dike dia la sing ta bo kaara la  
Child DEF NEG take food DEF go PURP give farmer DEF  
‘The child did not take the food to the farmer.’

b. Bia la dike dia la ka sing ta bo kaara la  
child DEF take food DEF NEG go PURP give farmer DEF  
‘The child took the food and did not give to the farmer.’

c. Bia la dike dia la sing ka ta bo kaara la  
child DEF take food DEF go NEG PURP give farmer DEF  
‘The child took the food and went and did not give to the farmer.’  

(Atintono, 2005:63)

The negative marker "ka" (33a) precedes the initial verb and spreads to the subsequent verbs in series. In (33b), the negative marker "ka" precedes the second verb "singe" ‘go’
and scopes to the final verb *bo* ‘give,’ and affects only that verb. Atintono (2005) also proposes some types of SVCs in Gurene which include Transitive and Intransitive SVCs, Instrumental SVCs, Motion Verbs SVCs, Cause-effect SVCs and the grammaticalized SVCs. Atintono’s claims regarding SVCs in Gurene and other authors’ claims in SVCs in some serializing languages will be compared and contrast with my data for discussion in the subsequent chapters.

### 2.2. Theoretical Framework

The study adopts the prototype theory framework for data categorization and analysis. This theory, according to Evans and Green (2006:255), is “associated with the experimental research of cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues.” The fundamental concepts of the theory are adopted and applied in the study. They include concepts proposed by Rosch and Mervis (1975), Rosch (1978), Lakoff (1987), Taylor (1995).

#### 2.2.1. Rosch and Mervis’ (1975) Principles of Prototypes

Rosch and Mervis (1975) claim that the membership of prototype categories is underpinned by family resemblance. Hence, members of prototype categories need not be identical in terms of their features. It is obvious that even identical twins that are genetically developed from a single fertilized egg do not have all features in common. What is crucial in prototype categorization, according to Rosch and Mervis, is that the members of prototype categories must portray family resemblences, and the extent to which the category members bear family
resemblance determines their prototypicality. Rosch and Mervis (1975) observe that members that show more family resemblance to the prototype, and show the least family resemblance to members of other categories constitute the prototypical members. According to them, all other members of the categories that form clusters of family resemblances are members of the prototype categories.

The family resemblance principle postulates that linguistic features are categorized based on similarities rather than common features. Hence, the current study hopes to classify the various types of serial verb constructions based on “family resemblances” (Rosch and Mervis, 1975). Serial verb constructions that manifest more “resemblance” to the prototype and “least family resemblance to other categories” in terms of properties will constitute the prototypical SVCs (Rosch and Mervis, 1975:576).

In the current study, irrelevant differences that may exist within each category type of serial verb constructions will be disregarded as Rosch (1978) principle of *cognitive economy* advocates the reduction of insignificant differences. Distinctions will only be made based on serial verb construction types that manifest clear distinction from other types. The study employs empirical facts proposed by Rosch (1978) for making judgment about the properties of SVCs that are good examples. The same type of serial verb constructions may vary in terms of those that are “good examples” and those that are not. The prototypical SVCs will be serial constructions that have more common properties shared with other SVCs within a category, and have fewer common properties shared with other antithetical categories. This hypothesis derives its support from Rosch’s (1978:12) assertion that “the more prototypical a category member is rated, the more attributes it has in common with
other members of the category and the fewer attributes in common with members of the contrasting categories.”

2.2.2. Lakoff’s (1987) Principles of Prototypes

According to Lakoff (1987), prototype categorization is a criterion in which membership of a category is assigned by means of the members’ resemblances to the prototype, a view shared with Rosch and Mervis (1975). Lakoff’s (1987) notion of the prototype theory is delineated through some comprehensive principles of categorization. His first principle of prototype categorization is *family resemblances* proposed by Rosch and Mervis (1975). This principle states that members of prototype categories should possess properties that are closely related rather than properties that are common. Lakoff’s second principle of *centrality* in prototype categorization indicates that within a category, some members are of good examples than other members, and members with more good examples constitute the central members of a category.

Besides, Lakoff’s (1987) principle of *generativity* as prototype phenomenon explains that in prototype categorization, some members are used to generate other members into categories, and these generators are accorded the central or the prototypical status. Also, Lakoff’s principle of *membership gradience* indicates that members of prototype categories are of different degrees, and the degrees of membership have no clear boundaries. His *centrality gradience* principle claims that central members are still graded as more or less central.
The current study adopts some of these principles classifying serial verb constructions in Gurene. The study hopes to categorize “serial verb constructions” that are closely related into types; hence members of the various types of “serial verb constructions” are not based on common properties. The members of each type of serial verb constructions are graded, and members that show more good examples, the members that serve as generators, and the members that follow the basic rules of SVCs may be accorded the status of central or prototypical SVCs, as proposed by the prototype theory.

2.2.3. Taylor’s (1995) Principles of Prototypes

Prototype categorization is a criterion that involves “assigning entities as members of a category by virtue of their similarity to the prototype” (Taylor, 1995:60). The members’ similarities to the prototype are based on what Taylor termed as “crisscrossing network” (Taylor, 1995:38). This implies that all members of the prototype categories do not share common or equivalent attributes. Taylor observes that the essential attributes that designate members to prototype categories are rated with varied degrees into sets, and a particular set of attributes may not necessarily have to be applicable to all members of a category. Hence, he argues that attributes of members of categories that are intuitively appealing, such that they are frequently encountered and always mentioned first are accorded the prototypicality status. He further argues that category members whose attributes cluster are also given the status of prototypical members, while other members that are associated to the prototype with varied degrees constitute less prototypical members. According to Taylor (1995:54), “the prototype categories achieve the flexibility required by an
ever-changing environment” on the basis that both the classical and the prototype categories are amalgamated. The theory permits the central members to share more attributes in common, while other members share few attributes with the central members.

The current study permits flexibility in serial verb constructions. The category members include the more prototypical members and the less prototype members. Members that are always mentioned first and have more features clustering will be considered as the prototypical SVCs. Apart from the prototypical SVCs, other SVCs that are similar, but with varied degrees to the prototype are all members of the prototype categories of SVCs. The data for serial verb constructions involve ranges of degrees of category membership as Taylor (1995:51-52) proposes that the “degree of category membership can be readily elicited from speaker of a language; and it is a variable which determines performance on a wide range of diverse experimental tasks.” On the basis of this, the degrees of SVCs in the data obtained from Gurene speakers will create room for diverse analogies of SVCs that may reflect the actual performance.

2.3. Methodology

The study is purely descriptive and data were drawn from primary and secondary sources. The primary data included informal interviews in the form of interactions with some native speakers. The native speakers who were interviewed through informal questions during data elicitation process included traders in the market, farmers, story-tellers, and Gurene language teachers. Apart from the teachers who
were all graduates who had studied Gurene in the University of Education, the remaining interviewees were randomly sampled in which their educational backgrounds were not a criterion. The age range of the interviewees was 30-70 years. The interviewees were asked varied leading questions based on their fields of work. These questions were interactive and prompted the interviewees to speak Gurene, which resulted in the use of some serial verb constructions. The story-tellers were asked to tell one or two stories, in which some serial verb constructions were identified.

I also interacted with some traders in which some questions based on how they sell and buy their goods were asked, and some of their responses were in the form of serial verb constructions. I also sat with some of the traders and listened to how the traders interacted with their customers, and I identified some SVCs used by both the traders and their customers. The farmers and other native speakers in various occupations were interviewed in similar manner in which some of them used SVCs. I jotted down some of these constructions. I also recorded some of these interactions on a tape recorder. These constructions were selected and transcribed as data for the research. Besides, some teachers that teach Gurene were given some selected sentences in English to translate into Gurene in which their translations involved some serial verb constructions.

I also listened keenly to some native speakers’ everyday interactions and identified some serial verb constructions that were used. I sat with different groups of native speakers, listened to their interactions and identified some serial verb constructions. Data were also obtained from recorded public speeches in Gurene, and some local radio discussions in the Gurene based on varied tropical issues. I
also listened to, and recorded some Gospel readings and preaching of the word of God in Gurene from some churches in Gurene-speaking area, and identified some SVCs. I also used the “grammaticality judgement task” (my native speaker intuition) to elicit some data for the study.

Apart from these, I elicited some vital data from reading materials and other existing literature on serial verb constructions. I read a Gurene Bible and other religions materials (Bible stories, prayer books, catechism books) written or translated into Gurene, and then selected some constructions that involved serial verbs. Data were also obtained from the reading of some novels, plays and short stories written or translated from other languages into Gurene. Also, data from the existing literature of other languages played a crucial role in the study. I picked some substantial data from other researchers’ works on serial verb constructions in various languages. These data were literally translated into Gurene and tested with some elderly native speakers and confirmed before being used in the study. These data were used for comparison between serial verb constructions of those languages and serial verb constructions in Gurene.

The data elicited were classified based on the prototype theory. The data were graded such that some were “more prototypical” than others (Rosch and Mervis, 1975; Lakoff, 1987; Taylor, 1995). The data that were “more prototypical” constituted the prototypical serial verb constructions (Aikhenvald, 2006). The prototypical SVCs included contiguous SVCs and the arguments sharing serial verb constructions (Aikhenvald, 2006). Other categories of data included data that indicated integrated serial verb constructions, clause chaining, and non-contiguous SVCs. Some data were categorized into structural and functional categories of serial
verb constructions. Other data were classified into lexicalized and grammaticalized categories of serial verb constructions. The data generally constitute more or less prototypical on the basis of the prototype theory’s principles of “family resemblance,” “cognitive economy,” “centrality in prototype,” and “similarity to the prototype” (Rosch, 1978). The data are analyzed qualitatively in the subsequent chapters.

2.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, I reviewed previous literatures of scholars that studied SVCs in some serializing languages across the world, discusses the theoretical framework and the methodology applied in the study. The serializing languages reviewed in the literature include some of the Kwa languages, the Gur languages, the Austronesian/Oceanic languages, the Central Khoisan languages, and the West Ring languages. Other languages surveyed include a Skou language, Chinese, Korean, and a central Chadic language. The notion of SVCs, the historical development of SVCs and the defining properties of “serial verb constructions” are discussed in terms of the authors of the previous literatures’ point of views. The various types of SVCs in some serializing languages are contrasted and compared among other serializing languages, and also contrasted and compared with SVCs in Gurene. I propose that SVCs in Gurene and other serializing languages exhibit some similarities and differences. The syntactic or structural types and the semantic or functional types of SVCs in Gurene will be discussed in chapters three and four.
CHAPTER THREE
THE SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION OF SERIAL VERB CONSTRUCTIONS

3.0. Introduction

In this chapter, my goal is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the semantic classification of serial verb constructions in Gurene, using data from the original research, the written sources, and the native speaker intuitive knowledge. These data include those obtained from native speakers’ interactions, translated materials in Gurene, and a questionnaire on literal translation of some English sentences into Gurene. My native speaker intuitive knowledge generated data were tested and confirmed with other native speakers through personal communication including phone calls. It is anticipated that the data will provide clear evidence of the existence or non-existence of some semantic types of SVCs in Gurene. Analysis of the semantic typology of SVCs will be based on the semantic arguments relations and the function of SVCS. The relational types of serial verb constructions such as the benefactive SVCs, instrumental SVCs and the locative SVCs will be analyzed. Other semantic types of SVCs that will be analyzed include integrated SVCs, clause chaining SVCs, motion SVCs, the semantics of symmetrical and asymmetrical SVCs, capabilitative SVCs, escort SVCs, concomitant SVCs, manner SVCs, switch-function SVCs, comparative and superlative SVCs. These semantic types of SVCs will be considered as either inclusive or exclusive in SVCs in Gurene based on the prototype theory’s concepts of “prototypicality” and “gradation” of “the defining properties of serial verb constructions.”
3.1. The Integrated Serial Verb Constructions

Leynseele (1975:194) described what is currently known as integrated SVCs (Osam; 2003 & 2004) as the “verb complex type of serial construction” in which the events cannot be isolated. Bamgbose (1982:5) also described it as a “complex verb SVC.” Ameaka (2006) describes verbs used in these this type of SVCs as “complex predicates.” The events in an integrated serial verb construction, according to Osam (2003; 2004), are fused in that they are impossible to be disintegrated. The events in this type of SVC are regarded as a single unit as established by Nyampong (2015:67) that “integrated SVCs express single events.” The examples below show integrated SVCs.

Integrated SVCs in Gurene

(1) a. Yìnɛ́ kā́ máálɛ́ yà
   God pray make 2PL
   ‘God bless you.’

   Unsuccessful Isolated Events
   b. *Yìnɛ́ kā yà, Yìnɛ́ máálɛ́ yà
      God pray 2PL, God make 2PL
      ‘God pray you’ God make you.’
      (God bless you.)

(2) a. Ápítá yúún sàkɛ̀ bó Áyèèzù
     Peter PAST agree give Jesus
     ‘Peter believed Jesus.’

     Unsuccessful isolated Events
     b. *Ápítá yúún sàkɛ̀ Áyèèzù. Ápítá yúún bó Áyèèzù.
        Peter PAST agree Jesus. Peter PAST give Jesus.
        ‘Peter believed Jesus.’
The verbs *ká* ‘pray’ and *máálé* ‘make’ in (1a) function as “a single predicate” which encodes the meaning ‘to bless.’ Isolating the events as in (1b) is ungrammatical. It is also clear that the initial verb *sákè* ‘agree’ and the final verb *bò* ‘give’ in (2a) express a single event which means ‘believed.’ Isolating the events in this construction is impossible and ungrammatical in (2b) because the verbs constitute “complex predicates.”

### 3.2. Clause Chaining Serialization

Unlike integrated serial verb constructions (ISVCs) discussed in the preceding section, clause chaining serialization, according to Osam (2003 & 2004), involves a “concatenation” of events which are possible to be isolated without affecting the semantic properties of the construction. I present below some examples of CCSVCs in Gurene in which the concatenated events are separated without affecting the meaning.

#### Chained Events in Clause Chaining

(3) a. Atia túḿ ñyé ligèrì dîkè dá nií

Atia work.PAST see.PAST money take.PAST buy.PAST cows

báse úgè nyogè kóósè mé yiré

keep.PAST rear.PAST catch.PST sell.PAST build.PAST house
give.PAST 3SG children

‘Atia worked and got money, took it and bought cows, kept them and reared, caught them and sold, used the proceeds and built a house for his children.’

#### Isolated Events from Clause Chaining

b. i. Atia túḿ yà

Atia work AFF

‘Atia worked.’
ii. Atia  nyeye ligéri
   Atia see.PAST money
   ‘Atia got money.’

iii. Atia dikè ligéri là
   Atia take.PAST money DEF
   ‘Atia took the money.’

iv. Atia dá nií
   Atia buy.PAST cows
   ‘Atia bought cows.’

v. Atia básè nií là
   Atia keep.PAST cows DEF
   ‘Atia kept the cows.’

vi. Atia úgè nií là
   Atia rear.PAST cows DEF
   ‘Atia reared the cows.’

vii. Atia  nyóge nií là
    Atia catch.PAST cows DEF
    ‘Atia caught the cows.’

viii. Atia kóósè nií là
      Atia sell.PAST cows DEF
      ‘Atia sold the cows.’

ix. Atia mè yirè bò á kɔ'mà
    Atia build.PAST house give 3SG children
    ‘Atia built a house for his children.’

It is clear that the meaning expressed in the concatenated events in the clause chaining serialization in (3a) is synonymous to that of the meaning expressed in the isolated events of the same clause chaining SVC as in (3b). All the sub-events, either concatenated as in (3a) or separated as in (3b), modify a single main event which is ‘Atia built a house for his children.’
3.3. The Semantics of Symmetrical Serialization

Symmetrical serial verb construction contains verbs derived from “semantically” and “grammatically unrestricted” class of verbs also known as “open class” (Aikhenvald, 2006). The verbs in this type of serial verb constructions have equal status in terms of semantic or syntactic properties with “iconic order,” which reflects sequence of events (Aikhenvald, 2006; Dixon, 2006). Examples of this type of SVCs in Gurene are provided below:

(4) a. Abolga pɛ́ bûrèyá-fúó yɛ́
Abolga sew christmas-dress wear
‘Abolga sewed Christmas dress and wore.’
(Means: Abolga sewed x’mas dress, and he wore the dress.)

b. Abolga dá ságèbɔ́ dí’
Abolga buy T.Z eat
‘Abolga bought too-zaafi and ate.’
(Means: Abolga bought too-zaafi and he ate the too-zaafi)

c. Abolga kū kù’ùŋ ðùgɛ̀ mú’í dí’
Abolga kill guinea fowl cook rice eat
‘Abolga killed a guinea fowl and cooked rice and ate.’
(ABolga killed a guinea fowl, used the meat to cook rice and eat)

The initial verb pɛ́ ‘sew’ and the final verb yɛ́ ‘wear’ in (4a) are accorded the same verbal status. Similarly the verbs dấ ‘buy’ and dí́ ‘eat’ in (4b) are equated in terms of status. Also, in (4c) the initial verb kú ‘kill’, the medial verb dügɛ̀ ‘cook’ and the final verb dí ‘eat’ are equal in verbal status. Hence, all the verbs in the series used in (4a), (4b) and (4c) are derived from “open or unrestricted verb class.” These verbs express “sequence of events” in SVCs in Gurene.
3.4. The Semantics of Asymmetrical Serialization

Asymmetrical serial verb construction contains verbs that are derived from both restricted and unrestricted verb classes (Alkhenvald, 2006; Ingram, 2006; Zavala, 2006). The unrestricted verbs are “major verbs” which encode single events, while the “grammatically” and “semantically restricted” verbs constitute “minor verbs” that modify and specify the events (Aikhenvald, 2006). The “closed class verbs” in asymmetrical SVCs are mostly motion verbs, directional verbs and positional or posture verbs that express directions or mark tense, aspect and modality. Unlike some languages where open class verbs precede closed class verbs, Gurene exhibits the reverse in asymmetrical SVCs as presented below in the examples.

(5)  a. Kɔmà nyɛ zɔlɛɡɔ  zɔ  kɛ  yirɛ  pɔuáŋ
Children see mad.person run enter house inside
‘Children saw a mad person and ran and entered in a house.’

b. Dáyʊ́  lá  zɔ  zɔm  tiá
rat DEF run climb tree
‘The rat ran and climbed a tree.’

c. Apana zɔ  ěkɛ  yákɛ  bɔká
Apana run jump cross stream
‘Apana ran and jumped across the stream.’

(see 4.5 and 4.6 for more)

It is obvious that the initial verb nyɛ ‘see’ and final verb kɛ ‘enter’ in (5a) are unrestricted verbs, while medial verb zɔ ‘run’ is a restricted verb. In (5b), the V1 zɔ ‘run’ is a closed class verb, while the V2 zɔm ‘climb’ is an open class verb. It is also observed in (5c) that both the initial and medial verbs zɔ  ěkɛ ‘run jump’ are derived
from closed verb class, and as a result, they are minor verbs, while the final verb yâkê ‘cross’ is a major verb chosen from the open verb class.

3.5. Relational Serialization
Leynseele (1975:190) describes “relational” serialization as “those constructions which generally receive case labels such as dative, instrumental, etc.” According to Leynseele, grammatical relations occur between verbs in the series and the NPs, while verbs in a “complex verb construction” exhibit lexical relations. Leynseele (1975) observed that Anyi has relational SVCs which include “dative,” “benefactive,” “instrumental” and “directional” SVCs. Gurene also has some of these “relational serial verb constructions.”

3.5.1. Benefactive Serial Verb Constructions
The benefactive serial verb constructions indicate the beneficiary of the action expressed by the verbs in the series. According to Bodomo (1996), the benefactive SVCs consist of two verbs that constitute a “complex predicate” in which the component verbs act together as one lexicalized event. Akan and Dagaare (Bodomo. 1996 & 2002) have benefactive serialization. The benefactive serialization “involves a benefactive verb such as “give” or “receive” preceded by an activity verb which creates the object or the substance of giving” (Bodomo 2002:29). Givon (1997) describes the benefactive as a participant which is typically an animate who constitutes the beneficiary of whatever action performed.
Also, Bodomo et al (2003) observed that the benefactive constructions in Chinese involve either a “single predicate” construction (double object construction) or a “complex predicate” construction (SVC). Besides, Jurafsky and Martin, (2015) suggest that the beneficiary of an event is indicated in the benefactive serial verb constructions. The benefactive SVCs as Saeed (2016:151) describes is “the entity for whose benefit the action is performed.” The benefactive SVC in Gurene contains an activity verb and the benefactive verb bo “give” which often creates the beneficiary argument NP. Examples of benefactive serialization in Gurene are shown below.

**Benefactive SVCs**

(6) a. Ayine ɛáá dá,búá là bó Atına
Ayine PAST buy goat DEF give 3SG
‘Ayine bought the goat for Atinga.’
Atinga is the beneficiary of the goat Ayine bought.

b. Ayine ɛáá dá o bó Atına
Ayine PAST buy give 3SG
‘Ayine bought something for Atinga.’
What was bought is unexpressed but implied in which Ayine is the beneficiary.

c. Ayine kɔ bó á dɛmə
Ayine weed give 3SG in-law
‘Ayine weeded for his in-law.’

The benefactive verb bó ‘give’ performs a prepositional function in (6a) and (6b) which indicates that Atinga is the beneficiary of action expressed by the initial verb da ‘buy.’ In (6c) the verb bo ‘give’ and its argument NP a dɛema ‘his in-law’ also indicate the beneficiary of the action expressed in initial verb kɔ ‘weed.’
(7) a. Atipɔka máálɛ̀ kóósé bó á dɛ́ɛmà
Atipoka prepare beans-cake give 3SG in-law
‘Atipoka prepared beans cakes for her in-law.’

b. Atipɔka nɛ́ɛm zóm môme ságbɔ̀ bó á kɔmà
Atipɔka grind flour stir T.Z give 3SG children
‘Atipɔka ground flour and prepared Too Zaafi for her children.’

(8) a. Abaŋa mɛ́ yíré bó á pɔgâ
Abanga built house give 3SG wife
‘Abanga built a house for his wife.’

b. Akolego dá lɔgɛ́rɔ̀ là bó bá
Akolgo buy things DEF give 3PL
‘Akolgo bought the things for them.’

Also, the benefactive verb bó ‘give’ that precedes the argument NP á dɛ́ɛmà ‘her in-law’ in (7a) conveys the meaning of the beneficiary of the action performed by the initial verb máálɛ̀ ‘prepare.’ Additionally, the argument NP á kɔmà ‘her children’ which is preceded by the benefactive verb bó ‘give’ in (7b) benefits from the actions performed by the two activity verbs nɛ́ɛm ‘grind’ and môme ‘stir.’ It is also indicated in (8a) by the benefactive verb bó ‘give’ that the argument NP a pɔgâ ‘his wife’ is the beneficiary of the actions expressed by the initial verb mɛ́ ‘build,’ while the pronominal argument NP bá ‘them’ in (8b) is the beneficiary of the action expressed in the initial verb dá ‘buy.’ It clearly shows that the argument NPs that are preceded by the benefactive verb bo ‘give’ in the SVCs in (7) and (8) are the direct beneficiaries of the actions performed by the verbs. The benefactive verb bo ‘give’ has a prepositional meaning in SVCs in the language. The recipients in these SVCs are direct beneficiaries.
Another type of benefactive serialization that exists in Gurene is where the entity involved benefits from the action performed by the activity verb indirectly, as exemplified below:

(9) a. Tù mà Me‘eri zúsèr-á Yìnɛ bɔ́r-á tú
    1PL.POSS mother Mary beg-HAB God give-HAB 1PL.OBJ
    ‘Our mother Mary pray for us.’

b. Tù mà Me‘eri wán zúsè Yìnɛ bó tú
    1PL.POSS mother Mary FUT beg God give 1PL.OBJ
    ‘Our mother Mary will pray for us.’

c. Ayéezù sílègɛ̀ á zíím kāábè bó tú
    Jesus pour 3SG blood perform.sacrifice give 1PL
    ‘Jesus poured his blood as a sacrifice for us.’
    (From a sermon in Catholic Church)

The initial verb zuser-a ‘begs’ which means ‘pray’ and the final verb bɔ́r-a ‘gives’ which means “for” in (9a) convey the meaning that “mother Mary” derives benefits from her prayer to God which the speaker always benefits indirectly. In (9b), it shows that mother Mary will pay in which the speaker will benefit indirectly from her prayers. The SVC in (9c) has an interpretation that Jesus poured his blood as a sacrifice to God for some benefits to the speaker and others.

Moreover, benefactive SVCs can be used to give instruction or ask questions as shown in the examples below.

(10) a. Bisèr-à k̀mà la bɔ́r-à mánm
    Look-HAB children DEF give-HAB ISG
    ‘Watch the children for me/take care of the children for me.’
The benefactive SVCs in (10a) gives instructions. The verb bɔ̀rɔ̀rà ‘give’ indicates that the first person pronominal NP mà́m ‘me’ is the beneficiary of the action expressed by the initial verb ‘bisèrà ‘look’ in the SVC. The benefactive SVC in (10b) is an interrogative type because of the future marker wan that precedes the first verb and low tone marked on the pronominal object NP mà́m which follows the final verb bɔ̀rɔ̀ra ‘give.’ The pronominal subject NP Fu used with the future tense marker wan means “will you?” It is also crucial to note that the initial verb bisèrà ‘look’ can be interpreted as either to watch or take care of the child as indicated in (10a) and (10b). Also, the second verb bɔ̀ ‘give’ in (10c) conveys the meaning that the NP bùdàà là ‘the man’ is the potential beneficiary if the action in the initial verb is performed.

**Negation in Benefactive SVCs**

(11) a. Abaŋa ka mɛ yire bo a pɔ́ga
Abanga NEG.PAST build house give 3SG wife
‘Abanga did not build a house for his wife.’

b. Abaŋa mɛ yire ka dike bo a pɔ́ga
Abanga build house NEG.PAST take give 3SG wife
‘Abanga built a house not for his wife.’
c. *Abança me yire ka bo a pɔga
   Abanga build house NEG.PAST give 3SG wife
   ‘Abanga did not build a house for his wife.’

(12) a. Abança kan me yire bo a pɔga
       Abanga NEG.FUT build house give 3SG wife
       ‘Abanga will not build a house for his wife.’

b. Abança da koose fu yire la bo ba
   Abanga NEG.PRES sell 2SG house DEF give 3PL
   ‘Abanga don’t sell your house to them.’

c. *Abança me yire kan bo a pɔga
   Abanga build house NEG.FUT give 3SG wife
   ‘Abanga build a house will not for his wife.’

The past negative marker ka precedes the initial verb me ‘build’ in (11a) which express negation. It also occurs before the second verb dik ‘take’ in (11b) which expresses negation. It is ungrammatical in (11c) where the benefactive verb bo ‘give’ is negated. Besides, future negative marker kan and the present negative marker da in (12a) and (12b) precede the initial verbs. When the verb bo immediately follows the future negative marker kan in (12b), the sentence is ungrammatical. This implies that the benefactive verb bo ‘give’ cannot be negated in the benefactive SVCs in the language.

Ambiguity in Benefactive SVCs

(13) a. Amɔa gulesɛ ɡɔŋɔ bo naba la
       Amoah write letter give chief DEF
       ‘Amoah wrote a letter to the chief/Amoah wrote a letter for the chief.’

b. Amɔa gulesɛ ɡɔŋɔ dike bo naba la
   Amoah write letter take give chief DEF
   ‘Amoah wrote a letter to the chief.’
The verbs *gulese bo* ‘write give’ in (13a) express both the “to prepositional” and the “for prepositional” meanings. The distinction in meaning as to who benefits from the action expressed in the initial verb *gulese* ‘write’ will be based on the speech context regarding whether the letter that the agent wrote belongs to him or the recipient. The ambiguity is avoided in (13b) when the verb *dike* ‘take’ precedes the verb *bo* ‘give.’ This has a clear interpretation of the “to prepositional” benefactive serial verb construction because the letter obviously belongs to the agent *Amoah*. Also, the purpose marker *ta* which preceded the verb *bo* ‘give’ in (13c) makes the meaning clear in which the ambiguity is avoided.

### 3.5.2. Instrumental Serial Verb Constructions

An instrument is an inanimate entity which is used by the agent or the initiator to perform an activity. Saeed (2016:151) describes it as “the means by which an action is performed or something comes about.” Instrumental SVC contains an inanimate object participant which is used by the agent to execute an activity or an event. An instrumental SVC in Gurene always contains instrumental verb *dike* ‘take’ which precedes an instrumental argument NP in a fixed order as illustrated below.

(14) a. Adukọ *dike taya tẹ ku’uŋọ ku*  
    Aduko take catapult shoot guinea fowl kill’
    ‘Aduko took a catapult and shot a guinea fowl dead.’
b. Atibire dike kugere lobe bazalege biŋe
   Atibire take stone throw mad.dog put.down
   ‘Atibire took a stone and stoned a mad dog down.’

c. Akurego dike gambane ŋmɛ bunsela ku
   Akurugo take long-stick beat snake kill
   ‘Akurugo took a long stick and hit a snake dead.’

(15) a. N-yaaba dike a nu’o zaɛ e
   N-yaaba take 3SG hand push 3SG
   ‘N-yaaba used his hand and pushed him/her.’

b. Anaafo lu dike a zuo ŋmɛ tiŋa
   Anaafo fall take 3SG head beat ground
   ‘Anaafo fell and use his head hit the ground.’

c. Akazoti dike yem tu naba la
   Akazoti take sense insult chief DEF
   ‘Akazoti used intelligence and insulted the chief.’

The instruments *taya* ‘catapult,’ *kugere* ‘stone,’ and *gambane* ‘a long stick.’ in (14a) (14b), and (14c) are selected by the verb *dike* ‘take’ in a fixed order which encodes the meaning that the agents used these instruments to perform activities that are expressed by the subsequent verb or verbs respectively. The meaning in (15a) is that, *N-yaaba* ‘animate human’ used his hand to push someone. Also, in (15b) *Anaafo* did not take his head, but used it to hit the ground. An instrument used by the agent to perform an activity can either be concrete or abstract as in (15c) which involves intelligence. It is obvious that intelligence can only be used but cannot be taken physically as an instrument to perform an activity. These examples bear the instrument semantic role.
3.5.3. Locative Serial Verb Constructions

Givon (1997) describes locative as a place which is typically concrete and inanimate case role. According to Ndimele (1996:133) as cited in Kari (2003) ‘locative is a case role which describes the direction or spatial orientation of the action or state expressed by the verb.” Locative as described by Saed (2016:151) is “the place in which something is situated or takes place.” The location of entities are expressed in SVCs in Gurene. This category of SVCs contains the verbs of holding such as “take, hold, collect, pick,” the verbs of motion-directional and the posture/positional verbs, as in the examples below.

(16) a. Asore dikɛ gɔŋɔ la pagele teebule zuo
Asore take book DEF put.on.top table head
‘Asore put the book on the table.’

b. Asore dikɛ gɔŋɔ la kiŋɛ sukuu
Asore take book DEF go school
‘Asore took the book to school.’

c. Asore vaɛ sukaam la tari ke deo puan
Asore collect groundnuts DEF send enter room inside
‘Asore collected the groundnuts into the room.’

(17) a. Kɔma la zɔ kiŋɛ kuure yire’
Children DEF run go funeral house
‘The children ran to the funeral house.’

b. Dunkiina la pe’e nii la paɛ yire
Sheepherd DEF drive cows DEF reach house
‘The shepherd drove the cows to the house.’

c. Atiama nyɔkɛ a bia ga’are sunɔ la punan
Atiama pick 3SG child lie.down mat DEF inside
‘Atiama picked her child and lay him down on the mat.’
The verbs in the series occur in a certain order in the SVCs above. The verbs of holding which include “take, collect, pick” constitute the initial verbs, expressing that the agents physically handled the entities as in (16a-c) and (17c). The verbs of motion also occur before the directional and the posture verbs. The motion verbs express the movement of the entity by the agent, while the directional verbs indicate the directions in which the entities are moving to. The posture verbs show the position of the entities. The motion, directional and posture express prepositional meanings which indicate the location in the form of the oblique participant NPs as demonstrated in (16) and (17). In (17a) where the verbs of holding and posture verbs are lacking, the motion verb \( z \) ‘run’ becomes the initial verb which expresses the movement of the entity, while the second verb \( ki \) ‘go’ expresses the direction of the movement of the entity to a particular location which is a place \( ku \) ‘funeral house.’ Also, the initial verb \( pe \) ‘to drive animals’ in (17b) indicates movement of the participant NP \( n \) ‘cows’ by the agent, while the second verb \( pa \) ‘reach’ indicates the direction of the movement of the entity to a location \( y \) ‘house.’ Finally, the location in (17c) is \( su \) ‘on the mat.’

3.5.4. Comitative Serial Verb Constructions

The comitative SVCs involve the agent going together with the patient/theme to a destination. Lord (1993:5) states that comitative serialization “expresses accompaniment marked by the preposition “with” in English.” However, Kari (2003:281) distinguished the two by indicating that “the subject NP of the initial verb goes with the object NP of the same verb to some destination” in comitative
SVC. Hence, comitative SVC according to Kari, expresses the meaning “go together with.” Aikhenvald (2006) states that comitative SVC or associative SVC expresses the “meaning be with.” I present some examples below that indicate comitative SVCs in Gurene.

(18) a. Azupɔka doose a sira kule
Azupoka follow 3SG husband go.home
‘Azupoka went home with her husband.’

b. Kɔma la doose ba ma kiŋɛ da’a
children DEF follow 3PL.POSS mother go market
‘The children went to the market with their mother.’

c. Apana ka doose ba kiŋɛ da’a
Apana NEG follow 3PL go market
Apana did not go with them to the market.’

(19) a. Azupɔka naɛ a sira tum tuunɛ la
Azupoka join.with 3SG husband do work DEF
‘Azupoka did the work with her husband.’

b. Azupɔka naɛ a kɔma di dia la
Azupoka join.with 3SG children eat food DEF
‘Azupoka ate the food with her children.’

c *Azupɔka naɛ a sira kiŋɛ da’a
Azupoka join.with 3SG husband go market
‘Azupoka went home with her husband.’

Comitative SVCs in Gurene contain two initial verbs doose ‘follow with’ and naɛ ‘join with’ that occur between the subject NP1 and NP2. The later expresses the meaning ‘go together with’ as in (18a), (18b) and (18c), while the latter expresses the meaning “come together with” as in (19a) and (19b). The initial verb doose ‘follow with’ which means “go together with” is often followed with a motion verb,
while the initial verb *naɛ* ‘join with’ which means “come together with” is followed with an activity verb. This is clearly demonstrated in (19c) where the initial verb *naɛ* ‘join together with’ is used with a subsequent motion verb *kiŋɛ* ‘go’ is ungrammatical.

3.5.5. Escort/Accompaniment Serialization

Escort or accompaniment SVC contains two subject NPs in which “the subject NP of the initial verb takes the second NP of the verb to some location” (Kari, 2003:281). The meaning in this type of SVC is interpreted as a “take along with” (Kari, 2003:281). In escort serial verb constructions in Gurene, the NP1 can either take along the NP2 and move towards the speaker which means ‘to bring / come with’ or the NP1 can take along the NP2 and move away from the speaker which means ‘to send/ go with’ as in the examples below.

(20) a. Ayameŋa *tari* loore wa’am yire
Ayamga bring car come home
‘Ayamga brought a car home.’
(This means Ayamga took a car and came home with it.)

b. Ayamega *tari* gulo wa’am a deema kuurɛ
Ayamga bring drummers come 3SG in-laws funeral
‘Ayamga brought drummers to his in-laws funeral.’
(This means Ayamga hired drummers and came to his in-law’s funeral with them)

(21) a. Adongo *dikɛ* gulo kiŋɛ a deɛma kuurɛ
Adongo take drummers go 3SG in-law’s funeral
‘Adongo took drummers to his in-law’s funeral.’
(This means Adongo took drummers and went to his in-law’s funeral with them)
b. Adongo **dikwargs** loore *kiŋɛ* a ɗɛɛma yire Atongo take car go 3SG in-laws house ‘Adongo took a car to his in-law’s house.’ (This means Adongo took a car and went to his in-law’s house with it.)

c. Adongo **zom** loore *kiŋɛ* a ɗɛɛma yire Atongo climb car go 3SG in-laws house ‘Adongo went to his in-law’s house by car.’

It is clear in (20a) and (20b) that the initial verb *tari* ‘bring’ is always used with the V2 *wa’am* ‘come’ in escort/accompaniment SVCs to express that the subject NP1 takes the NP2 which is the syntactic object of the V1 and moves towards the location of the speaker. Also, the initial verb *dikɛ* ‘take’ and the subsequent verb *kiŋɛ* ‘go’ are always used together in escort SVC to express that the subject NP1 takes the NP2 and moves to a different location from the speaker as in (21a) and (21b). When a different initial verb *zom* ‘climb’ is used instead of verbs *tari* ‘bring’ and *dikɛ* ‘take’ in (21c), the construction is not an escort/accompaniment SVC.

### 3.5.6. Capabilitative Serial Verb Constructions

One category of serial verb constructions that exist in Gurene is a “capabilitative” SVCs also known as “abilitative SVC” (Kari, 2003:282). This type of SVC, according to Kari (2003), indicates that the subject NP is capable of carrying out an action expressed by the non-initial verb. The “capability verb” in this type of SVC in Gurene is always a modal auxiliary verb *ta’am* which encodes the ability of the agent to perform actions expressed by the non-initial verb or verbs as I demonstrated in the following examples.
(22) a. Naba ta’am nyɔkɛ fu page
    Chief MOD catch 2SG lock
    ‘A chief can imprison you.’

    b. Naba ta’am to’e fu base
        chief MOD receive 2SG allow
    ‘A chief can free you.’

    c. Naba ta’am da lɔa bo a pɔgeba
        chief MOD buy cars give 3SG wives
    ‘A chief can buy cars for his wives.’

(23) a. Atia ta’am ekr yakɛ bɔka la
    Atia MOD jump cross stream DEF
    ‘Atia can jump across the stream.’

    b. Atia ta’am wɔge ti’a ba’asɛ daan-yinɛ
        Atia MOD weave basket finish one day
    ‘Atia can finish weaving a basket in a day.’

    c. Atia ta’am zɔ gaŋɛ fu
        Atia MOD run pass 2SG
    ‘Atia can run more than you.’

The initial modal auxiliary verb ta’am used with the main verb nyɔkɛ ‘arrest’ in (22a) indicates the agent’s ability in terms of power and authority to perform the actions in the subsequent verbs nyɔkɛ ‘arrest’ and page ‘to lock’ which means “power to imprison.” Also, in (22b) the use of the modal auxiliary verb ta’am shows that the agent is capable in terms of power and authority to accomplish the actions expressed in the main verbs to’e ‘receive,’ and base ‘allow’ which means “power to set free” someone. However, the capability of the agent in (22c) is based on resources or financial power. It is important to note that the agents in (23a), (23b) and (23c) exhibit abilities in terms of physical, experience and skills in performing the actions expressed by the verbs respectively.
3.5.7. Sequential Serial Verb Constructions

Sequential serialization involves the agent performing the actions expressed by the verbs in series in a sequential order. This type of SVC indicates that the agent performs one sub-event first before another sub-event in a sentence as I have demonstrated in the examples below.

(24) a Kɔma la pee nu’usi di dia la
Children DEF wash hands eat food DEF
‘The children washed hands before they ate the food.’

b. Mma ɛɛm zom mɔm sagebɔ di
Mma grind flour stir T.Z eat
‘Mma ground flour, prepared too zaafi and ate.’

c. Mma di ba’asɛ ma yia
Mma eat finish 1SG.OBJ first
‘Mma finished eating before me.’

The initial verb pee ‘wash’ and the subsequent verb di ‘eat’ in (24a) convey the meaning that the agent kɔma ‘children’ washed their hands first before they ate the food. The agent in (24b) first grind the flour, followed by preparing the too-zaafi (T.Z) before eating. The actions or the events in each SVC above are performed sequentially.

3.5.8. Concomitant Serial Verb Constructions

Concomitant SVCs contain two or more verbs that express a single concept. Bamgbose (1974) refers this type of SVCs as “complex serial verb constructions” which contain “verb complexes” that are like idioms. Leynseele (1975) also
describes these verbs as “verb complex.” According to Aikhenvald (2006:4), the verbs that used in concomitant SVC often encode one sense, hence they become single predicate as she suggests that these “SVCs are often translated as single predicates into non-serializing languages.” Ameka (2006) describes the verbs that are used in this type of SVC as “complex predicates.” Concomitant SVCs in Gurene are displayed in the examples below.

(25) a. Ma wan ing bisɛ
   ISG FUT do see
   ‘I will try it.’

   b. Yinɛ wan maalɛ bo tu
      God FUT make give 1PL.OBJ
      ‘God will help us.’

   c. Yinɛ kã maalɛ fu
      God pray make 2SG.OBJ
      ‘God bless you.’

   d. Fu yele pa’alɛ tu
      2SG say show 1PL.OBJ
      ‘(You) tell us.’

(26) a. Baba daa pirege yele la pa’alɛ e
     Baba PAST cut.open problem DEF show 3SG
     ‘Babab disclosed the problem to him/her.’

   b. Yeezu yuun tɔgg pa’alɛ a poore-dɔleeba
      Jesus PAST talk show 3SG.POSS followers
      ‘Jesus explained to his followers/
      Jesus educated his followers.’

   c. Ba yuun sakɛ bo e
      3PL.SUBJ PAST agree give 3SG.OBJ
      ‘They believed him.’
      (A sermon from Sunday church service in Bolga)
(27) a. Gɔmena tuntune-ba daa wa kae palɛ
Government worker-PL PAST dance go.round road
‘Government workers demonstrated.’

   b. Ataŋa zo di mi’a
      Atanga run eat rope
   ‘Atanga won the race.’

The initial and final verbs *inge bise* ‘do see’ in (25a) means “try.” The verbs *maalɛ bo* ‘make give’ in (25b) means “help.” In (25c) the verbs *kâ maale* ‘pray make’ means “bless.” Also, in (25d), the verbs *yele pa’ale* ‘say show’ means “tell.” Similarly, the verbs *pireg pa’ale* ‘cut open show’ in (26a) means “disclosed,” *tɔge pa’ale* ‘talk show’ in (26b) means “explained” or “educated,” while the verbs *sake bo* ‘agree give’ in (26c) means “believed.” It is also observed that the verb *wa kae* ‘dance go round’ in (27a) means “demonstrated,” and the verbs *zo di* ‘run eat’ in (27b) means “won.” The verbs in this type of SVCs in the language are mostly derived from both “open and closed” classes of verbs.

3.5.9. Concurrent Serial Verb Constructions

Concurrent serial verb constructions also known as “simultaneous SVCs (Kari, 2003; Sudmuk, 2005; Aikhenvald, 2006) contain two lexical verbs with distinct meanings in which their actions or states are expressed simultaneously. The verbs in concurrent SVC manifest the same aspect marking or different aspect marking. Perfective aspect and imperfective aspect or progressive and habitual aspect can be marked in the same SVC in Gurene, while the same progressive aspect cannot be marked as observed by Dakubu (2003) and Atintono (2005). The habitual marker is
iterative which functions as progressive vis-à-vis. It must be noted that when progressive and habitual markers mark the verbs in the same SVC, they express either progressive or habitual meaning. The examples below show evidence of concurrent SVCs in Gurene which involves different aspectual marking.

\[(28)\] a. ZSPELL la Toger-i kin-a ye’es-a
Mad.person DEF talk-PROG walk-HAB go-HAB
‘The mad person is talking while walking away.’
(This means the mad person performed the actions of “talking,” “walking” and “going” together at the same time)

b. Koma la zot-i ye’es-a sukuu
children DEF run-PROG go-HAB school
‘The children are running while going to school.’
(The children performed the actions of “running” and “going” at the same time)

c. Bia la ze kaas-a
child DEF stand-PROG cry-HAB
‘The child is standing while crying.’
(The child performed the actions of “standing” and “crying” at the same time.)

d. Fa bia la gai gis-a
2SG child DEF lie-PROG sleep-HAB
‘Your child is lying while sleeping.’
(The actions of “lying” and “sleeping” occurred concurrently)

\[The same Aspect marking are Ungrammatical\]
\[(29)\] a. *Zspell la Toger-i kin-i ye’eser-i
Mad.person DEF talk-PROG walk-PROG go-PROG
‘The mad person is talking while going away.’

b. *Koma la zot-i ye’eser-i sukuu
children DEF run-PROG go-PROG school
‘The children are running while going to school.’

c. *Bia la ze ka’aser-i
child DEF stand-PROG cry-PROG
‘The child is standing while crying.’
The SVCs in (28) show that the agent always performs the actions that are expressed in the verbs together at the same time. Progressive and habitual aspect markers are marked on the verbs, expressing progressive meanings in (28a), (28b) and (28c). It must be noted that the same progressive aspect cannot mark the verbs in concurrent SVCs as demonstrated in the ungrammatical sentences in (29a), (29b), (29c) and (29d). In (30a), when progressive and habitual markers are marked on the verbs in non-concurrent SVC, meaning expressed is habitual, while in (30b) in which the same habitual aspect markers mark on the verbs encode progressive meaning in an imperative sentence.

3.5.10. Refusal Serial Verb Constructions

Refusal serial verb construction indicates that the agent intentionally refuses to initiate the actions that are expressed by the verbs in serial constructions (Kari, 2003; Ofori; 2010). This type of SVCs in Gurene always contains a negative marker that precedes the refusal verb sake ‘agree.’ The negative marker indicates whether the agent refused or will refuse to perform the actions in the verbs that follow the refusal.
verb. The negative marker *ka* expresses agent’s refusal to perform actions in the past, while negative marker *kan* indicates the refusal of the agent to perform actions which will occur in future time. It must be noted that without the use of negation, the verb *sake* ‘agree’ expresses agreement or acceptance to perform an action, while the use of negative marker without the verb *sake* ‘agree’ only shows negation rather than refusal. But when the verb is negated, it expresses a refusal to carry out an action in the subsequent verbs. The examples below are presented to this effect.

*Refusal in the future*

(31) a. Malam kan sake da daam bo nereba
Malam NEG.FUT agree buy alcohol give people
‘Malam will refuse to buy alcohol for people.’

b. Faari kan sake di pega
Priest NEG.FUT agree eat wife
‘A priest will refuse to marry.’

*Refusal in the Past*

(32) a. Atia ka susa dia di
Atia NEG.PAST beg food eat
‘Atia refused to beat his wife.’

b. Atia ka susa da dia di
Atia NEG.PAST beg buy food eat
‘Atia did not beg to buy food and eat.’

*Negation in the Future and Past*

(33) a. Malam sake da daam bo nereba
Malam agree buy alcohol give people
‘A malam agreed to buy alcohol for people.’

b. Malam kan da daam bo nereba
Malam NEG.FUT buy alcohol give people
‘A malam will not buy alcohol for people.’
The negative marker *kan* that precedes the refusal verb *sake* ‘agree’ in (31a) and (31b) express the agents’ refusal to perform the actions that are expressed in the subsequent verbs in a future time. In (31c), the use of the negative marker *ka* and followed by the refusal verb *sake* ‘agree’ conveys meaning that the agent was deliberately refused to initiate whatever actions that are expressed in the verbs in the series. However, the absence of the refusal verb *sake* ‘agree’ in (32a) and (32b) only expressed negations which are different from refusal SVCs. In (33a) where the negative marker is avoided, the SVC expresses agreement to perform an action, while the use of the negative marker without the verb *sake* ‘agree’ in (33b) only indicates negation.

### 3.6. Switch-Function Serialization

A “switch-function” serial verb construction, according to Matthews (2006), consists of two categories. They are causative SVC, and cause-effect SVCs. Matthews observes that the causative type represents asymmetrical SVC which uses a restricted small number of causative verbs such as “make” and “fall.” Whereas the “cause-effect” type involves symmetrical SVC which combines two verbs from the unrestricted verb class. Hajek (2006:247) proposes that “cause – effect is always a switch function, with iconic ordering” such that the effect verb either occurs immediately after the cause verb or is preceded by the cause verb object. Aikhemvald (2006) identifies the switch function types of SVCs as “switch function causative,” switch function cause-effect,” and “switch function consecutive” SVCs in which she noted that the latter type is rare.
3.6.1 Causative Serial Verb Construction

Causative serial verb constructions are similar to the switch-subject serialization proposed by Osam (2003 & 2004). It refers to a type of SVC in which the V1 causes its object NP to initiate an action expressed by the V2 without the verbs in series sharing arguments. Aikhenvald (2006) describes causative SVCs as a switch function serialization in which a lexical verb occurs after a causative verb. Sudmuk (2005) observes that the V1 is the causative verb which is restricted to the verb “make,” while the V2 is an intransitive verb derived from an “open verb class” in Thai SVCs. Unlike Thai, Gurene lacks causative SVCs as shown in the examples below.

*Causative SVCs in Thai*

    Kanda make child cry
    ‘Kanda made the child cry.’
    (Sudmuk, 2005:64)

*Ungrammatical Causative SVCs in Gurene*

b. *Kanda basɛ bia kaasɛ
   Kanda make child cry
   ‘Kanda made the child cry.’
   (Translated from Sudmuk, 2005)

*Non-serial Verbs Causative Constructions in Gurene*

c. Kanda basɛ ti bia kaasɛ
   Kanda make CONJ child cry
   ‘Kanda made and a child cry.’
   (Translated from Sudmuk, 2005)

The causative SVCs in Thai as in (34a) is ungrammatical in Gurene as translated in (34b). This type of SVCs constitute non-serial verb constructions in Gurene as
exemplified in (34c) in which the conjunction *ti* intervened between the causative verb *base* ‘make’ and the object NP.

### 3.6.2. Cause-Effect SVCs

Cause-effect SVCs can be equated to resultative SVCs as Aikhenvald (2006:19) states that resultative SVCs “are reminiscent of cause-effect serialization.” Aikhenvald (2006) also observes that cause-effect SVCs are symmetrical SVCs with iconic order of constituents in which the causative verb precedes the effect or the result verb as in some serializing languages such as Taba, Igb, Dumo, Tariana, Olutec and Mwotlap. I present the examples below to illustrate that cause-effect serialization exist in Gurene.

(35) a. Adɔŋɔ lobe baa ku
    Adongo to stone dog kill
    ‘Adongo stoned a dog dead.’

    b. *Adɔŋɔ lobe baa ki
    ‘Adongo stoned a dog dead.’

(36) a. Adɔŋɔ ɛŋmaɛ tia lubɛ
    Adongo cut tree put-down
    ‘Adongo cut a tree down/Adongo fell a tree.’

    b. *Adɔŋɔ ɛŋmaɛ tia lui
    ‘Adongo cut a tree down/Adongo fell a tree.’

(37) a. Abugere ɛŋmaɛ mi’a la wikɛ
    Abugre cut rope DEF break
    ‘Abugre cut the rope into pieces.’
In (35a) the verb of causation is *lobe* ‘to stone’ and the effect verb is *ku* ‘kill’ which convey the meaning that the effect of the action initiated by the agent *Abugre* is killing the dog which is the patient. The same construction in (35b) which contains the the final intransitive verb *ki* die is ungrammatical. Also, the V2 *lube* ‘put down’ in (36a) refers to the effect of the V1 *ŋmaɛ* ‘cut’ which means the agent put the tree down as a result of cutting it. The same construction in (36b) where the V2 lui ‘fall’ is intransitive becomes ungrammatical. This clearly shows that the causative and the effect verbs must always be transitive verbs in cause-effect SVCs in Gurene. However, ambivalent verbs can be used with transitive verbs in cause-effect serialization as in (37a), (37b), and (37c).

### 3.7. Purpose Serial Verb Constructions

Purpose serial verb constructions involve the non-initial verb or verbs indicating the purpose of some actions expressed in the preceding verb or verbs. This type of SVCs exists in Yoruba (George 1975; Bamgbose 1982). The purpose SVC in Gurene contains the purpose marker *ta* in which Dakubu (2003) describes as a dynamic verb. Atintono (2005) glossed this marker as purpose because it indicates the purpose of performing actions. Saanchi (2006) also identifies a similar marker *ti* in
SVCs in Dagaare in which he describes it as a “connector.” I argue that ta is a purposive marker derived from the verb tari ‘take or have in possession.’ The marker ta can be substituted with the verb tari ‘take’ as in dike tari kiñe / dike ta kiñe ‘pick and take it along.’” The examples below provide evidence of purpose serial verb constructions.

*Purpose SVC in Yoruba*

(38) a. Ṭ́Ajáó wa gbé àpótí
Ajao come take box
‘Ajao come to take the box.’ (George 1975:82).

Dagaare

b. A baa zo kpɛ la a die ti gay DEF dog run enter AFF DEF house PURP lie down
‘The dog has run and entered the house to lie down.’ (Saanchi, 2006:108)

*Purpose SVCs in Gurene*

(39) a. Mma daa kiñe ta da dia duge di Mma PAST go PURP buy food cook eat ‘Mma went to buy foodstuff to cook and eat.’

b. Mma daa kiñe da dia ta duge di Mma PAST go buy food PURP cook eat ‘Mma went and bought foodstuff to cook and eat.’

c. Mma daa kiñe da dia duge ta di Mma PAST go buy food cook PURP eat ‘Mma went and bought foodstuff and cooked to eat.’

The purpose marker ta affects only the verb or verbs that follow it, and expressing the purpose of the actions in the preceding verb or verbs as presented in (39a), (39b) and (39c). In (39a), the purpose of which Mma went there was to buy foodstuff, cook and eat. She also went and bought the foodstuff in (39b) for the purpose of
cooking to eat. In (39c), the purpose of which Mma went and bought foodstuff and cooked it was to eat.

3.8. Motion Serial Verb Constructions

Motion serialization refers to a type of SVCs that involves the movement of the agent from one direction to another. Gurene has two types of motion SVCs similar to those that Sudmuk (2005) identified in Thai. They are “motion-deictic SVCs” and “motion-directional SVCs.”

3.8.1. “Motion-deictic” Serialization

This category of SVCs consists of a combination of motion verbs with deictic verbs. Motion verbs include “run, walk, ride, drive, crawl, shift, push,” while deictic verbs are “come” and “go.” Gurene lacks distinction between the motion verb “walk” and the deictic verb “go” as shown in the examples provided below.

Motion-deictic SVCs
Thai

(40) a. Ka : nda : dγn pay
   Kanda walk go
   ‘Kanda walks / walked towards the speaker.’

Gurene construction
b. *Kanda kije kije
   Kanda walk go
   ‘Kanda walks / walked towards the speakers.’
   (Sudmuk, 2005:42)

c. Kanda kije ya (Non-SVC)
   Kanda walk/go AFF
   ‘Kanda walked away/ Kanda went away.’
Motion-deictic SVCs in Gurene

(41) a. Atule kiŋɛ wa’am
Atule walk come
‘Atule walks/walked towards the speaker.’

b. Atule zɔ kiŋɛ sukuu
Akule run go sukuu
‘Atule runs/ran to school.’

The translation of “Motion-deictic SVCs” from Thai in (40a) into Gurene in (40b) is ungrammatical because there is no distinction between the V1 kiŋɛ ‘walk’ and the V2 kiŋɛ ‘go.’ Speakers distinguish these verbs based on the context of the sentence. A single verb kiŋɛ ‘walk/go’ is used in non-SVC in (40c) to express either Kanda walked or went away. It is believed that when one is walking, he or she is also going. The distinction between the deictic verbs “walk” and “go” is realized in (41a) and (41b) when different verbs wa’am ‘come’ and zɔ ‘run’ are used with the verb kiŋɛ ‘walk/go.’ The deictic verbs often follow the motion verbs, and they express prepositional meaning such as “towards” in (41a) and ‘to’ in (41b). This implies that a motion verb is always a core verb, while the deictic verb can be a minor verb.

3.8.2. Motion-directional Serialization

The “motion-directional SVCs” contains a motion verb and a direction verb which express both the movement of entities and the direction of the movement. The directional verbs in Gurene include: enter, turn, reverse, cross, go out or exit, climb, and descend. In a motion-directional SVC, the motion and the deictic verbs always precede the directional verbs as I have demonstrated in the examples below.
Motion-directional SVCs

(42) a. Azeko  zɔ  nmerege  kae  yire  la
Azeko  run  turn  go.round  house  DEF
‘Azeko ran, turned and went round the house.’

b. Azeko  kine  yese
Azeko  walk  go.out
‘Azeko walked out.’

c. Bunsela  zɔ  ke  yoko  puan
Snake  run  enter  hole  inside
‘A snake ran into a hole.’

d. Dayuɔ  la  zɔ  zom  tia
rat  DEF  run  climb  tree
‘The rat ran and climbed the tree.’

(43) a. Bunsela  pake  lui  zɔ  nmerege  ke  yoko  puan
Snake  slip  fall  run  turn  enter  hole  inside
‘A snake slipped and fell, ran, turned and entered in a hole.’

b. Azokɔ  zɔ  eke  yake  bɔka  la
Azeko  run  jump  cross  stream  DEF
‘Azeko ran and jumped across the stream.’

The V2 nmerege ‘turn’ and the V3 kae ‘go round’ in (42a) express the direction of movement of the V1 zɔ ‘run.’ The V2 yese ‘go out’ indicates the direction of which the action is expressed in the V1 kine ‘walk’ in (42b). Also, the V2 ke ‘enter’ in (42c) and zom ‘climb’ in (42d) express the direction of the action that is expressed in the V1 zɔ ‘run’ respectively. The SVC in (43a) contains five verbs in which the initial three verbs express movement of the agent, while final two verbs indicate the direction of the movement expressed in the preceding verbs. In the same vein, the final verb yake ‘cross’ expresses the direction of motion in the preceding verb zɔ
‘run’ and ɛke ‘jump’ in (43b). It must be noted that motion-directional SVCs in Gurene constitute both contiguous SVCs and asymmetrical SVCs.

3.9. Posture/Positional Serial Verb Constructions

Positional or posture verbs play fundament role in “serial verb constructions” in Gurene. Atintono (2013:152) mentions that “the positional verb expressions in Gurene involved serial verb constructions.” Positional SVCs contain verbs that express the position and the posture of the agent. Posture verbs (Atintono, 2013) also indicate body position. Posture and positional verbs can be used to express animate or inanimate entities. Some posture verbs in Gurene include ga lying’ ze ‘stand,’ deli ‘lean, dɔbi ‘squat,’ yigi ‘bend’ labi ‘lean against,’ yuli ‘hang,’ yayi ‘sit on top’ etc. According to Atintono (2013), the number of posture or positional verbs in SVCs in Gurene are restricted to two. I provide some examples of posture/positional SVCs in Gurene below.

(44)  a. Adɔŋɔ zi’ire delum dangoone
     Adongo sit lean wall
     ‘Adongo sat and leaned against a wall.’

     b. Adɔŋɔ ze labelɛ dangoone
        Adongo stand lean wall
        ‘Adongo stood and leaned against a wall.’

     c. kinka’asi la tī labelɛ dangoone
        Straws DEF stand lean wall
        ‘The straws are placed straight leaning against the wall.’
        (From a basket weaver in a Craft Centre at Nyariga)
The initial verbs zi’ire ‘sit’ and ze’ele ‘stand’ as in (44a) and (44b) express the sitting and standing positions of an animate human. The V2 delum ‘lean’ in (44a) is different from the V2 labele ‘lean’ in (44b). This shows that “sitting and leaning” differs from “standing and leaning” in Gurene. Also, the standing of inanimate entities differ from that of animate entities as in (44c) where the V1 tî ‘stand’ is used for kinka’asi ‘straws’ rather than ze ‘stand.’ However, the same posture verb labele ‘lean’ is used to express the standing posture of both animate and inanimate entities in (44b) and (44c). It must also be noted that, in expressing a sitting or a standing posture, the positional verb always precedes the posture verb. This is contrary to lying posture where the posture verbs precedes the positional verbs in (45a), (45b) and (45c).

(45) a. Akolego nyure ga suŋↄ puan
Akolgo bend lie mat inside
‘Akolgo bent himself and lay on a mat.’

b. Bunsela kuurum ga yoko puan
Snake coil lie hole inside
‘A snake coiled itself and lay in a hole.’

c. Sukaam la kã’ase kuge ga
Groundnuts DEF gather be.heap lie
‘The groundnuts are gathered into a heap lying down.’
(It means a heap of groundnuts is lying down.)

The two posture verbs nyure ‘bend’ for animate human in (45a) differ from the posture verb kuurum ‘coil’ used for animate non-human bunsela ‘snake’ in (45b).

Also, the lying posture of an animate non-human “snake” is different from an
inanimate entity “groundnuts” as in (45c) in which the posture verb *kuge* ‘to heap’ is used.

### 3.10. Manner Serial Verb Constructions

The manner SVCs contain verbs in the series in which one of the verbs expresses the manner of action expressed in another verb or verbs in an event. This type of SVCs, according Aikhanvald (2006), constitute asymmetrical SVCs where one of the verbs is always a manner verb. The manner verbs in this type of SVCs in Gurene include motion verbs and body position or posture verbs that often precede the major verbs as demonstrated in the examples below.

(46) a. Atiŋa ɛkɛ wa gulo
    Atinga jump dance local drums
    ‘Atinga jumped and danced to the tune of local drums.’

b. Atiŋa ɛkɛ ba boŋa
    Atinga jump sit.on donkey
    ‘Atinga jumped and sat on a donkey.’

c. Ku’uŋↄ la ɛkɛ sige tiŋa
    Giunea fowl DEF fly come.down ground
    ‘The guinea fowl flew and came down.’

(47) a. Adŋↄ dɔbele mɛ pu’uʃe a ɖɛɛma
    Adongo squat PERF greet 3SG in-law.’
    ‘Adongo has squatted and greeted his in-law.’

b. Baba daa veese bisɛ bɔɔ la puan
    Baba PAST stretch look room DEF inside
    ‘Baba stretched and looked in the room.’
The initial verb *eke* ‘jump’ as in (46a), (46b), and (46c) is a motion verb that expresses the manner of the actions expressed in the non-initial verbs used in the SVCs. The initial verb *eke* ‘fly’ expresses the manner of which *Atinga* danced as in (46a), and the manner in which he sat on the donkey as in (46b). In (46c), the V1 *eke* ‘jump’ also expresses the manner in which the guinea fowl came down from the top. Besides, the initial verb *dɔbele* ‘squat’ in (47a) is a body position/posture verb that expresses the manner of which the action in the subsequent verb *pu’use* ‘greet’ is performed. Also, in (47b) the V1 *veese* ‘stretch’ is a manner verb, while the V2 *bise* ‘look’ is a core verb, where the V1 indicates how the agent looked in the room. One crucial point to note is that manner SVCs are mostly asymmetrical SVCs.

### 3.11. Superlative and Comparative Serial Verb Constructions

“Serial verb constructions” can be used to compare and contrast two or more entities. George (1975) identified “equative” and “non-equative” comparative SVCs in Yoruba. Aikhenvald (2006:27) states that “serial verb constructions with comparative and superlative meanings typically involve verbs meaning ‘exceed’.” She further argues that the verbs that convey the meaning “pass” or “exceed” in SVC are often used as “comparative and superlative markers.” In comparative serialization in Gurene, the V2 *gaŋe* “exceed or surpass” is always a comparative verb, while the V1 can be any verb. I argue that Gurene has no verb that expresses superlative serial verb constructions. Superlative meaning is expressed by adding an adjective *zã’a* ‘all’ to a comparative SVC that involves more than two entities as displayed in the examples below.
Comparative SVCs

(48)  
  a.  Azuure kareɛ gaŋe e 
      Azuure be.big exceed 3SG  
      ‘Azuure is bigger than him/her.’

  b.  Azuure wɔge gaŋe ba 
      Azuure be.tall exceed 3PL  
      ‘Azuure is taller than them.’

  c.  Bɔlega da’a yaleɡe gaŋe ɬɔŋɛɗɛ da’a 
      Bolga market be.large exceed Navrongo market  
      ‘Bolga market is larger than Navrongo market.’

  d.  Aduko zo’e gaŋe Apana 
      Aduko grow exceed Apana  
      ‘Aduko is more grown than Apana.’

(49)  
  a.  Ayine di gaŋe Atiŋa 
      Ayine eat exceed Atinga  
      ‘Ayine ate more than Atinga.’

  b.  Ayine zo gaŋe Atiŋa 
      Ayine run exceed Atinga  
      ‘Ayine ran more than Atinga.’

  c.  Ayine tum tuun la gaŋe Atiŋa 
      Ayine do work DEF exceed Atinga  
      ‘Ayine did the work more than Atinga.’

Superlative Meaning in Comparative SVCs

(50)  
  a.  Azuure wɔge gaŋe ba za’a 
      Azuure tall exceed 3PL all  
      ‘Azuure is taller than them all.’  
      (Means Azuure is the tallest among them)

  b.  Aduko zo’e gaŋe kɔma la za’a 
      Aduko grow exceed children DEF all  
      ‘Aduko is more grown than all the children.’  
      (Means: Aduko is the most grown up child among the children)
Interestingly, the initial verb *kare* ‘big’ in (48a), *wọ* ‘tall’ in (48b) and *yale* ‘large’ in (48c) constitute ‘adjective-like’ verbs that precede the comparative verb *ganye* ‘exceed.’ These combinations of the verbs express comparison in serial verb constructions in Gurene. In (48d) the V1 *zo*e ‘grow’ and the V2 *ganye* ‘exceed’ compare the experiencer *Aduko* with the experiencer *Apana.* On the other hand, the initial verbs from (49a) to (49c) are activity verbs that precede the second verb *ganye* ‘exceed’ encoding comparative meanings in the SVCs. The verbs *di ganye* ‘eat exceed’ in (49a) compare the quantity of food that *Ayine* ate with that of the quantity *Atinga* ate. Also, the verbs *zọ ganye* ‘run exceed’ in (49b) compare how fast *Ayine* ran with that of *Atinga’s* running. It is also observed in (49c) that the initial verb *tum* ‘do’ and the final verb *ganye* ‘exceed’ provide a comparison between the works *Ayine* did and the work *Atinga* did. One important point worth noting is that superlative meaning is expressed in SVCs by adding an adjective *za’a* ‘all’ to comparative SVCs which involve three or more entities as in (50a) and (50b).

### 3.12. Types of Serial Verb Constructions According to Functions

Serial verb constructions also perform general functions of language in Gurene. Speakers use both non-serial verb constructions and serial verb constructions to make statements, express emotions, give instructions, ask and answer questions. Serial verb constructions that perform declarative, imperative, exclamatory and interrogative functions are discussed below.

A declarative SVC refers to a type of serialization that makes statements or gives information. This type of constructions usually end with a period. I present concrete examples below to show that SVCs are also used to make statements in Gurene.

(51) a. Ayeezu daa tɔge pa’alɛ a poore-doleba
     Jesus PAST speak show 3SG back-followers
     ‘Jesus explained to his disciples.’
     (From a Catholic Priest in Sunday sermon)

b. Gele la lu ŋwɔrege
   Egg DEF fall break
   ‘The egg fell and broke.’

c. Ma da dia di
   ISG buy food eat
   ‘I bought food and ate.’

The verbs tɔge ‘speak’ and pa’alɛ ‘show’ in (51a) are used in a contiguous SVC to make a statement about Jesus and his disciples. The SVC declares the action Jesus performed. In (51b) the contiguous verbs lu ‘fall’ and ŋwɔrege ‘break’ give information about what happened to the egg. Also, the verbs da ‘buy’ and di ‘eat’ in (51c) are used in non-contiguous SVC to make a statement.

3.12.2. *Imperative Serial Verb Constructions*

Imperative serial verb constructions are used to give order or instructions. They often end with either full stops or an exclamation points. Instructions or commands that must be complied with by the addressee often end with exclamation points, while those that the addressee is not necessarily obliged to be complied with usually
end with full stops. I present below some examples of imperative sentences that contain serial verbs in Gurene.

(52) a. *Fu ́sègè nyɔ́kɛ̀ bia là bò a ma.*  
2SG get-up pick child DEF give 3SG mother  
‘(You) get up and pick the child for his mother.’

b. *Ísègè nyɔ́kɛ̀ bia là bò mam*  
Get-up pick child DEF give 1SG  
‘Get up and pick the child for me.’

(53) a. *Fu ísègè bilam nyɔ́kɛ̀ bia là bò a ma!*  
2SG get-up there pick child DEF give 3SG mother  
‘You get up there and pick the child for his/her mother.’

b. *Ísègè bilám nyɔ́kɛ̀ bia là bò mam!*  
Get-up there pick child DEF give 1SG  
‘Get up there and pick the child for me!’

The SVC in (52a) has an overt pronominal agent *Fu* ‘you,’ while (52b) has an implied pronominal agent. The verbs *íṣègè* ‘get up’, *nyɔ́kɛ̀* ‘pick’, and *bò* ‘give’ in both (52a) and (52b) are marked with low tone which give instructions, and the sentences end with full stops. Though instructions are given to the addressee to pick the child for his or her mother in (52a), and to pick the child for the speaker as in (52b), these instructions are not mandatory. The verbs in same SVCs in (53a) and (53b) are marked with high tone, and the sentences end with exclamation marks. These SVCs convey the meaning that the speaker actually wants the child to be picked and given to his or her mother in (53a) and given to the speaker in (53b) in which the addressee must comply with these instructions.
3.12.3. Exclamatory Serial Verb Constructions

Exclamatory serial verb constructions in Gurene express speakers’ strong emotions in terms of excitement rather than anger and surprise. This type of SVCs often ends with an exclamation point as in the examples below.

(54) a. Tu zina wa obe ṇẹnọ tigẹ mage!
   IPL today FUT chew meat become full AFF
   ‘We will eat meat and become full today!’
   (From a jubilant child on X’mas day)

b. Tu nyu daam tigẹ!
   IPL drink alcohol become full
   ‘We drank alcohol and became full!’
   (From an excited funeral performer)

c. Atule zɔ tabe eke tebe nayiga lubẹ!
   Atule run pursue jump kick thief put down
   ‘Atule pursued a thief, jumped and kicked him down!’

The speaker in (54a) saw plenty meat and became excited that the meat will be abundant for him and other members of family to eat to the full on Christmas day. In (54b) the speaker is excited that he and others drank some alcoholic drinks and became full. Also, in (54c) the speaker describes a scene in an excited mood. The SVCs in (54a), (54b) and (54c) are marked with high tones, and ended with exclamation points that expressed excitements.

3.12.4. Interrogative Serial Verb Constructions

Gurene speakers also use SVCs to ask questions and respond to questions. The language has different question markers: yo, bii, -a, -ẹ. They occur at the extreme
end of interrogative sentences in which yo and bii are particles, while [-a] is a suffix question marker of the definite article la, and [-ɛ] is a suffix question marker of a perfective, completive or affirmative marker me. These question markers can be used interchangeably which convey the same meaning. Other questions markers include beni, be, ani, ñwani. When a serial verb construction is used to ask a question, the response can either be “Yes” or “No” or in serial verb construction than non-serial serial verb construction. Consider the examples below.

**Interrogative SVCs in Gurene**

(55) a. Fu da za’asum duke dia bo kûma (la) yo  
2SG buy ingredient cook food give children DEF QUE  
‘Did you buy ingredient to cook food for the child?’

b. Fu da za’asum duke dia bo kûma la-a  
2SG buy ingredient cook food give children DEF-QUE  
‘Did you buy ingredient to cook food give the children?’  
(Did you buy ingredient to cook food for the children?)

**Responses of Interrogative SVCs**

(56) a. Mam da za’asum duke dia bo ba  
ISG buy ingredient cook food give 3PL  
‘I bought ingredients and cooked for them.’

b. Mam ka da (Ø) duke bo ba  
ISG NEG.PAST buy cook give 3PL  
‘I did not buy to cook for them.’

c. ëë / aai ‘yes / no’

The question markers yo and -a can be used inter-changeable as in (55a) and (55b). The responses are also in SVCs, and can either be positive or negative as in (56a)
and (56b) in a non-contiguous and a contiguous SVCs. The response can also be “Yes” or “No” as in (56c).

3.13. The Prototype Categories of the Semantics of SVCs in Gurene

The semantic classifications of SVCs in Gurene, as indicated in the previous sections of this chapter are based on the principles of family resemblance and similarity to the prototype as proposed by Rosch and Mervis (1975) and Taylor (1995). It is worth noting that the members of each category of the semantic types of serial verb constructions in Gurene that are classified in the preceding sections of this chapter do not all exhibit common features with similar categories in other serializing languages. The features are crisscrossing, as proposed by Taylor (1995). The prototypical categories of the semantics of SVCs in the language are those that manifest good examples as suggested in Lakoff’s (1987) principle of centrality in prototype. Based on Rosch’s (1978) principle of cognitive economy, there are insignificant differences that exist between the sub-types of each category of the semantic classification of serial verb constructions in Gurene which are ignored in order to create room for discussing more of the data that show significant variations.

3.14. Conclusion

This chapter examines the semantic classification of serial verb constructions in Gurene. I discussed the semantics of symmetrical and asymmetrical SVCs, and the semantics of integrated SVCs and clause chaining SVCs in Gurene. Relational types of SVCs are also discussed in this chapter. They include the benefactive, locative,
instrumental, comitative, escort, capability, sequential, concomitant, concurrent, and the refusal SVCs. The switch function SVCs, motion SVCs, posture/positional SVCs, manner SVCs, and a comparative SVCs are also discussed in the chapter. I also discussed the types of serial verb constructions based on function. It is clear that SVCs also play the normal functions of language such as asking questions, making declarations, expressing surprises or giving instructions in Gurene. Apart from the causative SVCs, these types of SVCs manifest in the language with varied features.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE SYNTACTIC CLASSIFICATION OF SERIAL VERB CONSTRUCTIONS

4.0. Introduction
This chapter aims at analyzing the syntactic types of serial verb constructions in Gurene by using data obtained from the original research through field trip, a questionnaire, and data from existing literatures that contained serial verb constructions. The data comprise some transcribed serial verb constructions produced by some native speakers, and some sentences produced by Gurene translators. Some data were also generated through my native speakers’ intuitive knowledge which were tested and confirmed by other native speakers through personal communication and phone calls. Other data were obtained from written sources in Gurene. The data will be analyzed based on the concept of the prototype theory. I will examine transitivity in serial verb constructions, tense, aspect and modality marking in serial verb constructions, polarity marking in serial verb constructions, multiple subjects’ serialization, and multiple objects’ serialization. I will also analyze subject sharing serialization, object sharing serialization and zero object serial verb constructions. I will finally investigate the significance of the data in terms of the concepts of “prototypicality” and “gradations” which are fundamental in classifying the syntactic SVCs in Gurene. This will be based on the established prototypical defining properties of serial verb constructions (Aikhenvald, 2006).
4.1 Transitivity of Serial Verb Constructions

This section is devoted to analyzing transitivity in serial verb constructions. The verbs in Gurene can be “intransitive,” “transitive” or “ditransitive.” Serial verbs in Akan may consist of the same transitivity value or different transitivity values (Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004). Aikhenvald (2006:13) proclaims that “a verb which is transitive when used on its own may become less transitive in an SVC.” Kießling (2004) notes that “coverbs” which are intransitive can assimilate transitivity from core verbs in SVCs. I propose that serial verbs in Gurene can be combined in terms of the same transitivity value or different transitivity values. The data below substantiates this argument.

(1)  

a. Transitive-Transitive  
Atia  da  búá  kú  dúgǘ  óbè  nénó  
Atia  buy  goat  kill  cook  chew  meat  
‘Atia bought a goat, killed (it), cooked (it) and ate the meat.’

b. Intransitive -Intransitive  
Bia  kán  káásé  kí  
Child  NEG  cry  die  
‘A child will not cry to death.’

(2)  

a. Transitive-Intransitive  
Atia  sú  lígérí  wá́ám  
Atia  pocket  money  come  
‘Atia came with money in his pocket.’

b. Intransitive-Transitive  
Atia  zó  dí  mì́à  
Atia  run  eat  rope  
‘Atia ran and won the race.’
One important issue to note is that all the verbs dá ‘buy,’ kú ‘kill,’ dúgè ‘cook,’ and óbè ‘chew’ in (1a) are transitive verbs, while those in (1b) káásé ‘cry’ and kí ‘die’ are intransitive. The initial verb sú ‘to pocket’ in (2a) is a transitive verb, whereas the final verb wá’ám ‘come’ is an intransitive verb. On the other hand, the initial verb zí ‘run’ in (2b) is intransitive, while the subsequent verb di ‘eat’ is transitive.

4.2. Tense, Aspect, Modality and Marking in SVCs

I argued in 1.1.4.1 that tense, aspect and modality in Gurene can be overtly marked or covertly marked. I also demonstrated that Gurene has two past tense particles daa and yuun, which are derived from the time adverbials daare ‘two days ago’ and yuune ‘a year ago.’ I also showed that Gurene has two perfect aspectual particles me and ya. It was also noted that time adverbials can be used to indicate tense and aspect in Gurene. I also indicated that Gurene has a past negative marker ka, present negative marker da and a future negative marker kan. In this section, I present data that demonstrate tense, aspect and modality marking in serial verb constructions in Gurene.

4.2.1. Tense Marking in “Serial Verb Constructions”

Tense, according to Riemer (2010: 310), “is the name of the class of grammatical markers used to signal the locations in time,” and tenses typically mark verbs describing past, present and future. It is crucial to note that whether tense is implicitly or explicitly marked, the “verbs in an SVC in Gurene share the same tense
markers” (Atintono, 2005:61). Gurene marks tense once in SVCs in which the tense marker usually precedes the initial verb. This is contrary to Akan in which individual verbs are separately marked for the same tense in SVCs (Agyeman, 2002; 2003; Osam, 1994; 2004; Kambon, 2005). Dolphyne (1987) identified some SVCs in Akan in which the verbs take different tenses. This does not exist in Gurene SVCs.

The verbs that are used in “serial verb constructions” in many languages such as the West Ring languages, Tetun Dili, Mwotlap, Thai, and Tariana share the same tense (Kießling, 2004; Hajek, 2006; Aikhenvald, 2006; Francois, 2006). Tense marking in SVCs in Gurene are indicated below.

4.2.1.1. Past Tense Marking

Gurene has two time adverbial markers daa “days ago” and yuun “years ago” which indicate past tense. They precede the initial verb and scope over all the verbs in serial constructions. The tense marker daa indicates past, while the tense marker yuun indicates remote past (See 1.4.1.1).

(3) a. Atia daa dug nyua obe
   Atia PAST cook yam chew
   ‘Atia cooked yam and ate.’

   b. *Atia daa dug nyua daa obe
      Atia PAST cook yam PAST chew
      ‘Atia cooked yam and ate.’

(4) a. Akolgo daa tum nyǝ ligeri da lore
    Akolgo PAST work see money buy car
    ‘Akolgo worked, got some money and bought a car.’
b. Adongo **daa** sakɛ doose ba kiŋɛ
   Adongo PAST agree follow 3PL go
   ‘Adongo agreed and went with them.’

c. *Akolgo **daa** tum **daa** nye ligeri **daa** da lore
   Akolgo PAST work PAST see money PAST buy car
   ‘Akolgo worked, got some money and bought a car.’

It is only the initial verb *duge* ‘cook’ in (3a) that the past tense marker *daa* precedes
and scopes to the second verb *obe* ‘chew.’ In (3b) where the same past tense marker
precedes each of the verbs *duge* ‘cooks’ and *obe* ‘chew,’ the sentence becomes
awkward and ungrammatical in terms of the native speakers’ language. Similarly,
the past tense marker *daa* precedes the initial verb and scopes over all the verbs in
(4a) and (4b). It is also ungrammatical to have the tense marker preceding each verb
in (4c).

(5) a. Atia **yuun** pene ligeri da nii sulɛ a pɔga
   Atia PAST borrow money buy cows pay.bride price 3SG wife
   ‘Atia borrowed money (years ago), bought cows and paid the bride price
   of his wife.’

b. *Atia **yuun** pene ligeri **yuun** da nii **yuun** sulɛ
   Atia PAST borrow money PAST buy cows PAST pay.bride price
   a pɔga
   3SG wife
   ‘Atia borrowed money (years ago), bought cows and paid the bride price
   of his wife.’

The past tense marker *yuun* which indicates remote past occurs before the V1 *peŋe*
‘borrow’ in (5a), and scopes over all the verbs. When each of the verbs is separately
preceded by the past tense marker *yuun* in (5b), the sentence becomes awkward, and ungrammatical.

It is crucial to note that past tense in Gurene can be covertly marked and the meaning is implied based on context. The covert tense marking can be understood as either simple past tense or perfect aspect; hence overt tense marking is required in formal speech in order to avoid ambiguity as shown in the examples below.

*Implied Past Tense marking in SVC*

(6)  

a. Atia dugu nyua obe  
   Atia cook yam chew  
   ‘Atia cooked yam and ate/Atia has cooked yam and eaten.’

b. Atia daa dugu nyua obe  
   Atia PAST cook yam chew  
   ‘Atia cooked yam and ate.’

(7)  

a. Atia pepe ligeri da nii sule a pɔga  
   Atia borrow money buy cows pay.dowry 3SG wife  
   ‘Atia borrowed money, bought cows and paid the bride price of his wife/Atia has borrowed money, bought cows and paid the bride price of his wife.’

b. Atia yuun pepe ligeri da nii sule a pɔga  
   Atia PAST borrow money buy cows pay.dowry 3SG wife  
   ‘Atia borrowed money (a year or some years ago), bought cows and paid the bride price of his wife.’

The omission of the past tense markers from (6a) does not affect tense marking because tense can be covertly marked in Gurene. However, the meaning is interpreted as either past tense or perfect aspect in SVCs in (6a). This is because the verbs in both past tense and perfect aspect are not marked, and both indicate past event. In (6b) where an overt tense marker *daa* precedes the initial verb *dugu* ‘cook,’
it clearly indicates an absolute simple past tense. Also, the SVC in (7a) contains a covert past tense marker which also results to ambiguous meaning. However, the ambiguity is avoided in (7b) when the tense marker *yuun* precedes the initial verb *pepe*.

4.2.1.2. “Future Tense” Marking

The future tense marker in Gurene has varied allomorphs used by speakers of different dialects as *wan/wa* is used in Bolga dialect, while *nan/na* is used in Bongo and Nankare dialects. According to Atintono (2005), the future tense marker *walna* is the grammaticalized form of *wan/nan*. Future tense is marked once on the initial verb in SVCs in Gurene as in Akan where the future tense marker *bɛ*- is marked once on the initial verb, except that Akan has morphological tense marking (Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004). According to Osam (2003:5), “the use of the future means the event coded will occur after the time of speaking,” and future prefix marker *bɛ*- plays additional function of marking intention in Akan. The future tense marker *bɛ*- as observed by Ofori (2010) is a prefix which is always marked with low tone in SVCs in Larteh. The data below presents future tense marking in Gurene SVCs.

*Future tense marking in SVC*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akan</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ama bɔ-tɔ mpabo a-kyɛ Fiifi (Fa.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ama FUT-buy shoes CONS-give Fiifi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ama will buy shoes for Fiifi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Osam, 2003:19)
The future tense marker *b¬* in Akan is a prefix of the initial verb *t¬* ‘buy’ and the second verb is marked by a consecutive marker *d¬* in (8a). This is contrary in Gurene which has no morphological future markers. In (9a) the future tense marker *wan/wa* in the Bolga dialect is marked once in SVCs, just the same way as the past tense marking discussed in the preceding section. The same future tense marker written in different forms as *nan/na* in the Bongo dialect in (9b) is also marked once. It is ungrammatical when the future tense marker is marked on each of the verbs in (9c) and (9d) in both dialects.
4.2.2. Aspect Marking in Serial Verb Constructions

As established by Riemer (2010:315), “aspect is the name of the grammatical category which expresses differences in the way time is presented in events.” Aspect differs from tense on the basis that aspects indicate different ways in which time is presented within an event, while “tenses show different locations of the event in time” (Riemer, 2010:315). The main aspectual categories are the “perfective aspect” and the “imperfective aspect.” Riemer (2010) pointed out that the event in the perfective aspect is often viewed at distance, while it is viewed closely in the imperfective aspect. Aspect can be marked covertly or overtly in serial verb constructions in the same way as tense marking that I have discussed in the preceding section. I also noted in 1.1.4.2, that Gurene has morphological suffix markers for imperfective aspect. The language also has post-verbal aspect markers me and ya which can be combined with past tense markers daa and yuun to indicate past perfective aspect in serial verb constructions. According to Atintono (2005:61), “serial verbs may share the same aspect or not.”

4.2.2.1. Perfective Aspectual Marking in SVCs

Perfective aspect in Gurene can be covertly marked just as the “past tense” marking that I have discussed in the preceding section. This is because speakers can imply tense and aspect meaning based on context. An overt perfective aspect marking often occurs in formal language, while implied aspect marking is mostly informal. An implied perfective aspect marking in SVCs can be inferred as past tense or perfect aspect on the basis that the verbs are unmarked. What accounts for the
ambiguity is that the events in both perfect aspect and simple past tense usually occurred and were completed in the past as I exemplified below.

**Implied Perfect Aspect Marking**

(10) a. Ba da nɛnɔ dugu mui di 
3PL buy meat cook rice eat
‘They bought meat and used it to cook rice and ate/
They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’

b. Ba da nɛnɔ dugu mui di me
3PL buy meat cook rice eat ASP
‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’

c. Nɛreba la dikɛ ba lɔɡɛrɔ zɔ
people DEF take 3PL things run
‘The people have taken their things and run away /
The people took their things and ran away.’

d. Nɛreba la dikɛ ba lɔɡɛrɔ zɔ me
people DEF take 3PL things run ASP
‘The people have taken their things and run away.’

(11) a. Ba da nɛnɔ dugu mui di nananawa
3PL buy meat cook rice eat now
‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eat just recently.’

b. Nɛreba la dikɛ ba lɔɡɛrɔ zɔ bulika wa
people DEF take 3PL things run morning DEM
‘The people have taken their things and run away this morning.’

The implied perfect aspectual marking in (10a) and (10c) are interpreted as either perfective aspect or simple past tense on the basis that the verbs are unmarked to indicate perfect aspect or past tense. In order to distinguish between perfective aspect and a simple past tense, the perfective perfective aspect marker *me* is used in (11c) and (11d). Besides, the use of the adverb *nananawa* ‘now’ in (11a) clearly
shows a perfective aspect rather than simple past tense. Also, the use of the adverbial *bulika wa* ‘this morning’ in (11b) indicates an absolute perfective aspect.

### 4.2.2.1.1. The Perfective Aspect Markers *mɛ* and *ya*

As I indicated in 1.1.4.1, the markers *mɛ* and *ya* express perfective aspect in Gurene. The use of these markers clearly manifests perfective aspect devoid of past tense reading in (10) above. These markers affirm that an action expressed by the verb was completed recently; hence they are also used as affirmative markers. They require an addition of a past tense marker in order to express past perfect aspect (see 1.1.4.1). The distinction between these two aspectual markers is grounded on the reason that *mɛ* is used in all serial verb constructions, whereas *ya* is restricted in usage in “serial verb constructions.” The perfect aspect marker *mɛ* can be preceded by any of the verbs in serial constructions. However, it cannot precede a verb or directly follow a verb that takes an object in SVCs in Gurene. When it occurs before a verb, it marks the preceding verb rather than the subsequent verb. The data below substantiate these claims.

(12).  
Ba da nɛnɔ dugɛ mui di **mɛ**  
3PL buy meat cook rice eat PERF  
‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’

(13).  
Ba da nɛnɔ dugɛ mui **mɛ** di  
3PL buy meat cook rice PERF eat  
‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’
(14). Ba da nɛnɔ me dugɛ mui di 3PL buy meat PERF cook rice eat
‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’

(15) a. Ba da me dugɛ mui di 3PL buy PERF cook rice eat
‘They have bought and have cooked rice and eaten.’

b. Ba da dugɛ me di 3PL buy cook PERF eat
‘They have bought and have cooked and eaten.’

c. Ba da dugɛ di me 3PL buy cook eat PERF
‘They have bought and have cooked and eaten.’

The same perfective aspect marker mɛ is marked once from (12) to (15). It is important to note that the perfect aspect marker me occurs after the final serial verb di ‘eat’ in (12). In (13) the same aspe ctual marker is preceded by the direct object mui ‘rice’ of the medial verb dugɛ ‘cook.’ This is because the perfective aspect marker cannot directly follow a transitive verb before its direct object. Also, the same perfect aspectual marker occurs after the initial verb da ‘buy’ in (14) and is preceded by the direct object nɛnɔ ‘meat’ because perfective aspect marker cannot directly follow the verb da with its object. In (15a) where the perfect aspect marker me intervenes between the initial verbs da ‘buy’ and the medial verb dugɛ ‘cook,’ it affects the initial verb rather than the medial verb. In (15b) the perfective aspect marker me marks the medial verb dugɛ ‘cook’ rather than the final verb di ‘eat.’ It shows that the perfective marker can occur after any verb in SVCs in which the object of the verb usually intervenes between the verb and the perfective marker. It
cannot occur between the verb and the object in (16a). The perfective marker \(m\varepsilon\) precedes each verb in (16b) also renders sentence ungrammatical.

\[(16)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
a. \ & *\text{Ba da } m\varepsilon \ \text{n\varepsilon\text{\textcircled{\text{6}}} d\varepsilon \text{ mui di} } \\
& 3\text{PL buy PERF meat cook rice eat} \\
& \text{‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
b. \ & *\text{Ba da n\varepsilon\text{\textcircled{\text{6}}} m\varepsilon \ d\varepsilon \ mui m\varepsilon \ di m\varepsilon} \\
& 3\text{PL buy meat PERF cook rice PERF rice eat} \\
& \text{‘They have bought meat and used it to cook rice and eaten.’}
\]

\[(17)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
a. \ & \text{Ba } m\varepsilon \ \text{da n\varepsilon\text{\textcircled{\text{6}}} d\varepsilon \ mui di} \\
& 3\text{PL ADV buy meat cook rice eat} \\
& \text{‘They also bought meat, cooked rice and ate/} \\
& \text{They have also bought meat, cooked rice and eaten.’}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
b. \ & \text{k\textcircled{\text{14}} ma la } m\varepsilon \ \text{da n\varepsilon\text{\textcircled{\text{6}}} d\varepsilon \ obe} \\
& \text{children DEF ADV buy meat cook chew} \\
& \text{‘The children also bought meat, cooked and ate/} \\
& \text{They have also bought meat, cooked rice and ate.’}
\]

It must be noted that in (17a) and (17b), where \(m\varepsilon\) precedes a verb, it becomes an adverb rather than a perfective marker. It shows that the perfective marker \(m\varepsilon\) can occur immediately after any verb, except a verb that takes an object NP in SVCs.

On the contrary, the perfect aspect marker \(ya\) can only be used in an event-argument SVC. Dixon (2006) describes an event-argument SVC as asymmetrical SVC where an event that contains the initial verb becomes the subject argument of the second verb. Aikhenvald (2006) asserts that an event-argument SVC contains verbs that do not “share arguments.” I present these concrete examples below.
(18) a. Ba di ya (Non-SVC)
   3PL eat PERF
   ‘They have eaten.’

   b. *Ba da nɛŋ dugu mui di ya (SVC)
      They buy meat cook rice eat PERF
      ‘They have bought meat and cooked rice and eaten.’

   Event-argument SVCS

(19) a. [Baa la dum bia la] ki ya
dog DEF bite child DEF die PERF
   ‘The dog which bit the child is dead /
    the dog which bit the child has died.’

   b. [Nayiga la zu nii la] zɔ ya
thief DEF steal cows DEF run PERF
   ‘The thief who stole the cows has run away.’

   c. [Budaa la ba moto la] lui ya
man DEF ride motor-bike DEF fall PERF
   ‘The man who rode the motor-bike has fallen down.’

In (18a) the perfective marker ya directly follows the verb di ‘eat’ in a non-SVC. When it follows the same verb di ‘eat’ which is the final verb in SVC in (18b), the sentence becomes ungrammatical. The presence of the object NP makes the sentence ungrammatical. However, this perfective aspect marker directly follows the second verb ki ‘die’ in an event-argument SVC in (19a). In (19b) the marker is placed after the second verb zɔ which contains an event as its subject NP. This same marker is also placed after the V2 lui ‘fall’ in (19c) which takes both the subject and the object of the V1 ba ‘ride’ as its subject argument. It is important to note that the event-argument SVC has no object NP, hence the perfective marker ya can occur in it.
4.2.2.2. Imperfective Aspect Marking

The imperfective aspect involves progressive and habitual aspects. The progressive aspect in Gurene has the suffix [-i], while habitual aspect has the suffix [-a]. It must be noted that the SVC in Gurene manifests single marking for perfective aspect and separate marking for imperfective aspect in which each verb is morphologically marked. Some SVCs in Gurene do not share the same aspect which is a phenomenon contrary to the idea that all SVCs must share the same tense and aspect. This aspect agreement phenomenon was observed by Dakubu (2003) and Atintono (2005).

The same Aspect Marking in SVCs

(20) a. Aloko da ɲɛnɔ dug ṭe The same Aspect Marking in SVCs
Aloko buy.PERF meat cook.PERF chew.PERF
‘Aloko has bought meat, cooked and eaten.’

b. Aloko da ɲɛnɔ dug ṭe me
Aloko buy meat cook chew PERF
‘Aloko has bought meat cooked and eaten.’

(21) A da’ar-a ɲɛnɔ degɛr-a ṭeber-a
3SG buy-HAB meat cook-HAB chew-HAB ‘He buys meat, cooks it and eats.’

Different Aspects Marking in SVCs

(22) a. Aloko da’ar-i ɲɛnɔ duger-a ṭeber-a
Aloko buy-PROG meat cook-HAB chew-HAB
‘Aloko has been buying meat to cook and eat.’

b. *Aloko da’ar-i ɲɛnɔ duger-i ṭeber-i
Aloko buy-PROG meat cook-PROG chew-PROG
‘Aloko has been buying meat to cook and eat.’

c. Aloko da ɲɛnɔ dug ṭeber-a
Aloko buy.PERF meat cook.PERF chew-IMPERF
‘Aloko has bought meat, cooked it and eats.’
d. Aloko  da  nenɛ  mɛ  dugɛ  ɔber-a
   Aloko  buy  meat  PERF  cook  chew-IMPERF
   ‘Aloko has bought meat, cooked it and eats/
   Aloko has bought meat, cooked it and is eating.’

(23). Pɔka  la  ake  ko’om  duger-a  dia  la
   Woman  DEF  fetch  PERF  water  cook-IMPERF  food  DEF
   “The woman fetched water and is cooking the food.”
   (Atintono, 2005:62)

The verbs in (20a) share the same implied perfective aspect marker, while a single aspectual marker mɛ is shared by the verbs in (20b). In (21) the same imperfective habitual suffix [-a] is marked on each verb indicating iterative. However, the initial verb da’ar-i ‘buying’ in (22a) is marked by a progressive aspect marker [-i], while the subsequent verbs are marked by the habitual aspect marker [-a]. It is however ungrammatical in (22b) where each verb is marked by the same progressive marker [-i]. This clearly attests that verbs in SVCs in Gurene can either share the same perfective aspect or the same habitual aspect but cannot share progressive aspect. Besides, examples in (22c) and (22d) show that SVCs contain some verbs that are marked by a mixture of perfective and imperfective aspect markers. In (22c) the initial verb da ‘buy’ and the medial verb duge ‘cook’ contain the same implied perfective aspect marker, while the final verb ɔber-a ‘chewing’ contains an imperfective habitual aspect marker [-a]. The discussion confirms Atintono’s (2005) observation that Gurene has some SVCs in which the verbs are marked by different aspectual markers as in (23). The habitual aspect marker is iterative, except that it
does not duplicate in SVCs, hence it also expresses progressive meaning in (22d) and (23).

4.2.3. Modality Marking in Serial Verb Constructions

Modality in English, refers to the use of modal auxiliary verbs to express ability, probability, request, obligation, certainty, intention and evidence to support the main verbs in sentences (Grygel 1991; Givon, 2001; Ebest et al, 2002). Kreidler (1998:140) claims that “all modality involves obligation or possibility of one sort or another,” hence modality extends to nouns, adjectives and adverbs. Timberlake (2007) describes modal auxiliary verbs as “volitive verbs,” “obligatory verbs” and “permission verbs” (see 1.1.4.3). Modality, as defined by Saeed (2016; 134) is a “term for devices which allow speakers to express varying degrees of commitment to, or belief in, a proposition.” Saeed (2016) further explicates that modals such as “must, should, need, ought to” constitute “epistemic” modality in which the speaker signals “degrees of knowledge.” He added that “deontic modality” contains modal verbs which include “can, could, might” that express obligation, responsibility and permission, while “evidential modality” indicates the source of information. Modal auxiliary verbs are always supporting verbs; hence they cannot be used as main verbs in sentences. Gurene does not mark tense for auxiliary verbs as Bodomo (1993) observed in Mabia languages. I argued in 1.1.4.3 that Gurene has a number of modal auxiliaries in which two or more of such auxiliaries can co-occur in a sentence. As discussed in 1.1.4.3, Atintono (2004) indicated that modal auxiliary verbs in Gurene include wan/wa or nan/na ‘will,’ ta’am ‘can,’ le ‘again,’ ni ‘always,’ kelim ‘still,’ k2ôm ‘just,’ ya’am ‘habitual,’ nyaa ‘afterwards, ‘and zi’im
‘may be.’ I argue that *wan/wa* or *nan/na* ‘will,’ is future marker rather than modal auxiliary verb. The same modal auxiliary verb is marked once in SVCs in Gurene in which the modal auxiliary verb precedes the initial verb in the examples below.

(24) a. Tu ni yuun-a peger-a fu
   IPL MOD sing-IMPERF praise-IMPERF 2SG
   ‘We always sing and praise you.’

   b. Mam ta’am zɔ ekɛ zɔɛ boko la
   1SG MOD run jump cross ditch DEF
   ‘I can run and jump across the ditch.’

   c. *Mam ta’am zɔ ta’am ekɛ ta’am zɔɛ boko la
   1SG MOD run MOD jump MOD cross ditch DEF
   ‘I can run and jump across the ditch.’

(25) A wan ta’am le zɔ ekɛ zɔɛ boko la
    3SG MOD MOD MOD run jump cross ditch DEF
    ‘He/she will be able to run and jumped across the ditch again.’

The same modal auxiliary verb *ni* which expresses habitual meaning occurs before the initial verb *yuun-a* ‘sing’ in (24a), and affects the subsequent verb *pegegr-a* ‘praise.’ In (24b) the modal auxiliary verb *ta’am* which denotes ability precedes the V1 *zɔ* ‘run’ and scopes over both the V2 *ekɛ* ‘jump’ and the V3 *zɔɛ* ‘cross.’ But when it precedes each of the verbs in (24c), the SVC becomes ungrammatical. Also, three modal verbs *wan* ‘will,’ *ta’am* ‘can,’ and *le* ‘again’ that express certainty, ability and habitual respectively co-precede the initial verb *zɔ* ‘run’ in (25) and scope over all the verbs that follow.
4.3. Polarity Marking in Serial Verb Constructions

Polarity encodes negativity or positivity of what is expressed by the verb. It was noted in 1.1.4.4 that Gurene has three negative markers *ka* which indicates past negation, *kan* which denotes future negation and *da* which expresses present negation. Unlike Akan in which each verb in the SVC is morphologically marked by a nasal prefix in (26), and Ewe in which negation in SVCs contains a “discontinuous markers *me….o,*” (Agbedor, 1994; Ameka, 2006) where the *me* precedes the verb whereas the *o* occurs at the extreme end of SVC in (27), Gurene has a single polarity marking in SVCs in which the negative marker (Atintono, 2005) can be placed at any verb and scopes to only the subsequent verbs.

Negation in SVC in Akan

(26) Mô-ró-n-ò bi m-má wo
1SG SUBJ-PROG-NEG-buy some NEG-give 2SG OBJ
I will not buy some for you.
(Osam, 2003:20)

Negation in SVC in Ewe

(27) [dëvi’a mé-tá yi xɔ-a me o]
Child-DEF NEG-crawl go room-DEF containing.region.of NEG
[É-fù du do]
3SG move.limb course exit
‘The child didn’t crawl before going into the room. It ran out’
(Ameka, 2006:139)

Past Negation in SVCs in Gurene

(28) a. Atinga *ka* da mui duge di (prototypical SVC)
Atinga NEG buy rice cook eat
‘Atinga did not buy rice to cook and eat.’

b. Atinga da mui *ka* duge di
Atinga buy rice NEG cook eat
‘Atinga bought rice and did not cook to eat’
c. Atinga da mui duge ka di
   Atinga buy rice cook NEG eat
   ‘Atinga bought rice, cooked and did not eat.’

(29) *Atinga ka da mui ka duge ka di
   Atinga NEG buy rice NEG cook NEG eat
   ‘Atinga did not buy rice to cook and eat’

The negative marker *ka precedes the initial verb *da ‘buy’ in (28a) resulting to polarity spreading in which I consider as the prototypical SVC. In (28b) the same negative marker precedes the medial verb *duge which affects it and the subsequent verb *di ‘eat’ and without affecting the preceding verb *da, ‘buy.’ Also, the negative marker *ka is placed before the final verb *di ‘eat’ in (28c) which does not spread to the preceding verbs. It negates only the final verb. When the same negative marker *ka occurs before each of the verbs in (29), the SVC becomes ungrammatical.

Future Negation in Asymmetrical SVCs

(30) a. Yinɛ *kan sake tum be’em bo tu (Prototypical SVC)
   God NEG agree do bad give 3PL
   ‘God will not to agree to do bad to us.’

b. Nɛra *kan sake dike bonsɛla bo a bia
   person NEG agree take snake give 3SG child
   ‘A person will not agree to give a snake to his/her child.’

c. *Yinɛ sake *kan tum be’em bo tu
   God agree NEG do bad give 3PL
   ‘God will not to agree to do bad to us.’

d. *Nɛra sake dike bonsɛla *kan bo a bia
   person agree take snake NEG give 3SG child
   ‘A person will not agree to give a snake to his/her child.’
The negative marker can only precede the initial verb *sakɛ* ‘agree’ in the asymmetrical SVCs in (30a) and (30b) where verbs are derived from a “restricted verb class.” The SVC becomes ungrammatical in (30c) when the negative marker precedes the second verb *tum* ‘work.’ It is also ungrammatical when the future negative marker *kan* precedes the final verb *bo* in (30d).

It is also observed that the present negative marker *da* cannot precede non-initial verbs in SVCs in Gurene as demonstrated below.

*Present Negative Marker *da* **used in SVCs**

(31) a. Bá *dà* dá dáárm bó bùdàà là (Prototypical SVC)
   3PL NEG buy alcohol give man DEF
   ‘They should buy alcohol for the man.’

   b. *Ba* dá dáárm *dà* bó bùdàà là
   3PL buy alcohol NEG give man DEF
   ‘They should buy alcohol for the man.’

(32) a. Atua *dà* dík̀ dia là dí
   Atua NEG take food DEF eat
   ‘Atua don’t take the food and eat.’

   b. *Atua* dík̀ dia là *dà* di
   Atua take food DEF NEG eat
   ‘Atua don’t take the food and eat.’

The present negative marker *dà* precedes the initial verb *dà* ‘buy’ in (31a) and *dík̀* ‘take’ in (33a). In (31b) and (32b) where the negative marker *dà* precedes the second verbs *bó* ‘give’ and *dí* ‘eat,’ makes the SVCs ungrammatical. I conclude that not all the negative markers can precede non-initial verbs in SVCs in Gurene, hence polarity spreading is prototypical in SVCs in Gurene. I also maintain that unlike the
West Ring languages, Ewe, and Akan in which negation affects all the verbs in SVCs (Kießling, 2004; Osam, 2003; Ameka, 2006), some negations do not affect all the verbs in SVCs in Gurene.

4.4. Argument Sharing in Mono Subject and Multiple Subjects

Serial verb constructions may consist of single subject or multiple subjects. According to Abrefa (2010:71), “there are instances where two or more subjects are overtly expressed in SVC.” Givon (1997) describes what seem to be multiple subjects as “equi-subjects (SS)” which he claimed exist in some clause chaining. Multiple subjects in serial verb constructions include “combined subjects” and “switch-subject” (Osam, 1994; 2004). Subject sharing occurs in both mono-subject and multiple subjects in SVCs.

4.4.1. Combined Subject Serialization

Combined subject in a SVC is where the subject of the initial verb and the object NP are jointly become the subject of the second verb (Osam, 2004). A combined subjects, also known as “cumulative subjects” (Aikhenvald, 2006; Ameka, 2006), feature accompaniment SVCs. In accompaniment SVCs, “the subject and the object” of the initial verb accompany each other to perform an activity. Gurene has a combined subject serialization as it exists in Akan (Osam, 2004; Kambon, 2005). Combined or cumulative subject manifests in SVCs in Gurene as exemplified below:
(33) a. [Aduko lagum Atia] di sagebɔ
   Aduko put.together Atia eat T.Z
   ‘Aduko with Atia ate too-zaaﬁ.’

   b. [Aduko dike Atia] kiŋ Bolga-da’a
   Aduko take Atia go Bolga-market
   ‘Aduko picked Atia to Bolga market’

(34) a. [Aduko nae Atia] zu ligeri la
   Aduko join Atia steal money DEF
   ‘Aduko with Atia stole the money.’

   b. [Aduko doose a pɔga] zɔ kiŋ Kumasi
   Aduko follow 3SG wife run go Kumasi
   ‘Aduko with his wife ran to Kumasi.’

The “subject and the object” of the initial verb lagum ‘put together’ in (33a) are combined as a subject of the second verb kiŋ ‘go.’ In (33b), the subject and the object of the initial verb dike ‘take’ are combined to become the subject of the second verb kiŋ ‘go.’ Also, in (34a) the subject and the object of the V1 nae ‘join’ jointly become the subject of the V2 zu ‘steal.’ Additionally, the subject and the object NP of the initial verb doose ‘follow’ are combined to become a subject of the medial verb zɔ ‘run’ and the subject of the final verb kiŋ ‘go’ in (34b). These SVCs show that the subject and the object of the V1 usually accompany each other to perform an action expressed by the V2.

4.4.2. Switch Subject

A switch subject serialization as proposed by Osam (1994; 2003 &2004) is a type SVC where the object NP of the initial verb becomes the bona ﬁde subject NP of
the subsequent verb. It simply means that a direct object of the initial verb switches to become a subject of the second verb. According to Osam (2004), switch subject exists in causative serial verb constructions in Akan. Though switch subject SVCs do not exist in many serializing languages (Ameka, 2006; Hellwig, 2006; Kilian-Hatz, 2006), some serializing languages including Dumo and the Krio manifest switch subject SVCs also known as “switch function” (Hellwig, 2006: Ingram, 2006; Kilian-Hatz, 2006; Nyampong; 2015). The switch-subject SVCs violate the prototypical defining property of argument sharing in SVCs. The following data clearly demonstrate that switch subject SVCs do not exist in Gurene.

_Switch Subject in Akan (Osam, 2004)_

(35). Kofi má-à Esi dzi-ì bànkye (Fa)
Kofi make-COMPL Esi eat-COMPL cassava
Kofi made Esi eat cassava.
(Osam, 2004: 41)

_Switch subject in Gurene_

(36) a. *Adongo basɛ a ma lui tiŋa (SVC)
Adongo made 3SG mother fall down
‘Adongo made his mother fell down.’

b. Adongo basɛ ti a ma lui tiŋa (Non-SVC)
Adongo made CONJ 3SG mother fall down
‘Adongo made and his mother fell down.’

The verbs má-à ‘make’ and dzi-ì ‘eat’ in (35) have no subject or object sharing, and no conjunction is used in the switch subject SVC in Akan. This type of construction in Gurene as in (36a) where the verbs base ‘made’ and the verb lui ‘fall’ share no
subject or object in the SVC is ungrammatical. The switch subject construction in Gurene is a non-SVC in (36b) where the conjunction *ti* is used.

4.4.3. Subject Sharing

Subject sharing constitutes the prototypical serial verb construction in Gurene as Aikhenvald (2006:12) pointed out that “the prototypical serial verb constructions share at least one argument.” I argue that all “serial verb constructions” in Gurene share the same subject. However, the subject sharing in SVCs are graded according to the prototype theory’s concepts of “prototypicality” and “gradation” (Rosch and Mervis, 1975; Rosch, 1978; Lakaff, 1987; Taylor, 1995). Hampton (2006) on his part observes that the prototypical SVCs constitute good examples of SVCs than the less prototypical categories; hence, the prototypical SVCs should be considered first before other categories of SVCs. This principle is applied in data analysis.

4.4.3.1. Single Subject Sharing

In a single subject sharing serial verb construction, all the verbs share the subject which may be an overt subject or an unexpressed subject. An overt subject in SVCs in Gurene is the subject that is overtly expressed, while an unexpressed subject in SVCs constitutes imperative sentences in which the subject is normally omitted but understood as illustrated below:

(37). **Segra** daa nyôke puure dóge dayua
   Sarah PAST catch stomach born child
   ‘Sarah became pregnant and bore a son.’

(Catholic Church Translation from Genesis 21:2)
(38).  **Kaareba** kɔ nyɛ kamantuusi
Farmers farm see tomatoes
‘Farmers farmed and got good harvest of tomatoes.’

(39).  To’e lagefɔ da dia bo kɔma la
collect money buy food give children DEF
‘Collect money and buy food for the children.

The verbs *nyɔke* ‘catch’ and *dɔɡɛ* ‘born’ in (37) share the same explicit subject **Seɛra**
‘Sarah.’ In (38) the verb *kɔ* ‘farm’ and *nyɛ* ‘see’ also share the same explicit subject
**kaareba** ‘farmers.’ All the verbs *to’e* ‘collect,’ *da* ‘buy,’ and *bo* ‘give’ share the same
unexpressed subject in (39).

4.4.3.2. Combined Subject Sharing

A combined subject is shared by all the verbs in serial verb constructions in Gurene
as established by Haspelmath (2016:310) that “all languages with SVCs have same-
subject serial verb constructions.” In a combined subject SVC that contains multiple
verbs, the verbs share the subject argument as in the following examples.

(40)  [Akolgo doose Atia] zɔ kiŋɛ Kumasi
Akolgo follow Atia run go Kumasi
‘Akolgo together with Atia has run to Kumasi.’

(41)  [Akolgo la ba yeefo] zɔ doose kelam kiŋɛ Bolga]
Akolgo DEF ride horse run pass here go Bolga
‘Akolgo rode a horse and passed here to Bolga.’

(42)  [Akolgo naɛ Atia] zu ligeri pu
Akolgo join Atia steal money share
‘Akolgo with Atia stole money and shared.’
It is observed in (40) that the initial verb *doose* ‘follow’ combines the subject *Akolgo* and the object *Atia* into a single subject, which is shared by the second verbs *zↄ* ‘run’ and the final verb *kiŋɛ* ‘go.’ It must be noted that the initial verb shares only one subject with the subsequent verbs, hence it does not share the combined subject. In (41) the initial verb *ba* ‘ride’ connects the subject NP *Akolgo* to the object NP *yeefo* ‘horse’ into a single subject which is shared by the V2 *zↄ* ‘run,’ the V3 *doose* ‘pass’ and the V4 *kiŋɛ* ‘go.’ Also, *Akolgo* and *Atia* which are the subject and the object of the V1 *nae* ‘join’ in (42) became a joined single subject shared by the V2 *zu* ‘steal’ and the V3 *pu* ‘share.’

4.5. Argument Sharing in Mono Object and Multiple Objects

Serial verb constructions may contain mono object or multiple objects. The verbs with multiple objects in serial verb constructions do not share the same object. According to Givon (1997:46) “multiple objects in serial clauses also behave like single objects of single clauses.” Each transitive verb has an independent object in multiple object SVCs. Abrefa (2010) pointed out that two or more transitive verbs in serial verb constructions in Akan and Ga may contain mono object in which the object may be shared or may not be shared. Mono object and multiple objects serial constructions in Gurene are instantiated below.

4.5.1. Mono Object Serialization

Two or more transitive verbs used in a mono object SVC in Gurene share the same object. The phenomenon is illustrated below.
Mono Object Sharing in contiguous SVC

(43) a. Kaareba wan [kɔ nyɛ dia]
Farmers FUT farm see foodstuff
‘Farmers will farm and get good harvest of foodstuff.’

b. Kaareba wan [kɔ (dia)] [nyɛ dia]
Farmers FUT farm foodstuff see foodstuff
‘Farmers will farm and get good harvest of foodstuff.’

Mono Object Sharing in Non-contiguous SVCs

(44) a. Ayinɛ [da daam nyu]
Ayinɛ buy alcohol drink
‘Ayinɛ bought alcohol and drank.’

b. Ayinɛ [da daam] [nyu (daam)]
Ayinɛ buy alcohol drink alcohol
‘Ayinɛ bought alcohol and drank the alcohol.’

The mono object *dia* ‘foodstuff’ is shared by the two transitive verbs *kɔ* ‘to farm’ and *nyɛ* ‘see’ in a contiguous SVC in (43a). The mono object sharing is clearly realized in (43b) where each verb takes the same repeated object *dia* ‘foodstuff’. In (44a) both the transitive verbs *da* ‘buy’ and *nyu* ‘drink’ share the same mono object *daam* ‘alcohol’ in a non-contiguous SVC, and the object sharing is clearly realized in (44b) in which second verb *nyu* ‘drink’ takes the same object *dia* ‘foodstuff’ with the initial verb *da* ‘buy.’ It will be ungrammatical for each of the verbs in these SVCs to take different objects rather than the same objects. Though the repetition of the same objects in (43b) and (44b) show that the verbs share them is grammatical, speakers often avoid the repetition in SVCs because it makes the sentences lengthy and awkward.
In a mono-object serial verb construction in Gurene, intransitive verbs always occur before transitive verbs in contiguous SVCs. Unlike the West Ring languages (Kießling 2004) where intransitive verbs precede the object NP and sharing it with transitive verbs, only transitive verbs in Gurene can precede the object and share it as in the following examples.

(45)  a. Apana  isege  mɛ  zɔ  tabɛ  ṳmɛ  a  bià
Apana  get.up  PERF  run  chase  beat  3SG  child
‘Apana has gotten up, ran and pursued her child and beat him up.’

b. Apana  tabɛ  ṳmɛ  a  bia
Apana  chase  beat  3SG  child
‘Apana pursued her child and beat him up.’

c. *Apana  isege  mɛ  zɔ  a  bia
Apana  get-up  PERF  run  3SG  child
‘Apana has gotten up and run her child.’

(46) a. *Apana  ṳmɛ  a  bia  isege  zɔ  (SVC)
Apana  beat  3SG  child  get-up  run
‘Apana beat up her child and he got up and ran.’

b. Apana  ṳmɛ  a  bia  ti  a  isege  zɔ  (Non-SVC)
Apana  beat  3SG  child  CONJ  3SG  get-up  run
‘Apana beat up her child and he got up and ran.’

In example (45a), the two intransitive verbs isege ‘get up’ and zɔ ‘run’ occur before the two transitive verbs tabe ‘chase’ and ṳmɛ ‘beat’ which precede the object NP a bia ‘her child.’ These transitive verbs share the same object a bia ‘her child’ as in (45b). Because intransitive verbs have no objects, they cannot precede the object NP a bia ‘her child’ as shown in an ungrammatical construction in (45c). In asymmetrical SVC, the order of verbs is crucial as intransitive verbs cannot occur
after the object NP in (46a). However, it is possible to have intransitive verbs occurring after the object NP in “non-serial verb constructions” as in (46b).

4.5.2. Multiple Objects Serialization

Multiple objects serialization is tantamount to non-contiguous SVCs in which the serial verbs have object constituents intervening between them. Though all the verbs do not share the same object, it is possible for some transitive verbs to share a particular object in multiple objects SVC in Gurene as illustrated below.

(47). Apana  neem  zom  mɔm  sɑgbɔ  bo  kɔma
Apana  grind  flour  stir  T.Z.  give  children
‘Apana ground flour and prepared *too-zaafl* for children.’

(48). Apana  vaɛ  ki  tɔ  veele  neem  zom  mɔm  sɑgbɔ
Apana  collect  millet  pound  throw  trash  grind  flour  stir  T.Z
‘Apana collected millet, pounded it, threw off the trash and then ground some flour and used the flour to prepare T.Z.’

Each verb in (47) takes its own object, while in (48), the V1, V2 and V3 share the same object *ki* ‘millet,’ while the subsequent verbs *neem* ‘grind’ and *mɔm* ‘stir’ take their independent objects *zom* ‘flour’ and *sɑgbɔ* ‘too-zaafl’ respectively.

Multiple objects serial verb constructions also involve some objects that are unexpressed. The verbs that take the unexpressed objects are like the “bimorphemic verbs” identified in Ewe and Yoruba by Baker (1989) as cited in Agbedor (1994). According to Agbedor (1994:120), the bimorphemic verbs in Ewe contain “bound verb complement (BVC).” This type of verbs in Gurene constitutes transitive verbs.
that have their respective direct objects fused into them. The fused object can be predicted and overtly expressed or unexpressed. These objects may be referred to as “fusional verb object” (FVO) which are sometimes unexpressed in SVCs. Objects that are fused in the verbs or objects that can be implied from the verbs may be unexpressed on the basis that their meanings are always realized whether they are expressed or unexpressed.

*Unexpressed multiple object SVCs*

(49)  Apana néém zóm mɔm (Ø) bó kɔma
Apana grind flour stir give children
‘Apana ground flour and prepared *too-zaafi* for children.’

(50)  Atanga kïŋɛ̀ nama kúlé (Ø)
Atanga walk legs go.home
‘Atanga walked home.’

(51)  a.  Kaareba là kó sukaam sù. (Ø) bíŋé
Farmers DEF farm groundnuts put.inside keep.’
‘The farmers harvested groundnuts and put into sack(s) and kept’

    b.  Kaareba là kó sukaam sù *bɔra* bíŋé
farmers DEF farm groundnuts put.inside sacks keep
‘The farmers harvested groundnuts and put into sacks and kept.’

(52)  a.  Ayameŋa nyókè nɔa yú (Ø)
Ayamga catch fowl close
‘Ayamga caught a fowl and closed it in a hen coop.’

    b.  Ayameŋa nyókè nɔa yú *ùkà* puan
Ayamga catch fowl close hen.coop inside
‘Ayamga caught a fowl and closed it in a hen coop.’
The V2 móm ‘stir’ in (49) contains its own object which is unexpressed, and the object can easily be predicted. It does not share the object zóm ‘flour’ with V1 or the object kɔma ‘children’ with the V3. In (50) the final verb kúlé ‘go.home’ contains a fusional verb object (FVO) “home” which is unexpressed. Also in (51a), the verb su ‘put inside’ contains a FVO bɔra ‘sacks’ which is shared by the final verb biŋe ‘keep.’ This is clearly illustrated in (51b) where the object is overtly expressed. In (52a) the V2 yú ‘close’ contains FVO ǔkà ‘hen coop’ which is covertly expressed. The object is fused into the verb in which speakers can easily imply without it being overtly expressed. The object can also be overtly expressed as in (52b). Speakers do not mostly express these objects in SVCs because the meaning is always clear whether the objects are expressed or not.

4.5.3. Non-Object Serial Verb Constructions

Apart from the unexpressed objects, some serial verb constructions in Gurene do not have objects at all. In these SVCs, all the verbs are always intransitive which cannot take any object NP. Some examples are found below.

(53) a. Saa ni go’e
   Rain fall stop
   ‘It rained and stopped’

   b. Saa la ku vilege
      rain DEF form.clouds disappear
      ‘The rain formed clouds and disappeared’

   c. Kusebego la lobe go’e
      wind DEF throw stop
      ‘The wind blew and stopped.’
(54)  

a. Atia zɔ taregɛ  
   Atia run tire  
   ‘Atia ran and became tired’  

b. Bia la kaasi go’e  
   child DEF cry top  
   ‘The child cried and stopped.’  

c. Nii la mɛ taregɛ  
   cows DEF wrestle tire  
   ‘The cows fought and became tired.’  

All the verbs in (53) and (54) share the same subjects but lack object NPs because the verbs are all intransitive. This type of SVCs is similar to the West Ring Languages (Kießling, 2004) discussed in (11a) and (11b) of (2.2.10), in which some SVCs shared only the subject, and without any object because all the serial verbs used were intransitive.

4.6. Argument Sharing in Clause Chaining

Gurene has zero anaphora in clause chaining serialization. The non-initial verbs in clause chaining in Gurene have “zero subject marking” as Osam (2004) observed in Akan. However, the direct object NPs of the non-initial transitive verbs in clause chaining SVCs in Akan, according to Osam (2004), have a pronominal object NP nó which often occurs after the verbs and function as anaphoric reference to the direct object NP of the initial verb. However, non-initial transitive verbs in clause chaining in Gurene either share the same object NP or take their own object NPs which are not pronominal object NPs. Hence, clause chaining SVCs in Gurene have no subject anaphora or object anaphora.
4.6.1. Subject Sharing in Clause Chaining Serialization

Clause Chaining Serialization, according to Osam (2004), involves a series of events that are chained into a single event in which the concatenated events can be isolated. Larson (2004) claims that the type of construction considered as Clause Chaining in Akan is a “Multi-verb Construction” in Anyi Baule on the basis that the non-initial verbs in clause chaining have “empty subjects.” The concatenated events in clause chaining serial verb constructions share the same subject (Osam, 1994; 2003; 2004) and represent a single clause. This is distinct from other forms of Multi-verb constructions such as “consecutive constructions” or “covert coordination” which contain two or more clauses. Just as the verbs in clause chaining serialization in Akan (Osam, 2003; 2004) share the same subject, I propose that verbs that are used in CCSVCs in Gurene share one subject as demonstrated below.

(55). Apana [zu ki] [neem zom] [m懋 sagebↄ] [di]
Apana steal millet grind flour stir T.Z eat
‘Apana stole millet, ground flour, prepared too-zaafi and ate.’

(56). Abraham daa [nyↄkɛ pesego ku] [kaabे bo Yinе]
Abraham PAST catch sheep kill offer.sacrifice give God
‘Abraham caught a sheep, killed (it), and offered sacrifice to God.’
(Catholic Translation from Genesis 22:13)

All the verbs in (55) which are zu ‘steal,’ neem ‘grind,’ m懋 ‘stir,’ and di ‘eat’ share a single subject Apana ‘name.’ In (56) the verb nyↄkɛ ‘catch,’ ku ‘kill,’ kaabे ‘to offer sacrifice,’ and bo ‘give’ share the same subject “Abraham,” hence the same subject sharing in clause chaining is a prototypical defining property in SVCs in Gurene.
4.6.2 Object Sharing in Clause Chaining SVCs

The phenomenon of zero pronominal anaphoric object NPs in clause chaining serialization in Gurene is contrary to Akan as exemplified below.

Clause Chaining SVC in Akan (Osam, 2004)

(57). Ama kyéř-ř èwí nó ø-bóř-ř
Ama catch-COMPL thief DEF 3SG SUBJ-beat-COMPL
nó ø-kú-ũ nò (Fa)
3SG OBJ 3SG SUBJ-kill-COMPL 3SG.OBJ
Ama caught the thief, beat him and killed him.’
(Osam, 2004:28)

Clause Chaining SVCs in Gurene

(58) a. Nsø tabe baælegø nme ku
Nsoh chase mad.dog beat kill
‘Nsoh pursued a mad dog, beat it and killed it.’

b. *Nsø tabe baælegø nme e ku e
Nsoh chase mad.dog beat 3SG.OBJ kill 3SG.OBJ
‘Nsoh pursued a mad dog, beat it and killed it.’

The non-initial verb bóř-ř ‘beat’ and kú-ũ ‘killed’ in (57) shared the same subject, while the direct object NPs of each verb is marked by the anaphora nó in clause chaining SVCs in Akan. However, both the initial verb tabe ‘pursue’ and the non-initial verbs nme ‘beat’ and ku ‘kill’ share the same subject NP and the same direct object NP in (58a) without anaphoric pronominal object NP. It is also clear in (58b) where the object NPs of each non-initial verbs nme ‘beat’ and ku ‘kill’ are overtly expressed by the third person pronominal object NP e which is an anaphor, the sentence becomes ungrammatical in Gurene. This phenomenon in which both the
subject and the object are shared is a contradistinction between clause chaining serialization in Akan and Gurene.

4.7. Pronominal Object in SVCs

Nyampong (20015) identifies pronominal object serial verb constructions in Krio. The pronominal objects and object NPs are co-referential in SVCs in Krio. Unlike Krio, the pronominal objects in SVCs in Gurene do not have co-referential object NPs. The pronominal objects used in SVCs in Gurene are direct objects, and sometimes make meaning unclear because they have no distinctions in terms of gender, animate and inanimate objects. The examples below are evidence of my argument.

_Pronominal Object in SVC in Krio_

(59) **Di bɔbɔ kech di titi bit am.**

“the boy caught the girl and beat her up.”

(Nyampong, 2015:70)

_Pronominal Object in SVCs in Gurene_

(60) a. Anaba nyɔkɛ e ɲɛ (animate human)

   Anaba catch 3SG beat

   ‘Anaba caught him/her and beat him/her up.’

b. Anaba nyɔkɛ e ƙu (animate non-human)

   Anaba catch 3SG kill

   ‘Anaba caught it and killed it.’

c. Anaba dike ɛ lobe ba (inanimate)

   Anaba take 3SG throw leave

   ‘Anaba took it and threw it away.’
In (59), the pronominal object “am” ‘her’ in SVC in Krio has anaphoric reference “titi” ‘girl. However, the pronominal object NPs in SVCs in Gurene are direct object NPs as demonstrated in (60a), (60b) and (60c). They can be referred to both animate humans and non-humans or inanimate. Unlike Krio, pronominal object NPs in the SVCs in Gurene have no anaphoric reference as presented below.

(61)  
a. Ayine nyəkə bua kərege (ø)  
Ayine catch goat slaughter 3SG.OBJ  
‘Ayine caught a goat and slaughtered it.’

b. *Ayine nyəkə bua kərege e  
Ayine catch goat slaughter 3SG.OBJ  
‘Ayine caught a goat and slaughtered it.’

(62)  
a. Atua nyu daam buge nyəkə a pɔga ŋme (ø)  
Atua drink alcohol intoxicate catch 3SG.POSS wife beat 3SG.OBJ  
‘Atua drank alcohol and became intoxicated and beat up his wife.’

b. *Atua nyu daam buge nyəkə a pɔga ŋme e  
Atua drink alcohol intoxicate catch 3SG.POSS wife beat 3SG.OBJ  
‘Atua drank alcohol and became intoxicated and beat up his wife.’

The SVCs in (61a) and (62a) have zero pronominal objects on the basis that the verbs have direct objects. The initial verb nyəkə ‘catch’ has a direct object bua ‘goat’ in (61a) which is shared by the second verb kərege ‘slaughter.’ In (61b) where the pronominal object e is anaphoric referent of the direct object bua ‘goat’ constitutes an ungrammatical sentence in Gurene. This is because the object is shared. Similarly, the final verb ŋme ‘beat’ in (62a) has a zero direct object. It is worth noting that when the pronominal third person singular object e which is anaphoric
referent follows the final verb *ŋme* ‘beat’ in (62b), the sentence becomes ungrammatical in Gurene SVCs, though these sentences are grammatical in Krio and Akan (Osam, 2004; Nyampong, 2015).

### 4.8. Multiple Verbs in Serial Verb Constructions

Serial verb constructions involve the use of “two or more verbs” in which Ameka (2006:129) observes that “there is no limit of the number of VPs that can constitute SVCs.” According to Kießling (2004), the West Ring languages have five verbs contiguous SVCs in which four verbs are “coverbs” intervening between the initial verb and its direct object which is often placed at the extreme end of the sentence. Diller (2006:173) also argues that Thai has six verbs in contiguous SVCs in which “the whole five-verb serial construction occurs as a complement of the initial verb.”

Aikhenvald (2006) claims that Tariana has both multiple-word and single-word contiguous SVCs in which the component verbs often occur in a fixed order and without fixed number. Gurene equally has no fixed number of verbs used in SVCs. Gurene has multiplicity of serial verbs that can form a long contiguous serial verb construction or a long clause chaining SVCs. Some examples of multiple verbs used in SVCs are presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Verbs in Contiguous SVC in Thai (Diller, 2006)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(63). ri’:p2 [[o’:k1 pay] su’:3] [klap1 ma:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Hurry off and buy some, then come back’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Diller, 2006: 173)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple Verbs in Contiguous SVC in Gurene

(64)  ko'v!io la pie eke lui zo velege nmerege
Guinea fowl DEF escape fly fall run go.round turn
ke surege suge labege ga'a mo'q puan
enter cover.itself.under hide being.quiet lie.down bush inside
\textquoteleft The guinea fowl escaped and flew; it fell down and ran round,
then turned and entered in the bush, hid itself by having lay
down quietly and covered itself under the bushes.'

The multiple serial verbs are six (63) in which the five verbs are complements of
the initial verb ri'p2 'hurry' in a contiguous construction in Thai. However, in (64),
Gurene has eleven multiple serial verbs in a contiguous construction in which the
V1 to V6 are intransitive, while the V7 to V11 are transitive verbs that precede the
direct object NP mo'q puan 'into bush.' The order of the multiple serial verbs is
that the intransitive verbs occur first before the transitive verbs. This also occurs in
CCSVCs as in (65).

Multiple serial Verbs in Clause Chaining SVC in Gurene

(65)  Atia tum nye ligeri dike da nii base ńuge
Atia work get money take buy cows keep rear
nyże koose me yire bo a kōma
catch sell build house give 3SG children
\textquoteleft Atia worked and got some money, used it and bought cows, kept
them and reared, caught them and sold and then used the proceeds
to build a house for his children.'

4.9. The Prototypical Syntactic Categories of SVCs

Different types of syntactic serial verb constructions exist in Gurene which are
classified based on the prototype theory. These categories of SVCs vary on the basis
that not all the category members are identical in terms of their defining properties.
The prototypical SVCs have features that are more common in other serializing languages, and they are often “good examples” than others, hence they are considered first. The category members are graded such that some types of serial verb constructions are “more prototypical” than other types. However, both the prototypical and the less prototypical categories constitute members of serial verb constructions, but with varied degrees as proposed by the prototype theory (Rosch, 1978; Hampton, 2006). The syntactic SVCs in Gurene are categorized based on prototypes as indicated below:
Table 1: A summary of the prototype classification of syntactic SVCs in Gurene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of SVCs</th>
<th>Prototypical SVCs</th>
<th>Less Prototypical SVCs</th>
<th>Peripheral of SVCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Argument Sharing</td>
<td>Both arguments sharing: subject and object</td>
<td>One argument sharing.</td>
<td>No argument sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple objects non-sharing</td>
<td>Multiple objects sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. TAM Marking.</td>
<td>The same tense and modality marking</td>
<td>Different aspectual marking.</td>
<td>Different tense &amp; aspect marking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Polarity Marking</td>
<td>Polarity spreading. Single or concordant marking of TAMP.</td>
<td>Non-polarity spreading</td>
<td>Implied negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Contiguity</td>
<td>Both contiguous and non-contiguous</td>
<td>Contiguous or non-contiguous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.10. Conclusion

In this chapter, I showed that Gurene has varied syntactic categories of serial verb constructions. They include transitivity SVCs, tense, aspect and modality marking SVCs, polarity marking SVCs, mono subject SVCs, multiple subject SVCs, mono object SVCs, multiple objects SVCs, and non-object SVCs. Argument sharing exists in some of these types of SVCs. I argued that verbs with the same or different transitivity can be combined in “serial verb constructions” in Gurene. Also, the same tense and modality are marked once in SVCs in Gurene, in which the tense and modality markers always precede the initial verb. On the other hand, the aspect can have a single marking or mark on each verb in SVCs in Gurene. I went further to indicate that negation in serial verb constructions in Gurene involves both polarity spreading and non-polarity spreading. I demonstrated that the past negative marker ka can precede any verb in SVCs, while present negative marker da and the future negative marker kan cannot precede non-initial verbs in some SVCs. Evidence showed that Gurene has the prototypical subject sharing serialization.

It was also observed that Gurene lacks switch subject SVCs. I also clearly demonstrated that some multiple objects SVCs in Gurene contain unexpressed objects which are fused into some types of verbs or can be implied from the verb based on context. Again, I argued that Gurene allows object sharing in Clause chaining serial verb constructions. I finally showed that Gurene has a peculiar type of SVCs that lacks object complements of any form.
CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.0. Introduction

This chapter provides a summary of the discussions in the preceding chapters of the entire study, highlighting some key issues that emerged from the discussions. The chapter also presents some findings and conclusions drawn from the data that were presented and discussed in chapters 3 and 4. Besides, some recommendations regarding future research are finally presented in this chapter.

5.1. Summary

Chapter one was general introduction of the study. In that chapter, I discussed the language background which involved the language family, and an overview of tense, aspect, modality and polarity (TAMP) marking in Gurene. The problem statement, research objectives, research questions, and the significance of the research were also discussed.

Chapter two was divided into three sub-sections: Literature review, Theoretical Frame work and Methodology. I discussed extensively some existing literatures on “serial verb constructions” in some serializing languages across the world. Literature on serialization in some Kwa and Gur languages of West Africa were not left out in the discussion. The chapter also discussed the theoretical framework applied in the study. I mentioned some of the principles of the prototype theory that were applied in the study. They included “gradation”, “prototypicality” or “centrality,” “similarity to the prototype,” and “cognitive economy” proposed by
Rosch and Mervis (1975), Rosch (1978), Lakoff (1987) and Taylor (1995). In the summary of the chapter, I indicated how the thesis was organized. I also discussed the data collection strategies and the data analysis procedures. They included data from the primary source, secondary source and data from the “grammaticality judgement task” (native speaker intuition). The corpus data were obtained from a field work, where native speakers were interviewed, observed and their speeches listened. The interviewees’ responses and some language items listened were recorded and transcribed.

The data were presented and analyzed in chapters three and four. Chapter three explored the semantic classification of SVCs in Gurene in which the functional typology and the relational typology of serial verb constructions were focused on in the data analysis and the discussions. Other types of SVCs that were found to be related to semantics were also analyzed. I finally provided a brief discussion of some principles of the prototype theory that were applied in categorizing members of these semantic types of SVCs. The data analysis and discussion in chapter four focused on the “syntactic classification” of serial verb constructions. I discussed the defining properties of SVCs that are associated with the syntactic typology of serial verb constructions in Gurene. They included transitivity in SVCs, TAMP marking in serial verb constructions and argument sharing in various types of syntactic SVCs in Gurene. The chapter ended with a discussion of the prototype categories of members of the syntactic types of serial verb constructions in Gurene. The types of SVCs that constituted the peripheral members of “serial verb constructions” in the language were showed based on the
5.2. Findings

Following the data analysis and the discussions in chapters 3 and 4, I present the key findings of the study in this section of the chapter. The findings are classified under the defining properties of SVCs, the types of SVCs and the functions of SVCs in Gurene.

5.2.1. The Defining Properties of SVCs in Gurene

The results of the data presented and analyzed in the preceding chapters of the thesis generally attested that the defining properties of SVCs in serializing languages are not cross-linguistically universal. The study showed some similarities and differences that existed between the defining properties of SVCs in Gurene and the defining properties SVCs of some other serializing languages. Based on the prototype theory, the defining properties that showed resemblance, good examples and were more common in other serializing languages constituted the central members or the prototypical defining properties of SVCs in Gurene (Rosch and Marvis, 1975; Rosch, 1978; Lakoff, 1987; Taylor, 1995). The key defining properties of SVCs in Gurene that were identified from the discussions in chapter 3 and 4 of the study are summarized below.

The study revealed that the same tense and modality are marked once in SVCs in Gurene in which the tense markers and the modal auxiliary verbs precede the
initial verb. It was also shown that the same aspect or different aspects can be marked on each verb in serial constructions in the language. The perfective aspect markers are particles, while the imperfective aspect markers are suffixes. It was also established that past tense and perfect aspect can be overtly marked or covertly marked in SVCs. The study proved that Gurene manifest both polarity spreading and non-polarity spreading. However, it was discovered that the present negative marker *da* and the future negative marker *kan* cannot precede non-initial verbs in some types of SVCs; hence, polarity spreading constitutes the prototypical defining property of SVCs in Gurene.

Moreover, the study indicated that all verbs share the same subject without any conjunction intervening between them. It was also realized that the shared subject can be overly expressed or implied. In addition, it was evident that the verbs in serial constructions may either share the same object or not. It was realized that transitive verbs used in a single object SVC share the object, while intransitive verbs used with transitive verbs do not share the object. This phenomenon is contrary to the West Ring languages where both transitive and the intransitive verbs share the same object in contiguous SVC (Kießling, 2004). It was also found that SVCs in Gurene contain either an overtly expressed object, unexpressed object fused in a verb or non-object. Both verbs in the non-object SVCs were noted to be intransitive verbs. The study also established that the pronominal objects in SVCs in Gurene constitute only direct objects; hence, they have no anaphoric reference. Finally, the study proved that Gurene permits both object sharing in clause chaining serialization.
5.2.2. The Types of SVCs in Gurene

5.2.2.1. The Semantic Types of SVCs in Gurene

The study identified clause chaining SVCs, integrated SVCs, symmetrical SVCs, asymmetrical SVCs, contiguous and non-contiguous SVCs in Gurene. It was also established that Gurene has relational types of SVCs. They include benefactive SVCs, locative SVC, instrumental SVCs, comitative SVCs, escort/accompaniment SVCs and sequential SVCs. Other semantic types of SVCs which were identified in the study are capabilitative SVCs, concomitant SVCs, concurrent SVCs, refusal SVCs, purpose SVCs, motion SVCs, posture/positional SVCs, manner SVCs, comparative SVCs and the cause-effect SVCs. These types of SVCs play different functions in the language, and they contain some features that are distinct from other serializing languages. It was also realized that these types of SVCs in the language do not contain all features in common as the prototype theory established that SVCs in serializing languages need not possess all features in common. The study found other functional types of SVCs in Gurene which include declarative SVCs, imperative SVCs, exclamatory SVCs, and interrogative SVCs. These types of SVCs play the normal language functions in Gurene.

5.2.2.2. The Syntactic Types of SVCs in Gurene

The study identified some syntactic types of SVCs in Gurene based on the data analyzed. The syntactic features of these types of SVCs were the same, while other features differ in other serializing languages as the prototype theory proposed. The syntactic types of SVCs that were identified in the data analyzed in chapter four include the mono-subject SVCs and the multiple subjects SVCs. It was realized that
the combined subject type of the multiple SVCs exists in SVCs Gurene, while the switch subject type does not exist in SVCs in Gurene.

The study attested that Gurene has multiple object SVCs, mono object SVCs, the non-object SVCs, unexpressed object SVCs, and multiple serial verbs constructions. It was realized that the unexpressed object type of SVC contains two types of objects: object that can easily be predicated from some transitive verbs based on context, and objects that are fused in types of verbs as in the verb *kule* ‘go home.’

5.2.2. *The Functions of Serial Verb Constructions*

The data analyzed in chapter three provided an attestation that serial verb constructions play certain fundamental language functions in Gurene. It was realized that serial verb constructions are also used in declarative sentences, imperative sentences, exclamatory sentences and interrogative sentences. It showed that most speakers preferred using SVCs to describe exciting scenes or give instructions to using non-SVCs. The study found that responses to serial verb constructions’ questions in Gurene are mostly in SVCs, except “Yes” or “No” responses. Even “Yes” or “No” responses are sometimes accompanied with full answers in SVCs. It was also identified that Gurene speakers can either use SVCs or non-SVCs in some sentences. Consequently, the educated Gurene speakers seemed to be using SVCs more in spoken than in written communicative encounters.
5.3. Recommendations

Though the study provided significant analysis of serial verb constructions in Gurene, there are still some issues that require further investigation. Some of these issues are recommended below.

It was realized that Gurene has more than 20 pre-verb particles and many post-verb particles and suffixes that express TAMP. They include: ta, ti, n, bii, nyaa, wa, me, ya, pugum, kɔ,ɔm, lagum, ge, ka, kan, da, le, maan, daa, yuun, kelum, ni, san and daare. These pre-verb and post-verb elements should be extensively investigated to determine those that can occur in SVCs, and their grammatical categories and functions in SVCs in Gurene.

Finally, serial verb nominalization, grammatical relations in serial verb constructions and the grammaticalization in serial verb constructions that Atintono (2005) identified in Gurene should be considered in future research. Research on SVCs in the language will be incomplete without carrying out research on these areas.

5.4. Concluding Remark

Though I feel I have not done much in this interesting field of research, I am also optimistic that this current research has produced significantly, interesting results that are essential to this research area. Hence, I have made some significant contributions to knowledge on “serial verb constructions” and the grammar of Gurene as a whole.
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